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Montserrat – A Brief History
In November 1493 Christopher Columbus passed Montserrat on his second voyage, believing the island was
unoccupied due to raids by the Caribs. Columbus named the island Santa María de Montserrate, after the
monastery outside Barcelona that it reminded him of. The island came under English control in 1632 when
anti-Catholic violence in Nevis led a group of Irish who had been forcibly transported from Ireland, to settle
in Montserrat.
The French attacked the island in 1712 and Runaway Ghaut (a deep ravine which carries rainwater) is so
named as it was used as the escape route for the French when they were driven off the island by the
English. In 1782, during the American Revolutionary War, France briefly captured Montserrat after
supporting the American rebels. During the French invasion, at Frenchman’s Creek Captain George Whyke,
with a force of 60 men, held up the French force of 3,500 men long enough for many inhabitants to flee to
safety in the mountains. The island was returned to Britain under the 1783 Treaty of Versailles but in 1805
the French invaded again and a ransom was paid to make them leave.
The settlers imported enslaved Africans and built an economy based on the production of sugar, rum,
arrowroot and Sea Island cotton, cultivated on large plantations. Many Irish people were also transported
to the island to work as indentured servants or exiled prisoners of Oliver Cromwell, who ranged from
political and military prisoners to orphans, widows and the unemployed who would be a financial burden.
On 17th March 1768 there was a failed slave revolt, occurring on St Patrick’s Day in the belief that many of
the owners would be incapacitated. Today, due to the large numbers of Irish descendants and the revolt,
the Montserratians celebrate St Patrick's Day as a public holiday.
Slavery was abolished in 1834. During the 19th century, falling sugar prices had an adverse effect on the
island's economy, as Brazil and other nations competed in the trade. In 1857, the British philanthropist
Joseph Sturge bought a sugar estate to prove it was economically viable to employ paid labour rather than
slaves. Numerous members of the Sturge family bought additional land. In 1869 the family established the
Montserrat Company Limited and planted lime trees, started the commercial production of lime juice, set
up a school, and sold parcels of land to the inhabitants of the island, allowing much of Montserrat to
become owned by smallholders.
From 1871 to 1958, Montserrat was administered as part of the Federal Crown Colony of the British
Leeward Islands and became a province of the short-lived West Indies Federation from 1958 to 1962. In
1960 William H. Bramble became the first Chief Minister of Montserrat. Today it is governed as a United
Kingdom Overseas Territory, with its own elected government.
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Like many of the Caribbean islands there are quite a few early postcards and photographs that show life on
the Island in the first half of the 20th century. However, many of the buildings in these scenes are now lost
forever, not only because of human development but also because of the catastrophic events in the 1990s.

Image 1: 1918 Armistice celebrations in Plymouth

Image 2: Plymouth c1910

Image 3: Old farming techniques

Image 4: Soufriere Mountain c1910

Image 5:The Roadstead at Plymouth, c1910

Image 6: Botanic Gardens, c1910

Image 7: Looking down Fort Ghaut from Jubilee Town

Image 8: Plymouth from the sea
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1. Destructive Forces faced by the Archives
Like many of the Caribbean islands the history has not just involved fighting between the English and
French but also natural disasters. Records show that the French who invaded 1712 burnt the archives.
However since then the greatest threat to the archives have been the many natural disasters. Hurricanes
have been the commonest, but there have also been earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. On top of this
there have been manmade disasters such as fires. In 1899 Montserrat was hit by a triple disaster. There
was an earthquake, a hurricane and Plymouth suffered a devastating fire. There are no records of what
happened to the archives but it is almost certain that they suffered some damage and loss.

Image 9: Damage left by the 1899 Hurricane

© Sands of Time Consultancy

In 1989 Hurricane Hugo killed ten people and damaged more than 90% of the buildings on the island. Many
archival items were water damaged and proof of this is still visible in some of the archive holdings.
Unfortunately, damaged material was not preserved and were either lost completely or remain as a risk.

Image 10: Marriage Register damaged
During Hurricane Hugo, 1989
The water damage and subsequent
mould has destroyed the text. The
pages now appear empty and even now
in 2014 the book appears to be still
affected by active mould.
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Image 11: Mount Souffriere in the distance lost in the clouds, November 2014
Unfortunately, during the recovery following Hurricane Hugo , more destructive forces were building up at
the Soufrière Hills volcano, which erupted in 1995 and 1997, destroying the capital city of Plymouth and
forcing 8000 people (about two-thirds of the population) to flee, primarily to the UK. An "exclusion zone"
was imposed because of the size of the existing volcanic dome and the potential for further activity.
Relatively quiet since early 2010, the volcano is now monitored by the Montserrat Volcano Observatory.

Image 12: The Island is now split into Zones that can
be closed off depending on Volcanic Activity

Image 13: Gates closing the road into Plymouth
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Image 14: Abandoned Houses just outside Plymouth

Image 15: Abandoned Plymouth

Image 16: Some of the buried buildings can be seen in the areas where no greenery shows, November 2014
A new town and port are being developed at Little Bay on the northwest coast of the island and, while this
construction proceeds, the centre of government and businesses is at Brades, now the de facto capital.
What this has meant was that the large government archives were recovered from Plymouth but are now
housed in unsuitable facilities and are deteriorating. Private family archives were generally saved but
papers did of course get mislaid, lost or disposed of during hasty thinning of personal material before
moving.
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Image 17: Looking down on part of the development of the new Capital at Little Bay, November 2014
The development of a new town does provide the opportunity to create new facilities on the island. On the
outskirts of the new town a new National Museum has already been built and there are plans for a Volcanic
Exhibition centre and a Central Public Library to be built in the same vicinity. However, there are no formal
plans to create a suitable location for the storage of the historical archives. This may end up being a lost
opportunity to provide long term security for the historical archival material.
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2. Why are the Archives Important?
At this present time this is a question often being asked. Whilst economies are struggling and budgets are
being cut and important services are being threatened is this the time to talk about major financial
investment in an archive? Who would it benefit? And can the investment in the archives wait?
It is easy to answer the last question first. No it can’t wait. If the government and people want to have
access to a large archival collection then work must start on it now. If it does not this will just be a false
economy. The longer the historical archives remain in unsuitable storage conditions, and are being
accessed without little control then the likelihood is that they will continue to deteriorate and when it is
decided that work should be done on them then it will cost more as more conservation work will be
needed. Just the simple process of providing suitable storage for them with the right temperature and
humidity control will delay the decay substantially – This preventative conservation method would almost
certainly cost less to do this now than wait 10 years and need to carry out active conservation on more of
the material.
This leads onto the answer to the next question. Why at this time do people place value on archives?
•
They connect people to the past, whether it is a place, an idea or family.
•
They provide a nation with an identity through its records
•
Digitised archives will allow non-residents to access information easily, important when Montserrat
has such a large population overseas

Digitised archives now provide a wealth of information online, so more people know about them,
and interest in them is growing because of this ease of access
Montserrat now has a vast Diaspora, with over 2/3rds of people born in Montserrat now living overseas,
mostly in the UK but also spread throughout the Caribbean. This has disconnected many thousands of
people from their place of birth and from their records. At the same time the people who have left
Montserrat have done so often taking all their possessions, including important family archives, removing
them from a country that has recently been more defined by a volcano rather than by its people.
Modern technology now allows this material to be digitised and made readily available online. This means:
People with personal archives can lend the items for digitisation without having to donate them to
be part of a paper archive. Or alternative they can digitize them themselves and supply these
copies over the internet, no matter where they are.
- archives related to every subject about Montserrat can eventually be accessible by anyone,
anywhere, anytime.
- The archives can be preserved and protected both as actual document but also as digital images,
safeguarding the information contained within those documents, especially as Montserrat is still
prone to volcanic eruptions, earthquakes and hurricanes.
However, to get to the stage where the historical archive material is being stored and handled correctly and
can be digitised will take time of dedicated staff and some major financial investment.
It must also be noted that one of the quickest and largest growing pastimes is researching family history.
People are no longer happy with just finding out about births, deaths and marriages of their ancestors but
now also want to know more about all aspects of their lives; what they did and how they impacted on local,
national or international events. This means that many people are willing to carry out more in depth
research and need access to an ever increasing number of documents. This is alright if the documents have
been catalogued correctly and at least the catalogues are publicly accessible. However in places like
11

Montserrat much of this information still exists but there are very few catalogues available and even less
material online that will be picked up with internet searches.
These family historians not only utilise the archives but can also add valuable information and resources,
such as photographs and family records that are not in the public domain, such as letters and diaries. If
approached correctly they are often willing to share this information and will be of great interest not only
to other family historians but also to any researcher carrying out work on Montserrat, such as the
Montserrat National Trust.
One should also remember that there are many records stored in the historic archives that might be
pertinent to legal requests today, most notably land ownership (this could be through information in wills,
land deeds, court cases etc). For an island undergoing major land use changes following the volcanic
eruptions information about such things as land ownership is very important in shaping the future island
development.
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3. Previous Mentions of Archives and Archive Projects
As is common in the Caribbean there is no such thing as a new problem. Issues related to the archives in
Montserrat were identified as far back as the early 20th century. There have been several notable projects
and references to the archival material and its needs and the most relevant/best of these are shown in this
section. Where lists were prepared as part of the studies listed, these have been included as Appendixes.
1914 - The Royal Commission on Public Records Report
In The Royal Commission on Public Records report of 1914 (Vol II, pt. I) it records a communication from the
Secretary of State for the Colonies, May 1911, that the Governor of the Leeward Islands had furnished
reports from the various islands in 1907 and 1908 which showed that their archives were in a somewhat
unsatisfactory state due to some extent to want of funds. Generally the earlier records were incomplete,
and were faded and decayed. More recent records were not wholly complete, and suffered from the effect
of climate and insect pests. To find suitable accommodation on some of the islands was difficult, The
Governor of Antigua had reported in 1909 that records could suitably and conveniently be stored in police
station premises and the necessary work was to be undertaken immediately: otherwise the records there
were kept in wooden presses and iron safes. A small annual sum had been allocated in 1911 to Montserrat
for arranging and binding old records. Montserrat was said to have more complete records than any other
of the Leeward Islands.
The original report has not been seen during the preparation of this document but it is mentioned in ‘ A
guide to Records in the Leeward Islands” by E C Baker, Published for The University of the West Indies by
Basil Blackwell: Oxford : 1965
1924-1925 - Archivist David W. Parker visited islands from Trinidad north to St. Christopher September
1924 to January 1925
Archivist David W. Parker visited islands from Trinidad north to St. Christopher, and in Guide to British West
Indian Archive materials in London and in the islands, for the history of the United States (Herbert C. Bell,
David W. Parker and others: Washington, D.C. 1926) published notes on the records he saw at Antigua,
Montserrat, Nevis and St. Christopher. Historians L. J. Ragatz and Richard Pares also saw something of
Leeward Islands records about that time.
This information comes from EC Baker’s 1965 publication
1930 - ‘Records of Montserrat’, T Savage English
When looking at Archives in Montserrat one must include T Savage English’s publication ‘Records of
Montserrat’, written in 1930. He transcribed a number of archival documents he had found in the Court
House in Plymouth and used them to tell the history of Montserrat. The book itself shows one of the
problems on Island. The original manuscript written in old school ‘text books’ by T Savage English is in the
possession of the Montserrat National Trust. The importance to the Trust is clear and surprisingly a
volunteer has already digitised these books. It was believed that there were only 2 copies of the transcribed
document in existence, a bound copy in the Public library and an unbound copy in the Montserrat National
Trust library (in fact they own two copies). What has been forgotten is that the public library allowed Texas
University to make a copy of their book and this is now available as a pdf online
(http://www.lib.utexas.edu/books/records-of-montserrat/records-of-montserrat.pdf). T Savage English
book illustrates an example of how institutional memory is lost when staff change and there is not proper
documentation to record what has happened in the past.
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The research in the 1920s and publication in 1930 also shows another problem, common at that time. The
researcher, T Savage English, has done a great job in transcribing the documents but unfortunately does
not provide a list of the material he has transcribed. He does however in his preface state that:
“Many of these documents are in fragments, eaten by insects and rotted by the soakings they have had
when the roof over them has been wrecked by hurricanes and no one of them is older than the 18th century.
Though one, concerning a sale of land in 1678 which was finally re-registered in 1767 is still in fair order.
The greater part of the 10,000 or so pages are filled by deeds which have very little general interest;
particularly those relating to estates called by the names of sellers, which names disappear after the sale,
and defined as being bounded by the lands of other owners no more permanent, so that land might be
bought and sold at short intervals and quite differently described each time.
Personal goods and chattels are more interesting giving some idea of 18th century values and of how
people dressed themselves and of what sort of treasure they laid up for themselves on earth in the
Montserrat of those days.
In these manuscripts the beautiful handwriting of the 18th century is very noticeable, particularly when
contrasted with the angular illegibility of Victorian times which came after.
I have found a great deal of information, particularly about the Caribs, concerning whom he mostly quotes
from Rochefort and others of the old French and Spanish writers, and about the slave trade, in Bryan
Edwards’ History Civil and Commercial of the British Colonies in the West Indies, the 3rd edition dated 1801.
The books dedication “To the King’s Most Excellent Majesty” is dated 3rd June 1793.
Bryan Edwards out of more than 1600 pages gives to Montserrat two and a half! These I have quoted
without abridgement.
I have also made use of Highman’s The Leeward Islands 1660-1688, and of the Revd. Father Moris’ History
of the Catholic Church in Montserrat.
The collection of the laws of Montserrat, printed between 1790 and 1845, goes back to the 17th Century,
but unfortunately it does not go back as far as it did once, because the beginning of it had disappeared –
since the late F.H Watkins wrote his Handbook of the Leeward Islands. For the law concerning opprobrious
language of which he gives the preamble, is among those now missing. The only trace now left of this, and
of 32 other early laws is in an abridgement given further on in the book. There may of course be other more
perfect copies in existence somewhere, but the book seems to have been made up from a number of
unconnected parts, printed at various times, and probably bound together locally. So this is perhaps
unlikely.
Before 1919 I knew little more of Montserrat than its name in advertisements of Lime Juice; but I hope that
nearly 11 years of residence in the island, during which time I have been no further away from it than on
board vessels anchored in the roadstead, may give me sufficient excuse for writing about it.
T.S.E. Montserrat 20th May 1930’
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1937 - Advice from British Museum
Advice was sought in 1937 of the British Museum whose Manuscript Department suggested sizing and
binding all loose papers, but Sir James D. Harford, Administrator of Antigua, concluded that he could not
afford to employ a sufficiently skilled binder. Mr. Charlesworth Ross of the federal administration followed
up by visiting the British Museum in 1938 where he learned that it would probably cost £15 for each
volume the British Museum treated. He opined that if Antigua could not afford such an expenditure the
documents should go to the Public Record Office. A sample of the older records was sent to that office in
1939 with a request for advice. Mr. Charles Drew of that office replied that 'the paper has suffered
deterioration of a very complete and very unusual kind'; he suggested reinforcing with silk gauze.
This information comes from EC Baker’s 1965 publication
1938 - Visit of Arthur E Gropp
In 1938 Arthur E. Gropp, librarian, Middle American Research Institute, Louisiana, visited Montserrat. He
was the author of the Guide to Libraries and Archives in Central America and the West Indies, etc. (New
Orleans 1941). He was in Antigua, Montserrat, St. Christopher and Dominica in 1938 from mid-May till midJune. In his guide he reproduces, in condensed form, the lists prepared in 1930 adding comments, and also
notes on additional documents he observed during his visit.
This information comes from EC Baker’s 1965 publication
1940 - Sir Harry Luke, chief representative of the British Council in the Caribbean saw archives in
Montserrat
In 1940 the Registrar drew the attention of the Chief Justice to the state of early records and suggested
bringing them back to the Court-house: the judge asked for a list to be prepared but that does not seem to
have been done. Sir Harry Luke, chief representative of the British Council in the Caribbean, saw the
records at Antigua, Montserrat and St. Christopher in 1944 and had to say that no help could be
forthcoming from the United Kingdom till after the war, nor was any financial help available in the difficult
years which followed.
This information comes from EC Baker’s 1965 publication
1948 – Montserrat Newsletter, October 2, 1948, Vol. 1 No. 11
During the sorting of papers for digitisation as part of the Endangered Archive Programme The Montserrat
Newsletter from October 2 1948 was discovered in the holdings of the Montserrat National Trust.
Surprising this newsletter contained a detailed description of some of the material and states:
“With this number of the Newsletter we publish a comprehensive list of the archives of this Presidency,
which we hope will be of interest to our readers. “
After this introduction there are eight and half pages of listed material of the archive content. The listed
material appears in Appendix 1 (page 109) of this document.
The newsletter held by the Montserrat National Trust was posted to Miss Rhona Meade, Plymouth,
Montserrat
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1950/1951 - Transfer of some Montserrat Archival Material to the Public Record Office, UK
Antigua suffered a series of disasters in August 1950 with widespread fires starting on the 18th in St. John's
followed by two hurricanes. A fire on the morning of the 19th gutted the Federal Building, destroying all the
Federal records there and any Antigua records also housed there. The Government Printery had
maintained a complete set of its publications but these were dispersed due to demands from the federal
officials that followed the fire, and many of these were misplaced. This would have had little effect on
Montserrat records but what followed as a direct result did.
In 1951 a suggestion was made to the Antiguan Council that the Georgian Group might accept
responsibility for their records, and on 9th October the Council agreed that the 'historical archives of
Antigua should be shipped to England'. In the event the Council found itself in 1954 (23 March) accepting
offer for the archives to pass to the care of the Bodleian Library, Oxford. Governor Sir Kenneth Blackburne
could not foresee the government of Antigua wishing for the archives to be returned to the island, and in
October of that year those in the Police Station vault were roughly listed, packed into crates, and sent to
the Colonial Office in London. Even though the majority of the material related to Antigua, there were at
least three crates of Montserrat material. The Colonial Office placed them in the care of the Public Record
Office whose officials put loose papers in order as far as possible, placed them in boxes and housed the
whole consignment in their Ashridge Park repository. Although many of the records had suffered sufficient
damage from 'brown rot', insects and mildew, while in the tropics, to make them unfit to be handled by
researchers, relocating the papers to the UK did mean that they were now deteriorating at a slower rate. It
was stated that their future depended on any action by the Antiguan Government, in concert with the
Colonial Office.
This information comes from EC Baker’s 1965 publication
1965 - A guide to Records in the Leeward Islands by E C Baker, Published for The University of the West
Indies by Basil Blackwell: Oxford : 1965
No study of the archives of Montserrat can ignore the seminal work by E C Baker in 1965. This book
provides a detailed list of archives that E C Baker found during his study. It gives an overview of the
Leeward Islands Federation and its abolition in 1956 and then an overview of the History of Leeward
Islands’ and Antiguan Archive.
It must be remembered that the lists shown in the Appendix of this document only identify the documents
specifically described as Montserrat; however, many of the official Leeward Island documents may also
mention Montserrat in passing. What the Montserrat section (page 29-40) indicates is that as recently as
1965 there was a wealth of archival documents being held in Montserrat, many of which have now
disappeared. One can hope that they have just been ‘mislaid’ but in reality many will have been lost
permanently.
The list is attached as Appendix 2 (page 121)
1967-74 (date uncertain)- Cultural Development and Conservation in Montserrat
This document was found in the Montserrat National Trust collection during the Endangered Archive
Programme but its actual date of creation and creator are unknown. It appears this document was written
following the attendance of Cultural and Conservation Conference at the invitation of MR Edward Seaga,
Minister of Finance and Planning of Jamaica. The date is unknown but must have been between 1967-74
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when Mr Seaga was Minister of Finance in Jamaica. It is unclear who this document was distributed to or its
impact.
The whole report is an interesting overview of what was happening at the time in Montserrat however
section 6 and 7 are very relevant to the Endangered Archive Programme Pilot Project.
6. Local public records can be of great importance to the historian and the archaeologist . Not much
general use has been made previously of the valuable documents that have been kept at the local
Registrar’s office. Suggested reasons for this are lack of general interest on one part, lack of free access to
them and the absence of facilities for researching. The suggestion has been put that we need the services of
an Archivist who would catalogue existing documents. It is also felt that Photo-copying equipment should be
provided so that researchers do not take away the original documents. These documents can also be
supplemented by many other copies of documents relevant to Montserrat and available from the Public
Record’s Office in London. Another valuable addition to our records would be a collection of maps of
Montserrat from earliest times which would be of great information to people interested in the history,
growth and development of communities of this island. In the interest of conservation of all these records,
the point has been posed that it is desirable to have air-conditioning in the vaults. Achieving all these
improvements to our records is further complicated by scarcity of finance.
7. One of our problems of conservation has been the general lack of awareness of matters of historical
significance. This situation has persisted perhaps too long because of the shortage on this island of books on
the West Indies. One would have thought that a good way to stimulate interest in our heritage would be to
acquire and promote the reading of as many books as possible on West Indian history and topics.
Looking at section 6 it could have been written to express the present situation of the archives, even
though 40 years have passed since the writing of this report.
1977 - Report on an Examination of the Public and Private Non-Current Records of Montserrat
Gracelyn Cassell, Head of The University of the West Indies, Open Campus Montserrat recalls:
In 1977 E. Christine Matthews, Archivist (Barbados) and W.K. Marshall, Head, Department of History,
University of the West Indies, Cave Hill, Barbados surveyed and prepared Report on an Examination of the
Public and Private Non-Current Records of Montserrat 19-23 September 1977.
This report was not found during the production of this document
1981 (?) - Archives in the Basement of Government House,
There is a copy of a handwritten list of documents in the files of the Montserrat National Trust. It details a
list made of documents held in the basement of Government House. There is no explanation given as to
why this list was made, if any of the documents were in fact transcribed, and what use was made of this
list. This is one of those tantalising documents that may promise much, but in the end delivers nothing but
a list.
Attached to the transcript of the handwritten list was:
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Sept 1 1981 (Date unclear)
Ken:
This is a catalog of the volumes in the basement of govt. house which need transcribing. Some are very
fragile. I hope you got my recent letter with the instructions to the transcribers etc. I will send a copy of this
to Bert and Marion as well
Cheers
Lydia (?)
The list is attached as Appendix 3 (page 137)
1982 – Work on the Archives at Government House
Gracelyn Cassell, Head of the The University of the West Indies, Open Campus Montserrat recalls:
“In 1982, Father Jay Dobbin (died in 2010) was doing research on the Jumbie Dance in Montserrat for his
Doctorate. He needed to use records housed in the Cellar at Government House. The then Governor (Dale)
called on the Public Library to supervise the use of the collection. (Things had gone missing since Baker’s
survey). The Prisoners were called in to move the collection from the Cellar (by then the collection was in a
mess) to an upstairs room in Government House. The collection, some 2317 pieces, was sorted and listed
(unfortunately to library rather than archival standards). The collection was placed in acid free boxes and
reshelved in the cellar. They were subsequently moved to the Public Library. There is currently an
incomplete and unedited draft list of this collection.”
This list is included in this document on page 36-74
1988 – Microfilming of Selected Archive Material
Gracelyn Cassell, Head of the The University of the West Indies, Open Campus Montserrat recalls:
“Professor from Harvard University, Dr. David Hancock who needed deed books from the Court House
arranged for Harvard University to pay for selected volumes to be microfilmed. Copies of the microfilm
were given to the Montserrat Public Library and to the Main Library at Mona in Jamaica. 4 reels. “
1993 – Montserrat Environmental Report
This report, Prepared for the Government of Montserrat (Under UNDP Project No. MOT/92/002/A/01/99)
was funded by the United Nations Development Program.
In 1987, the Caribbean Conservation Association and the Island Resources Foundation, with funding from
the U.S. Agency for International Development, took on the task of preparing Environmental Profiles for six
Eastern Caribbean countries - Antigua and Barbuda, Dominica, Grenada, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia, and
St. Vincent and the Grenadines. In 1992 the United Nations Development Program agreed to provide
funding for two additional Environmental Profiles, Montserrat and Anguilla.
Even though most of the report is irrelevant to the historical archives the report did include on page 113
and 114:
Museum. In 1975, the Montserrat Company deeded to the National Trust a sugar mill, formerly a part of the
Richmond Estate, to be used as a museum. The facility was subsequently opened by the Trust in 1976 and is
the island's only museum. At the present time, there is a need for a larger and more accessible "national"
museum, as well as a suitable storage area for artifacts. A "houseyard museum" has been proposed for
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Galways Estate to demonstrate how Montserratians lived and worked when that plantation was
operational.
Libraries, Archives and Other Sources of Historical Information. The Public Library's Local History Collection
and the Archival Collection, which includes eighteenth century papers held at Government House, are
valuable sources of information to assist in understanding the island's history and in interpreting many of its
historical sites. Church records are also useful sources of family history. Oral history recordings provide a
means of documenting Montserrat's social history, and more needs to be done to promote this type of
historical research. Additionally, a coordinated information system for the island, including expanded
support for libraries, archives and documentation services, is an institutional requirement too often ignored
in discussions about historical heritage. (See also Chapter 3, Recommendation 3.9.)
Finally, it should be added that, in Montserrat, the island's historical heritage does not lie only in buildings, a
museum, burial grounds, or archives, but also in its people's sense of place and well-being. As Bovey, et al.
(1986) point out, there is a direct relationship between the optimism and general sense of well-being of the
people of Montserrat and their desire to maintain the landscape and the pleasant physical environment of
the island. This piece of Montserrat's shared tradition and historical outlook should not be overlooked in
attempts to preserve and defend the more tangible evidence - the bricks and mortar - of the past
ISSUE ONE:
The lack of well-defined protection and management strategies for historical resources is a problem
throughout the Eastern Caribbean, and Montserrat is no exception.
Even though this does not specifically address archives, the sentiment in it can easily be extended to cover
historical archives. For example:
In general, the following components are critical for effective historical resource management:
- a comprehensive national policy to bring together issues related to heritage protection under a
cohesive operational program;
- clear lines of authority or responsibility for the management of historical resources; adequate
legislation to protect historical resources;
- and effective procedures to control the use and development of historical resources.
At present, the only institutional framework for historical resource management in Montserrat is provided
by the National Trust, an established and respected institution which has, with a limited budget and almost
no staff, developed an impressive program of conservation, education, and research during the last two
decades
The Montserrat National Trust was involved in the production of the report and the full report can be found
at:
http://www.irf.org/documents/Montserrat_Environmental_Profile_1993_reduced.pdf
It is clear that many of the recommendations in the report were put on hold with the events in 1995
making a lot of the recommendations pointless at that time. However, some of the recommendations in
the report have been followed up in recent years (such as the development of a National Museum) and
consideration should now be made on the comments in this report regarding the archival material
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2005-2007 University of Applied Science in Cologne, conservation work on Montserrat National Trust
Archival Material
In 2005 Katherine Nebel of the University of Applied Science in Cologne visited Montserrat on an unrelated
project and realised that the archives being held by the Montserrat National Trust was in urgent need of
work. Ketherine Nebel went back to Cologne and drafted a project to assist the Montserrat National Trust.
Unfortunately Katherine Nebel died in 2006 but fortunately David Powell, who worked with the Museum of
Sweden, took on the project and became instrumental in assisting with the Project which was funded by
the Department for International Development.
In 2006 a survey was carried out on the archival material held by the Montserrat National Trust. This
identified items in most need of active conservation. An excel file was created of the documents to ease
their documentation needs. Unfortunately some work was prioritised but as the team ran out of time it was
not carried out, most notably the survey of the photographic print and slide collections. The report stated
that:
“The Montserrat National Trust has got a collection of various archival documents. You will find maps of
parchment, textiles and paper, as well as newspaper articles, photographs, receipts, copies of articles,
different bills an contracts, pages from books like one page from an almanac.
The objects were in various state of condition, all of them have been very dirty and needed dry-cleaning.
Some of them are affected from mould, which favoured to grow in such a warm and humid climate as on
Montserrat. The same with ink corrosion that also appears at humid climate conditions. Most of the paper
documents, especially the newspaper articles are on quite brittle wooden paper. They have bends from
folding and also from a wrong storage, as well as many tears along the edges which came from the storage
of too many objects in small folders and even a wrong kind of handling.
The parchment documents showed almost the same damage as the paper documents. Furthermore some
have creeping from the high relative humidity on Montserrat because parchment is very hygroscopic. Textile
documents have tears, many bends and surface defects caused by use.
Four students cleaned and repaired archival material whilst 2 other students cleaned the library books and
storage area. The report goes into a lot more detail about the work undertaken so it will not be included
here.
However, some of their photographs have been included in this report to give an impression of the scale of
their work.

Image 18: The washed objects had been laid down
on the fly screens for drying.
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Image 19 and 20: A contract before (left) and after (right) conservation work
In their final report they stated:
“A series of workshops were carried out by Werner Matt, Dr Robert Fuchs and David Powell. The workshops
had the goal of basic training for staff and volunteers. One seminar and one round table discussion were
held with politicians, decision makers and other interested parties. The goal of there was to raise awareness
of some basic issues regarding the archival situation on the island.
The work of the team from Cologne was followed with great enthusiasm by the staff and volunteers at the
museum and we feel that a great deal of knowledge was transferred to the museum for further work with
the collections.”
Interestingly the report details difficulties of working in Montserrat, and these issues must be considered
by any future projects on archival material. The main issue was what material would be needed. They were
not only limited by budget but also what they could carry out there. All supplies needed to be imported as
there are few supplies on the island for this kind of work. This meant they had to develop alternative ways
to work with material easily found on Island, for example instead of using blotting paper they used towels.
They concluded for future projects better planning would be needed to have special material imported in
advance.
The report makes recommendations on how to improve the storage conditions, as what they had found
were not ideal and encouraged mould growth and deterioration of the material through poor storage. They
left examples of acid free storage boxes but these were not used by the Montserrat National Trust. They
also recommended the library be cleaned at least once a year, including dry cleaning of the book edges and
shelves.
Robert Fuchs writes a very interesting section on the Archival storage facilities for the paper collections on
Montserrat (page 35-39) which gives a basic list of where the archives are being held on the island, and the
condition of them. He concludes that he was surprised that there wasn’t more damage in the archival
material and what he had found was down to the unprofessional use and handling of the material. He
recommends that the material should be moved to a proper store, where an additional space is created to
work on the material. He states:
“The establishment of a central historical archive or storage room could be considered a large undertaking
for a small island. The amount of material is fortunately finite. The amount of records is limited and
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manageable for archivists, historians and for conservators. Considering the historical value of the
documents, their potential for future study for researchers, their potential use in exhibitions and educational
programs, we would like to strongly recommend this.”
Werner Matt writes a section on A report on the archive situation in Montserrat (page 40-42). He does
suggest proper storage, developing a central archive and the creation of a virtual archive on the internet to
make material more accessible. He concludes:
“Montserrat’s archives include interesting and varied archive material. A few manageable measures are
necessary to secure the stocks. The existing records and the dedication of the responsible parties could be
used to broach the issue and work on a shared past. Against the background of the emigration and the
planned development concerning tourism this would spark important and identity defining incentives.”
The 2007 report also implies that they were planning future work in Montserrat with the Montserrat
National Trust archive but this has yet to be done. This project put into the mind of the Montserrat
National Trust further work was desperately needed on their archive collection, and this is why they were
very keen on taking part in the Endangered Archive Project when they became aware of it.
2012 - Little Bay Carr Plantation Archaeology and Heritage Project Archival Report, by C. Pecoraro July
2012
The archaeological project needed to use the archival material for their research on the plantation sites on
Montserrat, especially Little Bay Carr Plantation. For them the best material appeared to be stored in the
Public Library holdings so they undertook a review of that material. What they found meant that it was
going to be difficult to use the material in its present storage system, and more importantly discovered that
some of the material was not being stored correctly.
They identified that the room and storage facilities was not suitable long term for the archival material and
gained permission from the library staff to rectify some of the problems immediately. They started by
removing non archival material from the shelves and relocating them to the top and bottom shelf and
bringing all the archival material together. Even though some of the archival material was boxed in acid
free boxes they discovered that many documents were not wrapped in acid free paper and were being held
together by string. Using archival supplies found in the library they rehoused all the material correctly
which assisted them in creating their inventory. This included creating a numbering system for the shelves.
They noted in their report that further archival work was needed urgently to protect the material and that
the Public Library does not have a permanent file for the collection, or information about the history of the
collection and its acquisition or accession forms, other than two trays of catalog cards created in 1982
which were in poor condition and barely legible.
The Archives contains a variety of government documents (primarily 20th century correspondence from
the Montserrat Commissioner’s Office) and court records (including 18th century Court of King’s Bench and
Common Pleas, 19th century Court of Queen’s Bench and Common Pleas, and 20th century Magistrate’s
Court District ‘1’), but also includes a wide assortment of misc. items, such as newspapers, and other
records.
They spent three weeks undertaking research and produced a detailed list of the archival material they
discovered. Their full report, including a list of the archival material, is attached as Appendix 4
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4. Present holders of Historical Montserrat Archives
5.1. Montserrat National Trust (MNT)
The Montserrat National Trust is a quango which receives about 70% of its funding through the Montserrat
government and raises the rest through its own operations and members. It has a remit to collect on behalf
of the nation and since its foundation has been actively collecting. However, there has not really been a
systematic approach on what or how to collect. This means that it holds a library collection, museum
artefact collection and an archive collection – a really eclectic mix. A card index exists but not everything is
recorded, and this applies to a large part of the collections which would be classed as archives. This means
that for many items it is unclear how they entered the care of the National Trust or under what conditions
they arrived (for example ownership of copyright).
Unlike other archival holdings that seem to hold specific material related to a single activity (like planning,
Births, Deaths and marriages etc.) the historical archival holdings of the Montserrat National Trust is
eclectic in nature and covers many things (see images 28-32). There are invites to events at the Governor’s
house, personal letters, maps, receipts, newsletters, newspapers, company Archive of the Sturge family,
photographs of a survey of the plantations in the 1980s and a survey of Plymouth in the 1990s, a large
postcard collection most of which is framed and displayed at the Trust’s headquarters and so on. This
makes it hard to store them as they are not only different sizes, they range greatly in their condition, they
are being stored or used in different locations and that they are being used differently.
One of the problems discovered during the Endangered Archive Programme work is that it appears that in
the past, archive collections have been taken in but over the years the material has become separated.
During the digitisation of the material, where possible, material that was clearly related and would have
come in at the same time was reunited. Another problem is that as the fragile material hadn’t been stored
carefully it had undergone more damage whilst being sleeved loosely in open cardboard sleeves.
Another issue that had come to light during the initial stages of the Endangered Archive Programme is that
there was little control over the movement of the collections. This was most notable in a set of
photographic slides of Plymouth buildings. Even though a recent survey from 1993, the slides showed
buildings no longer in existence after the volcanic eruption, and show a wonderful series of images on how
Plymouth was just before the eruption. However, it is clear that someone has been using the slides to give
presentations and in the ring binder holding the slides some were no longer in existence and a large
percentage were missing, hopefully in a slide carousel somewhere in the possession of the Trust or worse
never returned by the person who had borrowed them.
The archival material held by MNT is at serious risk. A lot of it is original unique material has not been
stored or handled correctly (images 21-27). The Endangered Archive Programme is aimed at digitising the
most important and at risk archive materials from this collection. The material will then be stored in acid
free sleeves, in acid free boxes, shelved in an accessible order and with strict controls on how the material
is to be handled in the future. The MNT have installed air conditioning into one of their rooms at their
headquarters and this room is the one where the digitisation is undertaken and the newly digitised material
is boxed and stored. This is a temporary measure until a possible new Government Archive stores is up and
running (see sections 7 and 8)
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Image 21 and 22: Over the years there has been little regular monitoring of the stored archives which has
meant damage has occurred. In the case of this photograph album containing slides, water damage has
occurred and some slides have now undergone chemical reactions resulting in the loss of the image, shown
by the slide in the top right.

Image 23: Montserrat National
Trust Storage area and Library
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Image 24 and 25: Montserrat National Trust archive store area as of November 2014. There is a secure door
that can be padlocked for added protection

Image 26 and 27: Archival material was stored in large boxes without much protection or organisation. It
was in need of serious need more rationalisation. Under the EAP this work has started and will be continued.
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List of Archival Material held by the Montserrat National Trust
No list can be provided as the card index of the collections appears to be selective and missing a lot of
items, which means the cards are either missing or were never created. The material is spread through
several boxes and ‘open’ store and will need sorting. This sorting has started with the Endangered Archive
Programme project and will continue afterwards. Some of the material held is shown below to illustrate its
eclectic nature. The best temporary list of the Montserrat National Trust’s historic archive holdings is the
list of the items digitised during the Endangered Archive Programme shown in section 6.8 ii) on page 89.

Image 28: Lidell Garveys Nixon
Hill Estate Indenture

Image 29: Fragments of Receipts

Image 30: Letter that is
fragmenting

Image 32: Invite to function
with Queen Elizabeth II
Image 31: Fogarty Estate Plan
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5.2. Government Records
5.2 i) Government Registry
This department manages the government registers for Births, Marriages and Deaths which are publicly
accessible for family research and are used for legal reasons when certified copies of records are needed.
They also manage a wide range of other documents including wills, land transfers etc. This department
holds the largest archive collection on Montserrat, as they seem to have also inherited the archives from
the Magistrates Court House.
Unfortunately the storage and handling of these archives are not satisfactory. Many of the Births,
Marriages and Deaths registers are stored in a wooden cupboard, which has the doors falling off and
cannot be closed (image 34). The cupboard is in a part of the corridor that is not air conditioned and is
warm, but then the registers are removed from the cupboard and carried a few feet to a nearby table, that
is in a room with air conditioning. The books are piled on top of each other and are often roughly handled
when being moved to being viewed. Some of the registers are stored below the desks at which staff work
at in the air conditioned area (image 35).
The staff do not wear gloves when handling the registers nor do they insist on visitors wearing gloves as
well. In a meeting with a staff member she confirmed that the staff know they should wear gloves and
insist on all people who handle the material to wear gloves but they have given up as visitors refuse to wear
gloves when handling material that ‘belongs to them’.
One major issue of concern is that there is a badly damaged register that had water damage during
hurricane Hugo. This book has clearly had mould damage and as soon as it was placed on the table the
author suffered some wheezing and coughing suggesting there is still active mould (image 33). The staff
know there is a problem but have not isolated the book. This means the Register is in the same cupboard as
other registers and is publicly accessible with all the inherent health hazards. As this register does not
belong to the Montserrat National Trust the Trust can only advise and not insist on this being isolated.
In the recent past a project was undertaken to digitise all of the Births, Deaths and Marriage Registers. This
was supposed to create a usable digital database. The project was completed but for some reason the data
is not accessible. The Government Registry has the data on their computer system but they say it is not
functioning. Talking to other government officers there has been a suggestion that the project was never
finished as the company producing the database was not paid. No matter what the reason it does appear
that these records have been digitised already, just not accessible. For this reason, until the reasons why
the material is not accessible are understood and/or resolved none of the registers were included in the
Endangered Archive Programme project – there was no point digitising just one book as a test for the
project if they have all already been copied.
The rest of the archive material held by the Government Registry is held in two other locations. As this
material is not used regularly it is not stored effectively. The main storage area is a transport container
(images 36-40). It has shelves in one area which the archives are stored and has a work area at one end
(containing a table and chairs) where the documents can be viewed. However, even though the container
did have air conditioning this failed many years ago so the material is now being stored in a very dry, hot
atmosphere and the documents are clearly showing signs of distress. On top of this many documents have
signs of termite damage but it is unclear from the preliminary visit whether this is historic damage (which
appears more likely) or active damage. There have also been rat and mouse problems in the store area and
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this has been resolved by laying down rat poison, which is still present in the store (image 40). No lists of
the material held in this area could be made due to the limited time available.
The other storage area is a temporary location where material recovered during a fire in the Magistrates
building has now been placed (images 41-43). The content of these rooms are not known and what is more
worrying is that the archive material is mixed in with old office furniture, empty boxes etc. This is not only
an area which is a fire hazard and a hazard for people wanting to retrieve the archives it is also very likely
that pest damage will occur to the archive. No lists of items in this area could be made, but a box of wills
and Marriage Bands was identified as an urgent item to be included in the Endangered Archive Programme.
Some of these items have been digitise and boxed professionally and are now being held by the Montserrat
National Trust until either the Government Register can create a store for them or until the Government
Archive Store managed by the Montserrat National Trust is set up (see sections 7 and 8).

Image 33: A record book damaged during Hurricane Hugo in 1989
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Image 34: Cupboard being used as main store for
Baptism, Marriage and Death records

Image 35: Storage of some of the archives under
the work stations

Image 36, 37 and 38: In the Container being Used as the ‘Temporary’ Storage Area of the largest part of the
Government Registry Held Archive
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Image 39: Close up of the open storage in the temporary storage area

Image 40: Rat poison in a plastic container in the ‘Temporary’ Storage area
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Image 41 and 42: Another ‘temporary’ storage area, but here the boxes of archival material are mixed with
empty card boxes, old office furniture etc and the material is under serious threat of neglect and also
accidental disposal.

Image 43: Box of loose papers related to Bands of Marriage, Inquests etc.
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List of Holdings
No list of holdings was produced. The Registrar’s office was asked to provide a basic list of the registers
they hold for Births, Deaths and Marriages but this was not forthcoming. There was no request to list other
material as it would not have produced any meaningful results in the time that could be allocated to it. In
reality a thorough list needs to be made but it is uncertain who has the will or interest to do it, unless of
course it can be moved to central Archival Store where it could be re-sleeved/re-boxed as it is worked on.
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5.2. ii) Montserrat Public Libraries
In 1982 the files held in the basement of Government House were transferred to the care of the
Montserrat Public Library, Probably following the assessment of the material in 1981 and recorded in the
lists included in Appendix 3– Handwritten List of Archives in Government House Basement in 1981 (?). It
appears that funds were also given to store the material correctly.
On first appearance the National Library has probably the best storage facility as the material is boxed
properly and there is air conditioning (image 44). However:
i)
Air conditioning turned off at night
ii)
The room is also used as an office, a kitchen (with water supply), staff room for eating and drinking
and cleaning material stored there. Also other material stored in front of parts of the archive
collection.
iii)
Already been reviewed and have a scanner to digitise the material, but not working.

Image 44: The Archive Storage
Area in the Public Library

Unfortunately closer inspection of the box files has shown that some of the contents do not match the
labelled content and the microfilm which is stored in the acid free boxes hasn’t been monitored and at
least 4 of the 19 microfilm reels have decayed beyond use.
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Looking through the boxes it is clear that some of the documents are in urgent need of repair, and this
conservation work will need to be done before the documents can be digitised. One box (Box 82-08) was
taken to be digitised as part of the Endangered Archive Project but work had to stop on it due to its fragile
condition (images 45-47). It is unclear when or how this damage was caused.

Image 45, 46 and 47: Above is the content of Box 82-08 [Letters to the Legislature of Montserrat from the
Presidency, 1840-1849] showing serious decay and urgent need of conservation work.
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It is clear that the library had the potential to become the de facto National Archive. However, the material
has not been prioritised, little work has been carried out on it with the exception of by external parties,
money has been spent on it but its continued neglect means much of this money will be wasted unless it is
treated and managed properly.
It should be added here that this is not to be blamed on the library staff. Library staff have been employed
to manage the library service and to make sure the public have access and it is clear they are overworked in
doing their core work. It is also clear that the archival work and priority given in the past was down to an
individual staff member’s interest and once they left this interest declined.
There needs to be a decision made on the long term future of this important archive collection. It is not
deteriorating as quickly as it could do if totally ignored but at the same time it needs to be managed better
in a better facility, mainly a storage area dedicated to just the archival material with 24 hour air
conditioning.
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List of Holdings
The Public Libraries made their own list of the holdings and have produced a detailed excel sheet with this
information along with the condition of the archival item, who previously managed it and the type of
document it is. The list below is only a fragment of that information giving a reference number and title. It
should be pointed out that this list was made before the 2012 list made by the Little Bay Carr Plantation
Archaeology and Heritage Project which is included as Appendix and in which there are some differences.
ACC.#
82-4
82-5
82-6
82-7
82-12
82-13
82-14
82-15
82-16
82-17
82-18
82-19
82-20
82-21
82-22
82-23
82-24
82-25
82-26
82-27
82-28
82-29
82-30
82-31
82-32
82-33
82-34
82-35
82-36
82-37
82-38
82-39
82-40
82-41
82-42
82-43
82-44
82-45

TITLE
Magistrate's Court district b register 1940-1941
Record in ordinary 1864-1872
Magistrate's court district 1928-30
Letters to the Legislative of Montserrat from the Presidency 1840-1849
Montserrat register of voters 1937-1948
Court of queen's bench and common pleas 1859-1867 item is 1852-1867
Court of queen's bench and common pleas 1846-1860
Register of correspondence 1914-1918
Court of Queen's bench and common pleas 1852-1867
Visitor's Book 1925-37
Montserrat book of ads 1827-1869
Record of criminal cases 1914-1916
Executive council minute book 1919-1932
Magistrate's court register district 1 1952-1954
Register of magistrate's court district '1' 1932-1934
Magistrate's court district '1' register 1945-1947
Magistrate's court district 1 register 1941-1943
Magistrate's court district 1 register 1931-1932
Record of criminal cases 1911-1914
Record of criminal cases 1916-1918
Magistrate's court district 1 register 1937-1940
Magistrate's court district 1 register 1943-1944
Magistrate's court district 1 Register 1934-1936
Magistrate's court district "1" register 1951-1952
Record of Criminal cases 1904-1908
Custom officers correspondence 1842-1845
Letters despatched to c.s.o 1910-1923
Cases for Learning 1930-1931
Court of summary jurisdiction register 1915-1950
Register of incoming Correspondence 1908-13
Blue book 1846
Register of confidential letters received 1905-1916
Index to correspondence received and despatched 1902
Court of King's Bench and Common pleas
Proceedings in chambers 1916-1925
Magistrate court district 1 register 1950-51
Criminal cases 1915-1944
Record of civil cases 1925-1935
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82-46
82-47
82-48
82-49
82-50
82-51
82-52
82-53
82-54
82-55
82-56
82-57
82-58
82-59
82-60
82-61
82-62
82-63
82-64
82-65
82-66
82-67
82-68
82-69
82-70
82-71
82-72
82-73
82-74
82-75
82-76
82-77
82-78
82-79
school
82-80
82-81
82-82
82-83
82-84
82-85
82-86
82-87

Report upon the water works for the supply of the town of Plymouth 1881-1882
Magistrate's court register District "1" 1956-1957
Magistrate's court register district "1" 1957-1958
Court of King's bench and common pleas 1822-1834
Court of King's bench and common pleas 1771-1774
Reconstruction of Jail: keeper asks to be housed elsewhere, whilst in process of
£1,000 Loan in aid: expenses of the administration of the presidency of Montserrat for the year
1936-37
Petition: Asking for Clemency for criminals who were convicted in Magistrate Court
Report on a visit to St. Lucia by R.E.D Baker, B. A (Mycologist)
Warder George Isle…. Medical Board for
Facilities for inspection of tomatoes in cold storage
Leeward Islands Gazette: List of Persons to whom supplied in presidency
British Broadcasting Corporation Programme in connection with their Majesties Coronation
Recommendation to waive debit note against tomato shipments 25th January & 8th Feb 1937
respectively
Appointment of Additional Nurses at Glendon Hospital
Senority Among Administrators
Canada National Exhibition 1938: Approval for Expenditure by Trade Commissioner
Notice of question to be asked in legislative council….prevalence of praedial larcency
Wireless Telegraphy Legislation
Scotland's Empire Exhibition
Review of seismo-volcanological observations…1933-1937: quarterly review of …
Cotton experts for 1936 & 1937. Request for names of Principal Growers & Exporters…
Visit of Mr. J. B. Hutchinson….cotton advisor to Commissioner of Agriculture
Order In court: Section 34 of Lunatics Act Re: Pilot Williams
Report on Admissions to H.M. Prison
Delivery of Rum from Distillery
Giant magnet in San Fernando Hospital (Trinidad)
Improvements, Repairs & (sic) at the cold storage plant
Proposed appointment of Miss J. W. McKenzie on retirement as "child welfare officer"
Prison Diet
Information Re: Cotton for 10 years
The question of the extent to which the provisions of certain convention adapted by the Int'l Genoa
& Geneva
The Tariff collection (Amendment) Ordinance 1940, Legal Report
Applications for free telephones payment of 1/2 subscription rate by headmaster, Secondary
Compensation assessed on Government Buildings damaged by Earthquake (6th May 1935)
Demolition and closing of damaged houses: board of Health Regulation re:
Free medical attendance of petty officers and school teachers
Damage to Public Roads caused by earthquakes Paradise By way
Application for assistant mastership at Queen's College British Guiana
Support and Education of Foreign Born Children of Repatriated Natives
Damage to treasury boats caused by earthquakes
The Leeward Islands Government Scholarship
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82-88 Temporary Licence of St. George's Rectory for publication of Bann's and solemnization of marriages
82-89 Appointments: Government Officials to retire at the age of 55, unless government is agreeable
otherwise
82-90 Mr. C. A. Gomey: suggested transfer of:- Temporary House Allocated to S. W. I for £15, Head
82-91 Damage to St. Mary's School caused by earthquakes, & arrangements for carrying on School in the
Annex
82-92 Extract of Report By Headmaster, GS.Dominica re supposed changes in system of Education 1935
82-93 Montserrat Water Supply - Bacteriological examination of
82-94 Report on Tomato Investigation
82-95 Monthly reports on Seismo-Volcanological station 1937
82-96 New Schedule of Roads
82-97 Removal of Houses at "Cherry Village"
82-98 Minutes of Meetings of the Forestry Board
82-99 Supply of Water from Paradise Spring for use at Riley's Estate
82-100 Special warrant (concerns claims made by keeper of Prison, R. W. Scotland for property damaged
by earthquake
82-101 Court of King's bench and common pleas 1790-1800
82-102 Record of letters from 1911-1914
82-103 House of Assembly agendas 1917-1936
82-105 Court of King's bench and common pleas
82-106 Montserrat Legislative Council 1861-1913 1915
82-107 Court of King's bench and common pleas 1861-1874
82-108 Correspondence register 1931-1934
82-109 Montserrat Court of Queen's Bench criminal: Supreme Court Criminal 1876-1897
82-110 Magistrate Court district "1" register 1944-1945
82-111 Magistrate's court district "1" register 1936-1937
82-112 Legislative Council Montserrat minutes 1915-1931
82-113 Montserrat Privy Council: Executive Council 1857-1919
82-114 Court of King's bench 1760-1790
82-115 Legislative Council minutes 1791-1795
82-117 Montserrat magistrate's record 1861-1868
82-118 House of Assembly minutes 1834-1837
82-119 Local Letters to the President 1868
82-120 Colonial secretary's outgoin correspondence
82-121 Legislative Council minutes 1818
82-122 Legislative Council minutes 1841-1853
82-123 Magistrate's Court register 1853-1860
82-124 Montserrat Assembly journal 1857-1862
82-125 Book of deeds 1880-1933
82-126 Letters despatched from 2nd August 1938 to 31st August 1938
82-127 Award of Leeward Islands Scholarship to Cecil Arthur Kelsick
82-128 Royal Commission: Appointment of
82-129 Labour Conditions & Connected Matters
82-130 Notice of question: attack by police on Lazarus Greenaway
82-131 Appoinment of clerks to undertake seismo-volcanological observations: Asst to cotton breeding
officer
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82-132
82-133
82-134
82-135
82-136
82-137
82-138
82-139
82-140
82-141
82-142
82-143
82-144
82-145
82-146
82-147
82-148
82-149
82-150
82-151
82-152
82-153
82-155
82-156
82-158
82-159
82-160
82-161
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82-163
82-164
82-165
82-166
82-167
82-168
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82-170
82-171
82-172
82-173
82-174
82-175
82-176
82-177

Board of Agriculture: formation of
Legislative Council minutes 1938
Address by his honour the acting commissioner to member of the Legislative Council
Minutes of meetings of the Public Works Committee of the Legislative Council 1940
Minutes of meetings of the Finance Committee 1940
Minutes of meetings of the finance Committee 1942
Minutes of meeting of the Finance Committee 1943
Minutes of meetings of the finance committees 1944
Minutes of meetings of the finance committee 1945
Minutes of meetings of the finance committees 1946
Minutes of Meetings of the Finance Committee, 1947
Minutes of the executive Council for half year of 1915
Minutes of the executive council of 15 july 1915
Minutes of executive council for 1/2 year ended 31 December 1915
Minutes of the Executive council for half year 30 June 1916
Executive council minutes for 1/2 year 31.12.16
Executive council minutes for half year ended 30.6.17
Executive council minutes for half year 31.12.17
Minutes of meetings of the executive council of montserrat for the half year ended 31 Dec 1998
Executives register 1863-1868
Proceedings of the Court of errors 1835-1846
Letters from Governor of Colonial Secretary 1908-1911
Public Assistance Committee minutes 1940-1955
Return of cases treated by medical officers 1890-1893
Legislative councils minutes 1939
Legislative council minutes 1940
Legislative council minutes 1942
Legislative Council Minutes
Despatch of scientific expedition to Montserrat to investigate occurrence of earth tremors
Investigation on seismo-volcanic conditions in montserrat
Invesigation of seismic-volcanic conditions in montserrat- continuation of - relative to
Monthly report on the Seismo-Volcanological Station at Montserrat BWI
Preliminary Report from the Physicist Dr C. E. Powell on his work with the expedition
The Soufriere Volcano - of St. Vincent - A Geological Investigation at:
Monthly Volcanological Reports 1941 & 1942 1943&1944
Report on investigation into seismo-volcanic conditions prevailing in Montserrat
Volcanic -Seismic studies on Montserrat
Proposed acquisition of land at Harris for market & Slaughter House
Dr. P. I Boyd AG, MO, Dist II Proposed Release of , For Training in Health Scheme & Co
Provision of Blankets for Prisoners Relative to:
Request for annual report on the work of the central cottone breeding station in Montserrat
Animal Importation Legislation Relative to Appearance of Canine Leptospirosis in Antigua
Inquiries received by stones blasted in Fort Ghaut: application for compensation re:Exemption of duty on all essential goods imported for plant used for manufacturing oil & soap:
application for
82-178 Transfer of Dr. L. J. Charles to Montserrat
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82-179
82-180
82-181
82-182
83-183
82-184
82-185
82-186
82-187
82-188
82-189
82-190
82-191
82-192
82-193
82-194
82-195
82-196
82-197
82-198
82-199
82-200
82-201
82-202
82-203
82-204
82-205
82-206
82-207
82-208
82-209
82-210
82-211
82-212
82-213
82-214
82-215
82-216
82-217
82-219
82-220
82-221
82-222
82-223
82-224
82-225

Rental of government property on corner of Water lane & Parliament St
Deportation from Dutch West Indies of Dutch born children and British Mothers
Recruitment of Labour for Curacao
Wage rates to labourers
Passport Visas: Applications for
Reports on visits of federal engineer to Montserrat
Medical Officers acting pay
Cold storage plant: inspection of by Mr. C. T. Watts
Cambridge examination: arrangements for
Labour disputes
Mr. G. V LaBarrie, Inspector of Works, Antigua - Memorial to the Secretary of State
Imperial Agricultural Bureau: Official correspondents
Colonial Audit Service: change in the Nomenclature of Posts
Baths and Latrines: Cudjoe Head
Cotton Crop, 1947
Visits of Chief Vetinary officer
Rainfalls Records
Model Prison Report
Sterling balances agreement with Egypt
Car Road to - Gallways Soufriere- Proposed construction of By Prison Gang
Organization and Methods Division of H. M. Treasury
Wedding of H.R. H. Princess Elizabeth
Minutes of Meeting of the Executive Council of Montserrat for the year ended 30 June 1919
Minutes of Meetings of the Executive Council of Montserrat for the period january to june 1918
Minutes of Meetings of the Executive Council for the half year ending 31 December 1919
Minutes of Executive council , Montserrat period january to June 1920
Executive Council Minutes for Half year ended 31 Dec 1920
Executive council minutes for half year ended 30th June 1921
Executive council minutes for half year ended 31 Dec 1921
Executive council minutes for half year ending 30 June 1922
Executive council minutes for half year ending the 31st December 1922
Executive council - extracts from minutes of meetings held on 30.10.22
Executive Council Minutes July - December 1922
Executive Council Minutes 1934
Executive Council Minutes Transmission to secretary of State 1935
Minutes of the Legislative Council of the Presidency of Montserrat 1933
Minutes of the Legislative council of the Presidency of Montserrat 1932
Minutes of the Legislative council of the Presidency of Montserrat
Proclamations declaring 10 January 1920 as date of terminations of War between H M & Germany
Letter from NCOs & Men fot he L. D Police Montserrat applying for remuneration…flashlight service
Mr. R. C. D + Way … agreement with
Report on the Work of the Agricultural Dept. St. Vincent for 1918-19
Statements of transactions in sea-island cotton 1 July 1919-1920
Botanical Dept Montserrat: Estimates 1920-21
Mr. Rupert C. Otway Appointment as Inspector of Roads & Works Montserrat
Sets of Parliament
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82-227
82-228
82-229
82-230
82-231
82-232
82-233
82-234
82-235
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82-264
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Legislative Council Minutes for Half year ended 31.12.1917
Legislative council minutes of from 1st January to 30th June 1923
Minutes of Meeting of the Finance Committee 1948
Minutes of meetings of the Finance Committee 1939
Minutes of meetings of Finance committee 1949
Minutes of meetings of the Finance committee 1950
Minutes of Meetings of Finance committee for 1951
United Nations commission on the status of women
Resolutions by Antigua civil service association re conditions of service of petty officers
Parent Teachers Association
Supply of Ice to Glendon Hospital and infirmary
Balance of payment - monthly statistics
Visit of Montserrat 23rd-28th August 1947 report in from Asst. Engineer surveyor to Federal
engineer Antigua
Colonial penal administration: memorandum on from secretary of state
Employment of W. I seamen on Canadian National Steamships Company
Employment of a land settlement scheme for ex-soldiers: engineers re
Otway hand settlement: agricultural newsletter
Cambridge local examinations 1942
Diseases in cattle and poultry
Utilisation of fodder grasses for stock feed
Soya beans: cultivation of in the west indies
Sale of houses by government for non-payment of house taxes
Entrance examination standard for government students entering spring Gardens Teachers'
training College
Loss of sloop " Henkes" off south east part of Nevis
Annual medical and sanitary reports of the Presidencies 1941
Annual return of alteration made salaries and allowance
Jurisdiction over USA Merchant seamen for offences committed on British Territories
Award of Studentship to Spring Gardens Training College Antigua to Miss Eleanor Dowdye
Pupil Teachers's Exams - results of : Earl Baldwin of Bewdley as Governor of the Leeward Is. Appointment of:
Labour bureau in L. Ils Colony: Proposed establishment of Notes for water reconnaisance: bookley re
Trainers bark: applications for permission to strip from government trees
Montserrat natives gone adrift in boats: reports of
Statistics of imports
Public works committee: proposed appointment of
Anthrax: report of in Montserrat
Recruiting of labourers for French Guiana
The Montserrat Newsletter
Stocks of government lumber: proposed insurance of
Leeward-Windwards Islands, Inter-school tournament
Rules under the Trade dispute (Arbitration & Inquiry) Act, 1939: suggested need for
The overseas food cooperation
Acute deficiency disease treatment of
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parts
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82-297
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82-299
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82-301
82-302
82-303
82-305
82-306
82-307
82-308
82-309
82-310
82-311
82-312
82-313
82-314
82-316

Petitions to the crown
Purchase of consular property: waiving of stamp duties
Forensic Science: courses of instructions in
Sir Hubert Rance: appointment of as chairman standing closer association committee & British
Export & Import of Arms of Amunition
Treatment of Women in Colonial Prisons
Federal Estimates Allocation of the Police Vote for M/rat
Report of Visit of Inspection to Montserrat with Sir Rupert Briercliffe
Road Reconstruction, Scheme D I60 Progress Report
Agricultural Shows (Minor Amenities schem D 13 D 13 (A-O)
Report by Sir W Beveridge on Social Insurance and Allied Services
Provision of Some Place for Detention and Observation of Mental cases relative to:
French Refugees Expenses in connection with
Proposed Construction of Orill Hall-Lelubs for Defence Forces Relative to:
Legislative Council Minutes 194
Gift of Four Emergency Medical Field Units from Medical & Surgical Relief Committee of America
Compensation to Joseph Blake for loss of effects due to enemy action
Methods of Health Education in the West Indies
Report on Visit to Montserrat by Chief Vetinary Officer
Statement of Expenditure in Primary Schools and Salaries of Teachers
Resolutions by chamber of Commerce re: Discharging of shipments of cargo for m/rat and other
Extension of Experimental Work by Agricultural Department
Medical Examination of French Refugees From Guadeloupe - Application of Fees For
Close Planting Season for Cotton 1943
Housing (General Legislature Competency Ordinance 1943
Nurses' Quarters and other Building Under Health Scheme No. 205
Application for the Establishment of a District Board in the Northern District
Cambridge Local Examination 1943
Secondary School Statistics
Montserrrat Prison Report for the year ended 31 Dec 1942
Request for one hundred MSI Cotton seeds to be forwarded to Allied Supplies Executive London
Inter-colonial service between Caribbean islands
Passengers Return & survivals of Departures
Figures for vital statistics 1919
Certificates of Nationality for Joseph Jeffries
Confidential Report on the Leeward Islands Police force
Confidential F.E.C Circular No. 32
Health Report
Houses on Tax roll
Sale of Cotton crop 1927
Quarterly Economic Surveys
Food supplies in the event of War
Labour conditions in Aruba and Santo Domingo
Peasant survey Progress Reports
Transfer of Prisoners to Antigua
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82-317 War Bonus to lower paid employees of Government
82-318 The Price paid to peasants for seed cotton
82-319 Smuggling, increase in , relative to
82-320 Levy on 1940 Cotton Crop
82-321 Administration of Magistrates Court
82-322 Appointment of Official Members of new Leg. Council & Date of first meeting of council
82-324 Prevention of smuggling attack on police * Toby Hill Riot"
82-325 Bank Balances… at the disposal of syrians interests
82-326 Chief vetinary officer L.Is
82-327 New trucks for P.W.D
82-328 Government School Buildings: Maintenance and repairs of
82-329 Absence of Commissioner from the presidency Letters from Mr. C. Griffin re:
82-330 Reduction of Federal Expenditure
82-331 Steamship service between Canada & the West Indies suggested temporary Mail Service
82-332 Value of private practice of Medical officers in the presidency of Montserrat
82-333 Emigration Agents' Licenses
82-333 Improvements in the conditions of employment, particularly as regards superannuation in the C.S
82-334 Proposal to amalgamate offices of Assistant Treasurer, Magistrate, Registrar and Provost Marshal
82-335 Revised lists of local constables & Persons suitable for enrolment as special constables in
accordance
82-336 Protest of members of Montserrat executive Council against appointments of Ag. Comm. For short
period
82-337 Production of false invoices
82-338 Application for assistance
82-339 Exportation of cotton seed to foreign country
82-340 Reduction of fares to certain Government Officials by the Canadian National Steamships
82-341 Combining duties of Commissioner and Magistrate, relative to:
82-342 Complaint by Mr. Dyer on behalf of the peasants who had been turned off by the Proprietors
without due formalities
82-343 Competitive rates of Ocean Dominion steamship Line
82-344 Proposed subsidy to Ocean Dominion Steamship Company
82-345 Senior appointments in the Leeward Islands
82-346 Report of the Inspector general on inspection of Local forces
82-347 Apparent irregularities in accounts of Hospital Dispenser L. E. Richards
82-348 Vacant Seats on Executive Council recommends appointment to : O R Kelsick
82-349 Advises examination of Lime Fields for presence of Withertip
82-350 Procedure to be adopted in cases of persons charged before visiting Justices
82-351 Particulars of Jamaica Barbados and Trinidad old age Pension Schemes
82-352 Forced Labour Question of Abolition of Road Tax and Increase in Rum Duties
82-353 Mr. Karl Walter's report on His Visit to the West Indies
82-354 Mr. C.G. Mercer's term of appointment on the Executive Council
82-355 Transfer of Officers to Montserrat to Act as Commissioner & C
82-356 Mr. Lionel Devaux's application for post of trade representative for the Leeward Islands in Canada
82-357 Formal Letters of Introduction from Secretary of State
82-358 Motion Re: Continuance of Grammar School Mr. R.C. Otway's attitude with regard to:
82-359 Proposed Revision of Masters and Servants Legislation
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82-399
82-400
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82-402
82-403
82-404

Revised List of Local Constables 6 c; in accordance with the Riot scheme
Report of the irrigation, research committee of the Economic Advisory Council
Confidential Report on Officers to Indicate whether they are of pure European extraction
Automatic Pistols, Smuggling into the Leeward Islands
Canadian West Indies Produce Company status of W I Fruit & Produce Trade
Observance of Filarial Affections in the Island
Death of Dr. McPherson in Antigua Correspondence consequent on
Proposal of Agricultural and Commercial Society that Mr. Gomez be paid 25 in connection with
Tomato industry
Marketing Agents in Canada and Bermuda
Income Tax Proposed Ordinance for Montserrat
Report of Sir Sidney Armitage O-Smith KBE, C. B Financial Adviser, on His Visit to MS
Visit of Sir Sydney Armitage Smith Report on M/Rat Ag Dept
Narcisse Pelliser - suspected Traffic in L.I. in Dangerous Drugs
Messrs. C.A. Taylor P. Jeffers Proceeding against
Leave to Proceed to Headquarters, Antigua Proposal to Retire
Standard For Admission of Candidates to the Civil Service of the Leeward Islands
Details of elections of members for the Legislative council
Income tax of Estate Properties
Relief Grants from Colonial and Development Notes
Excise Duty on Rum
Savings Bank Rate of Interest
Comptroller Development and Welfare Salaries for Education
Release of dollar currency for secondary Education and other purposes/ Canada or USA
League of coloured peoples - literature
Treatment of American Merchant seamen in British Colonial Ports
Illegal entry into St. Thomas V.I USA of natives of the …
Local food production
Insurance of Public Buildings with Mesrrs Henry Head & Co. Ltd
Medical Service-Montserrat
Quarantine Arrangements in the Br. Colonies in the West Indian Area
Yellow Fever control - report
Applications for special quota for cotton Piece goods to the value of $2,000.00
Celebration of United Nations Day
Complaints against decisions of the Magistrate J.H.V. Redhead
Rose Dyer vs John Dyer in the Magistrate's Court
War Bonus for Civil Servants
Colonial Development & Welfare schemes Vol. I (of II)
Colonial Development & Welfare schemes Vol. II
Control of Exportation of foodstuffs
Openings in the Government service for West Indian Nurses
Post war development of civil aviation in its International, Imperial & National aspects
Proposed closing of St. George's Hill School
Abolition of Leeward Islands postage stamps in the Colony proposal re
Appointment of Mr. G. V. La Barrie as an additional magistrate
Proposal for removal of levy on official salaries
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Expenditure on Agricultural Department relative to
24th Leeward islands scholarship results, 1935
Prevalence of venereal diseases in the West Indian and neighbouring colonies
Temporary vacancy in Agricultural Department Antigua offer to M.C.A Gomez of
Books re: presented to the Grammar School
Release of Prisoners on medical grounds
Concessions to Government officials purchasing motor cars of British manufacture
The Montserrat Constitution Bill
Promotions and recognition of officers of the Government Service
Application for assistance from funds of Carnegie Corporation
Procedure under colonial regulations for disciplinary action against a public officer
Close season for cotton
Miscellaneous file of Confidential despatches
Purchase of cotton seed for planting
Changes in decoration to consequent on accession of his Majesty King George
Attitude of the elected members of the Legislative Council
Transfer of his Honour T.E. Baynes, O.B.E Prospects of
The Cotton export Levy Ordinants
attitude adopted in regard to the mental condition of persons who have committed serious crimes
Judicial re-organization
Audit department: strengthening and improvement of
One- Year course of training for teachers at Trinidad Government Training College
Visit of schools
Guard at Police out-stations: suspected smuggling at the north
Smuggling and revenue protection in general
Income tax ordinance 1932 Attorney General's opinion regarding certain points of
Intended lecture by Capt. Cipriani
Savings bank report on
Grant of increments to public officers
Surtax on imports; introduction of
Operations of rum distillery at Water Works and proposed increase of duty
Closer Union Commissioners report: MV Jones memorandum re:
Proposed ordinance to restrict exports of cotton
Concrete housing scheme
Levy on official salaries: question of removal of
Memorandum by His Honor the Commissioner of the report of the closer
Interpretation of the term "Direct Sale" as made by the Montserrat Co.Ltd. Occuring in the cotton
export ordinance 1934
Additional assistant master for the grammar school
Closer Union commissions report: proposed re-constitution of Legislative Council
The Liberian Industrial corporation
Repatriation expenses of certain suspected smugglers from Nevis
Food crops: Request for legislation to enforce the planting of
The denominational school teachers pension ordinance 1930 (No. 8 of 1930) provision of
Issues in land settlement in the Caribbean area
Puerto Rico Planning Board
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82-451 Memorial by unofficial members of legislative Council, regarding the export of livestock
82-452 Comprehensive report by Sir Frank stockdale concerning work of Development & Welfare
82-453 Production of official Documents In the course of legal proceedings
82-454 Wartime variation
82-455 Refugees men alleged crew of Warship Jeanne D'arc stationed at Guadeloupe
82-456 Currency situation in the West Indies
82-457 Performance of audit duties in Montserrat by Sydney Meade, Audit Clerk
82-458 Application for British Naturalization
82-459 Local products available for United States
82-460 Proposed legislation for the registration of Boats at definite Bays as a means of controlling
smuggling
82-461 Broadcasts to West Indies by "OWI" USA
82-462 Status in Leeward Islands of the officer commanding Leeward Islands
82-463 Organization of the Federal Labour Officers Dept.
82-465 Loss of cash from Registry Vault
82-466 Combination of the Door of the vault at the Registrar's OfficE
82-467 Review of existing leave arrangements in relation to the maintenance of the health & efficiency…
under war conditions
82-468 Montserrat Estimates 1943
82-469 Report anaylsing for presidential and legislative council of Montserrat 1943
82-470 The use of "inert" dusts for control of insects infesting
82-471 Federation of B.W.I
82-476 Staffing of Secondary School
82-477 Dress of staff in public of offices
82-478 Incidence of venereal disease in the Leeward Islands
82-479 Increase of prision staff
82-480 Leeward Islands scholarships award, 1937
82-481 Revised statutes of the order of the British Empire
82-482 Performance of magisterial duties by Inspector of works and roads
82-483 Montserrat Royal Commission notes of evidence
82-484 Supplies of ammunition
82-485 Broadcast receiving sets: installation of
82-486 Finance Committee Procedure
82-487 Montserrat housing schemes
82-488 Activities of the British West Indian Labour Party of Cuba
82-489 Eligibility to preference of certain typewriters imported from Canada
82-490 Discontinuation of issue of violet copying ink pencils
82-491 Notice of resolution by Hon. H.F Shand for submission to Council and names and qualification of
officers of the grade of…
82-492 Trees within the town area: applications to fell
82-493 Colonial Governor's pensions: memo & acts re (misc no 434, 3rd edition)
82-494 Cotton crop: 1948, 1949
82-495 Cotton Crop: 1948 & 1949
82-496 Welshland settlement schemes
82-497 Payment of water rate by officers who occupy free quarters
82-498 Birth of Heir or Heiress presumptive to the throne
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82-499 Textiles fibres found in the West Indies copy of a report on
82-500 Soil conference in Puerto Rico: information required for
82-501 Enquiries whether Government would hand over Grammar school and grant in aid to Weslyan
Denomination
82-502 Sir Sydney Armitage -Smith's Report on M/Rat Ag. Dept
82-503 Suggested Pardon of two Prisoners convicted for street disturbance
82-504 Unfitness of Dr. N.L. Joynt for service as MO. Dist. 2 Montserrat
82-505 Mr. Camacho's submission re: abolition of post of Magistrate, Montserrat
82-506 Offices of Commissioner to Magistrate Protest of Unofficial members of Leg. Co. against
amalgamation of:
82-507 Protest against appointment of Mr. E. D'a Tibbits as Commissioner
82-508 Disposal of seizures in connection with case of smuggling
82-509 Offices of Commissioner and Magistrate, Amalgamation of:
82-510 Recommendation of the Financial Adviser as to taxation of Animals
82-511 Report on Grammar School for the Period April-December 1931
82-512 Joint Colonial Fund
82-513 Taxation of Motor Cars
82-514 Incidence of taxation proposed adjustment by decrease in Export Duties
82-515 Fees payable to cambridge examination syndicate claim from crown agents for:
82-516 Medical Service (L.Is) Proposed Re-organisation
82-517 Ammunition in stock in Montserrat Condition of
82-518 Amounts due on Bonds for Export Duty on Cotton
82-519 Practice & Procedure of Members of the Bar in Magistrates courts of the Leeward Islands
82-520 The Supplementary Appropriation (1941)
82-521 Application for the establishment of an Infant school at davy Hill
82-522 Proposed Construction of Motor Launch & Application to Import a Kermath Oil 65 H.P Engine
Therefor
82-523 Voters for the Election of a member of the Legislative Council
82-524 Agricultural Demonstrations To School Children
82-525 Legacy of Concrete House under the will of the late James Sweeney
82-526 A bureau of Agricultural Economics and a bureau of Wild Life Management proposed
establishment
82-527 The appropriation (1949) Ordinance 1948
82-528 International Aeradio Limited
82-529 Resolution requesting inquiry into the Management of the " Chateau" Institution
82-530 Montserrat Secondary School: approval of the award of "Certificate A"
82-531 Survey of research activities in the Caribbean Area
82-532 Digest re: (a) Labour Legislation (b) Legislation governing health in industry
82-533 Digest re: Legislation on immigration, emigration and recruitment of workers
82-534 Dried Pinapple
82-535 Warrant by H.E. Sir Nathaniell Johnson appointing Nathaniell Blakiston Lt. Governor of Montserrat
82-536 Merger of British Overseas Airways corporation and British South American Airways
82-537 Suggested up-grading of post of Commissioner of Police, Police, Montserrat to Superintendent
82-538 engine for Parson's ginnery
82-539 Notice of adjacent occupiers of land at Galloways square for which P. C. Hickson applied for
certificate of title
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82-540 Agreement on most favoured Nation treatment for areas of Western Germany under Military
Occupation
82-541 Annual report on P.W.D Montserrat Request for
82-542 The black fly of Citrus
82-543 The Carnegie Corporation of New Yord
82-544 Miscellaneous protests
82-545 Banking legislation in colonial territories
82-546 Entry of New Foundland into Canadian confederation
82-547 Importation of fresh fruit from Australia
82-548 Montserrat annual financial statements 1948
82-549 Claim by the raw cotton commission
82-550 Estate of Bertha O'Garro (dec'd) Christina O'Garro (dec'd)
82-551 Lubricating oil washed ashore along the East Coast of Montserrat
82-552 Increase of personal allowances to students at the Gov't Teacher's training College, Trinidad
82-553 L.Is Education Despatch From the Controlled D&W in the W.I
82-554 Breadfruit traffice with Antigua
82-555 Rabbits
82-556 Free Transport to McRoss when acting as Additional Magistrate Montserrat
82-557 Re: Community Center Kinsale
82-558 Accounting for losses of Public Money and stores
82-559 Obstructionist tactics of Mr. H. F. Shand
82-560 Closer Union Commissioners' Report Statement Provisional Estimates & C in connection
82-561 Intemperance of His Honour Mr. Justice Berlyn
82-562 Working of the "Half Share" System on Estates
82-563 Expenditure incurred under Head 1X, Legal, for trial of Mary Ryan for murder
82-564 The Dual Appointments Ordinace correspondence with Mr. T. A Twyman regarding
82-565 Celebration of His Majesty's Silver Jubilee in 1935
82-566 Postage Stamp, Suggested Special Issue to Commemorate Silver Jubilee
82-567 Report to Secretary of State of Financial condition of the Presidency
82-568 Notes Based on Informal Conference of Government Architects & Town Planning officers Barbados
Feb, 1950
82-569 Use of Green Pencils of Ink
82-570 Damage to Truck M. 52 Property of Elias Duberry on 4th Feb 1950
82-571 Railway expenses of Officers on Leave
82-572 Patterns of Montserrat Gov't Stationery Dies
82-573 The UK Export Guarantees Act, 1949
82-574 The Relationship between the Crown Agents for the Colonies & Public Utility Boards set up in
Colonial Territories
82-575 Cadet Forces Medal
82-576 Library Grants to secondary schools & Training colleges
82-577 The Priests' Rest House at St. John's use of by government
82-578 The care of the Child Deprived of Normal Home Life
82-579 Sloop " Alexandrine" - application for assistance
82-580 Report on Parsons Truck accident
82-581 Offer to sell Margetsons Property on the Hill Plymouth, Montserrat
82-582 Milk & Meat Production suggestions for improvement of
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Rubber Roller for Mimeograph Duplicator order for
Suditors use of Hospital Admission Record
The Appriation (1950) Ordinance 1949
Rates for goods stored the Government Warehouse
Colonial Development & Welfare act 1949
The Federation for West Indian Aid, Inc.
Cost of Engraving New Dies of the Royal Portrait for printing of postage & revenue 15 Nov. 49
Prison Locks
Quarterly reports on cold storage & Corn Mill Buildings
Migration for Employment
Departmental Responsibility for Merchant shipping
Brades home for Delinquent Boys
Juvenile Act
The D.D.T (Control) ordinance
Transfer of Education Dept to Grove Cottage
Stores Accounting Glendon Hospital
Bonding of Insurance Company
Proposed Iron and Sulpher Industry in Montserrat
Accident to Samuel Phillip at the Government Corn Mill, Report On:
Recommended Publications for Labour Departments
Police Van
Police Truck
T.M. Peters Esq Death of
West Indian Women's Conference
Tubercolosis Sanatorium at Caura, Trinidad
Reading List on Colonial Development & Welfare
Treatment of Juvenile Delinquency
Coconut Hill Hotel Offer of sale to Government
Report of Assualt with intent to rob the messenger of Elberton Estate
Annual Medical and Sanitary Report 1930
Vital Statistics for 1930
Reports on: Prison & General, Prison, Medical & Sanitary Discipline of Prisoners, (Flogging, Capital
Sentences)
List of qualified legal and medical practitioners in Montserrat
Official visit to Montserrat
Annual Colonial Report on Montserrat
New Infant School at Long Ground
Suggestions for improving the lighting of the town of plymouth
Future of the British Colonies in the West Indies
Application for a water supply for Villages known as Molyneux, Comeover& Hodges Hill
Articles exported during 1931
Items of Departmental Interest during 1931
Trade Report for 1930 Information of Montserrat
Encroachment of sea on land of town of Plymouth to the North of the Bags owned by the MS Co.
Buildings
Bulk Installation of petroleum products
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82-627
82-628
82-629
82-630
82-631
82-632
82-633
82-634
82-635
82-636
82-637
82-638
82-639
82-640
82-641
82-645
82-646
82-647
82-648
82-649
82-650
82-651
82-652
82-653
82-654
82-655
82-656
82-657
82-658
82-659
82-660
82-661
82-662
82-662
82-663
82-664
82-665
82-666
82-667
82-668
82-669
82-670
82-671
82-672
82-673
82-674

Yams: cultivation of
Superannuation position of officers serving in colonial University institution
Leeward Island Secretariat: destruction by fire
Veterinary slaughtering of animals
Management of the Secondary School
Hurricane damages in the Leeward Islands reports of
Sturge park pavillion
Conference of customs officers statisticians etc
Cotton crop 1950
Primary schools athletic sports competition
M.V."Portola": proposal to ply between the B.W.I, B.G, and B.H
Penal Administration
Notification of accidents and occupational diseases occuring to employed persons
Search and rescue practices for civil aviation
Land improvement programme
Aid for United Kingdom aircrew stranded abroad
Legislative Council of the British Virgin Islands
New House of commons
Cold storage (department): alleged irregularities at:
"Land Tenure in relation to the British West Indies
Soil productivity in the British Caribbean region
The Agricultural soils of Montserrat Report on
Passages for Fiancees
Sub Inspector quarters Damage to by Earthquake
Memorandum by the Attorney General the division of Electoral Districts in Antigua and Montserrat
Requests of Will of William Squire, nature of Boxford England
Annual Meeting of the W. I sea Island Cotton association to be held in St. Vincent
Resolution of Montserrat Cotton Growers association
Investigations on storage of fruits and vegetables at… Trinidad
Results from schemes undertaken with assistance from the colonial Development Fund
Application for loan of £400, under the Concrete Housing Scheme
New additional Warders at Prison
Correspondence 1890
West Indies, Cotton Experiment Stations, Reports on
Cost of Airletters and telegrams in connection with cotton and tomato industries
Medical treatment of Destitute persons
Pay and allowance code for locally enlisted officers and O.R's in Jamaica BWI
Sanitary arrangements at St. John's School
Visit of Expert-Forestry
Proposed rum Distillery at Water Work
Information requested with respect to essential oil production (lime cultivation)in M/rat
Water rates Report on - Montserrat S.R. & O 1932 Ord
Statement of Royal Society Expedition on Seismic Conditions in Montserrat
Earthquakes Occurrence of
Shipment of 1000 Bales of sea Island cotton [for]
Hospital, Periodical Reports on:
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82-675
82-676
82-677
82-678
82-679
82-680
82-681
stores
82-682
82-683

Overtime payment to substaff
Cheap Wireless receiving sets
Utilisation of sawdust and similar woodwastes: report by G. E. C
Cattle billing Bethel Estate Montserrat
Increased mechanisation in United Kingdom ports
Question of stamp duty under the title by registration act
Report on inspection of Public works question of recovery of certain canvas and tarpaulins, relief

Immigration of West Indians to Para Brazil
Appointment of Mr Guiryn Arthur Jones as Assistant Commission of Agriculture to the Imperial
College of Trop.Agri.
82-684 An ordinance to prohibit aliens from acting in certain capacities on ships registered in the
Presidency
82-685 Land and house tax amendment ordinance bill for
82-686 Thanksgiving service for His Majesty the King
82-687 List of councils boards etc. for publication in the Official Gazette
82-688 [Erection of Iron Bridge, Houston Bridge
82-689 The colonial Development bill
82-690 Amalgamation of British Wireless and Cable Companies
82-691 Requests information as to whether a district Medical Officer may be allowed the use of the
surgical ward at the hospital
82-692 Close season for cotton 192-30 & appointment of cotton inspectors S.R + O No. (Montserrat)
82-693 Applies for permission to export cotton seed for crushing free of export duty
82-694 Application of R. C. Otway & Mrs. Otway for a certificate of title to land known as "Parsons Estate"
82-695 Proposals for protection of "Cherry Village"
82-696 Stricter control of cotton transactions cotton traffic amendment ordinance, 1930
82-697 Notice of resolution to be moved in the Legislative Council: that the export duty on cottonseed be
abolished
82-698 Proposed government primary schools
82-699 Proposed visit to Canada of the Curator to study market conditions for local produce
82-700 Necessity for supplementary votes for road repair
82-701 Conference of education officers in Barbados
82-702 Livestock in the Caribbean
82-703 "Land Tenure in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands
82-704 Agricultural labour and mechanization
82-705 Secondary Education
82-706 International sugar council
82-707 Assessment of initial salaries of entrants to the colonial service
82-708 Montserrat prison warders and war service credit scheme
82-709 Ags qualifications for government elementary schools
82-710 The appropriation (1951) ordinance, 1950
82-711 The University of Oxford department of education: admission of colonial students to:
82-712 Reports on visits of Federal education Officer
82-713 Improvement of shelter and home environment
82-714 Qualifications for practising vetinary surgery in colonial territories
82-715 Colonial agricultural service: post-graduate training of entrants
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82-716 Town of Plymouth, Montserrat B.W.I request for information re:
82-717 The British Guiana Pensiions (Amendment No. 3) Ord., 1950 (No. 42) & the Pensions (Amendment
No. 4) Ord. 1950 No.51
82-718 Insurance of the island's cotton crop
82-719 Complaints re: non-observance of lighting regulations for ships at sea
82-720 Petition from Montserrat nurses re: conditions of uniform and rations allowances
82-721 Arrangments in connexion with the vehicles and road traffic ordinance
82-722 Visit to the W.I of animal health adviser
82-723 Expenses in connexion with labour unrest
82-724 Staff for labour commissioner's office, Antigua in connection with Labour recruitment
82-725 Inspection of meat
82-726 Pawpaw marketing of
82-727 Forwards Montserrat agricultural report for 1927-1928 and suggests an animal report
82-728 Renewal of insurance of government buildings proposal to insure the wharf82-729
Return of
floggings 1933
82-730 Agreement for conveyance of air mails to destinations abroad
82-731 The Leeward Islands Government Scholarship
82-732 Asks for information concerning the families tuitt and skerrit
82-733 Salem government school terms of rent from the Montserrat Company Ltd
82-734 Cambridge local examinations1933
82-736 Annual medical & 1932
82-737 Mangoes: Market for
82-738 Resolutins of committee with regard to the staff of the Grammar school
82-739 Salem Government school formerly Olveston School
83-740 Sloop "Evening News fire of owner for smuggling
82-741 Report by curator on the working of Agricultural Department Montserrat 1932
82-742 Sanitary and water regulations
82-743 Acquisition by government of private road through Olveston estate
82-744 Report to Secretary of state re expenditure and revenue
82-745 Proclamation prohibiting importation plants
82-746 Report by Curator for sale of cotton by auction
82-747 Asks that the control of Methodist schools be taken over by the Government from Dec. 31 1933
82-748 Asks for particulars of work and cost of Housing Scheme
82-749 Examination of Treasury accounts
82-750 Report on the operation of the Government Marketing Depot, during the 1932-1933 season ended
July, 1933
82-751 Proposals for the re-organization of Agricultural service of the West Indies
82-752 Proposal for a subsidised dentist for Montserrat: agreement with Dr. N. M. Losada
82-753 Disease of pigs in St. Kitts and prohibition of their importation
82-754 Hurricane relief accounts: amalgamation into a hurricane relief, final account
82-755 Application for land at Gallows Square
82-756 Proposal to amend the Educational Act
82-757 Emoluments as Headmaster Montserrat Grammar School
82-758 Supervision of prisoners during transfer..
82-759 Importation of ice for entertainments
82-760 Measures for control of cotton seed for planting
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82-761 Rates of wages
82-762 Request that a shed be erected adjoining the N.E face of the school building and Two additional
water taps be laid down
82-763 Regulations relating to imports of animals and prevention of animal diseases
82-764 Fruit and vegetable trade with Canada: report on
82-765 Packing houses for agricultural produce: Licensing of
82-766 Commission appointing H. H. T. E. P Baynes Esq. O. B. E to the executive council of the Leeward
Islands
82-767 Government land: rent of
82-768 Upkeep of roads: 1932
82-769 Articles exported during 1932
82-770 Application to rent "sea Head"
82-771 Proposed amendment of hospital regulations
82-772 Imperial preference on lime products relative to
82-773 Meetings of the Board of Education
82-774 Items of Departmental Interest during 1932
82-775 Reports on: Prison, General Prison, Medical & Sanitary Discipline of prisoners Floggings in prison &
by police
82-776 Appointment of Road Board and upkeep of roads for the period from 1st April to 31st December
1931
82-777 Temporary Appointment of DR. W.B.R. Jones as medical officer Dist 2
82-778 Larcency of Cotton (planted on half share system) by the person who plants & reaps the same
82-779 Extracts from the Auditor's Report on the financial Returns of the General Gov't 1929-1930
82-780 Report by Mr. G.A. Jones on his recent visit to Canada
82-781 Cambridge local examinations 1930, Cambridge local examinations 1931
82-782 Commission to enquire possibility of closer union between Trinidad, Leeward Islands & Windward
Islands
82-783 Water supply from Corbett Spring insufficient for Long Ground, Hermitage and Tar River Estate
82-784 Development of the Commercial Canning of fruit, vegetables etc. in the British Colonies
82-785 Mr. C. E. Piper's free tenancy of Matron's Quarters at the Old Hospital
82-786 Report of damage to Motor car on June 6th 1931, and request for consideration of matter
82-787 Disturbance in Plymouth Montserrat
82-788 Permission to land in Montserrat with fire young children
82-789 Question of Pensions of Inspectors of Police Being Federal Charges
82-790 Account for Montserrat Wireless Station 1930
82-791 Storage of Gunpowder
82-792 Annual Financial Returns 1930-1931 Auditor's Report
82-793 Suggestions re: Sea Island Cotton by the Governor of the Windward Islands Cotton Pool
82-794 Death of a man named George Edward Hazelwood - Conviction of John Bramble for murder
82-795 Proposed Government School in the Salem District
82-796 Report on visit to Montserrat
82-797 Montserrat Cotton Grower's Association
82-798 Manufacture of Citric Acid Replacement of lime & lemon juice by sugar & molasses in the
manufacture of citric acid
82-799 Annual requirements of Presidencies re: capital
82-800 Notice re properties for sale for non-payment of Land & House tax for the year 1930
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82-801 Annual medical and sanitary report: 1931
82-802 Report on Montserrat for the Annual Colonial Reports 1931 (April to December
82-803 Recovery of amount of £6.60 relating to civil action and wrongly charged to vote for expenses in
criminal proceedings
82-804 Annual trade report for 1931
82-805 Export duty on sugar: abolition of
82-806 The Government Elementary Schools Scholarships Rules, 1928: Proposed amendment of
82-807 Electric light installation at Government House
82-808 Expiration of the term of office of members of the legislative council and appt. of new members
82-809 Improved water supply (scheme 242): proposed application on colonial development funds for
assistance for
82-810 Arrangements in treasury consequent on vacancy in post of Assistant treasurer
82-811 Standings rules and orders of the legislative council: amendment of
82-812 Trade in export of novelty lines to Canada
82-813 Report of disappearance of one John Sweeney, alias Park of Roach's Estate
82-814 Report on visit to the Leeward Islands December 1931
82-815 Road Board 1932-33: appointment of road wardens
82-816 Supply of sour orange seeds
82-817 Matters discussed with Mr. Stockdale, C.B.E. Agricultural adviser to the secretary of state
82-818 Income tax ordinance 1932 or Bill of an Income Tax Ordinance, 1932
82-819 Royal Warrant instituting the King's Police Medal
82-820 Resignation from the Peasants Bureau (Government Marketing Depot) Advisory Committee
82-821 Protest against inspection fee of agricultural fee of Agricultural Produce
82-822 Regulation of the building of Garages within the Town of Plymouth
82-823 Establishment records of Primary School Teachers
82-824 Quarterly reports to Antigua of appointments and leave of Junior Officers
82-825 Cotton Conference in Montserrat
82-826 Boundary of Forestry Reserve on the Top of St. George's Hill
82-827 Fee for the Giving Evidence in Court
82-828 Return of certain Imports and Exports for the Imperial Institute
82-829 The Unallocated Stores Accounts Rules, 1933-34
82-830 Claim by Mr. H. F. Shand for fee for survey work by order of court
82-831 Application for supplementary vote for upkeep of defence force
82-832 Draft Estimates
82-833 Post- War Reconstruction and Secondary Industries in Colonial Dependencies
82-834 Development and Welfare in the West Indies - Coconut and oil seed industries
82-835 Montserrat Defence Force Company Orders
82-836 Labour supply in Trinidad
82-837 Medical Herbs in War Time
82-838 Suggestions and Instructions for the Arrangement Planning and construction of Mental Hospitals
82-839 War Charities - Comfort Fond for Civil Defence Workers
82-840 Recommends Legislation regarding the indiscriminate lighting of Bonfires
82-841 Storing of Water at the Secondary School for Drinking Purposes
82-842 Report on the Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture for 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943
82-843 Montserrat Defense Force, Expressions of Congratulations from Sir Gordon Lethim
82-844 Unlawful Arrest of Henry Dyer, Compensation Paid by Additional Magistrate
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82-845
82-846
82-847
82-848
82-849
82-850
82-851
82-852
82-853
82-854
82-855
82-856
82-857
82-858
82-859
82-860
82-861
82-862
82-863
82-864
82-865
82-866
82-867
82-868
82-869
82-870
82-871
82-872
82-873
82-874
82-875
82-876
82-877
yrs…
82-878
82-879
82-880
82-881
82-882

Fire at Trials on August 25th
Candidates for Exhibition Scholarship
Road Reconstruction Scheme: Proposed continuation of: scheme D. 160
W. I. Committee as a war services committee to act as next of kin for prisoners of war from W. I.
Colonies
Application for Replacement of sick horse at Police Department
Emigration of Labour
Sentences on: Catherine Carty;Mary Carty;Ernest Severine; Samuel Crook; Taylor, Riley, Ryan, Reid
alleviation of:
Articles imported for use of Masonic Lodge asks that they be admitted free of duty
Hurricanes warnings in case of approach
Certificates issues regarding the death of infants
Remissions of House Tax
Visit Mr. H. E. Box Entomologist
Condition of court house & Library
Provisional programme of proposed Public Works for 1935
Condition of court house Old commissioners office after earthquakes
Applications for leave beyond the topics - Appointment of Assistant Master at the Grammar School
Damage to Government House by earthquakes
Extension of Government Scholarships the Grammar School to R. Greenaway
Report visit to Montserrat
Minutes of meeting of the Advisory Committee of Sea Island Cotton Association
Position of re-employed officers in colonial service
Requests that a member of the Montserrat Association of teachers be appointed on the local board
of Education
Application for post in the educational line
Requests a list of the principal business houses in Montserrat
Mr. Briant's report on investigation of disease of lime trees made in April 1934
Cambridge local examination 1934
Letter of transmittal for the second report of Mr. A. C. Shill (Marketing Officer
Proposed scheme for Government officers to pay premiums on Life Assurance Policies by monthly
ded. From salary
Unemployment in West Indies: request for report on
Legislative council: convoking of
Visit of Mr. F. A. Squire: entomologist
Imports from St. Kitts C.I.F Duties
Services of Mr. C. C. Skeete, Acting Comm. Of. Ag to be placed at disposal of Ins. Gen of Ag for 2

Employment of Additional Constables
Water Supply from Davy Hill Reservoir
Leave to His honour T.E. P. Baynes Esq: OBE
Article on Onion cultivation and seed production
Fire at the dwelling house of Mr. Walter Wade of Cudjoe Head - Need for Coroner's enquiry into
the cause
82-883 Porters' Shelter - Provision of
82-884 Citrus canker quarantine revised
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82-885
82-886
82-887
82-888
82-889
82-890
82-891
82-892
area)
82-893
82-894
82-895
82-896
82-897
82-898
82-899
82-900
82-901
82-902
82-903
82-904
82-905
82-906
82-907
82-908
82-909
82-910
82-911
82-912
82-913
82-914
82-915
82-916
82-917
82-918
82-919
82-920
82-921
82-922
82-923
82-924
82-925
82-926
82-927
82-928
82-929

Payments of lease collected on behalf of W. I Sea Island cotton assn
Candidates for exhibition scholarships to Grammar school and Girls' school
Proposed West Indian Fruit and Vegetable Council (Eastern Group)
Legislative Council Minutes Transmission to the Secretary of State
Enquiry from Librarian, School of Tropical PR. Regarding Earthquakes & Earth Tremors
Renewal of Insurance on Government Buildings
Quarterly Progress Report on West Indian Sea Island Cotton
Application for erection of a concrete House on lot of land of land purchased by him (town ext.
Raw cotton quarterly returns of Exports for 1935
Deportation of Mary Beatrice Meade from Canada
Proposed School at Cork Hill a closing of Infants' school at St. George's Hill
Area Planted in Cotton, 1935
Area Planted in Cotton, 1935
Repairs required at Poor House (old hospital)
Cotton Conference in Montserrat 1935
Minutes of Meeting of the Advisory Committee of the W.I Sea Island Cotton Assn
Asks Information as to the Industries of the Island
West Indian Sea Island cotton assn: second annual general meeting November 11934
Close planting season for cotton, 1934 and appointment of registration inspectors
Legislation to regulate the exportation of Arms and Ammunition or warlike stores
Preparation of title deeds for land for concrete houses
General Information re: Barbados and other islands
Clinical memorandum of primary abdominal pregnancy, treated at the Glendon Hospital
Annual medical and sanitary report: 1933
Application for annulling the sentence passed in the Magistrate's court against Wade & his sons
Standard to be set for the Leeward Islands University Scholarship
Minutes of meeting of the executive Committee
Leave to sub-inspection H. W. Health Appointment of sub-inspector G. D. Maydon
Montserrat Ordinance No. 14/1934 asks exemption of Mules from annual licence
Vacancy in treasury: arrangements for filling
Raw Cotton: quarterly returns of exports for 1934
Salaries paid to medical officers
Quarterly reports by sanitary officers
Report on visits to St. Lucia & the Leeward Islands
Application to remove the rum warehouse at the still at Water Works
Reports on Government scholarship holders at Girl's Secondary School
Import quotas on cotton and rayon textiles: system of
Licence on horses and mules not ridden or worked
Leave regulations revised
Celebration of the centenary of emancipation
Report on shipment of tomatoes to Canada
Necessity for suppressing operations of illict legal practitioners
Certificate of title for land at Jubilee town
Petition for removal of salary levy
Candidates for exhibition scholarships to Grammar School and Girls school 1933
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82-930 Jetty rates, ordinance for inward and outward
82-931 Draft Bill of an ordinance to restrict the exportation of cotton
82-932 Address by His Excellency the Governor at a meeting of the legislative Council, Antigua
82-933 Asks information in Pink bollworms in cotton fields etc.
82-934 Draft Bill, the employment of women, young person and children Act 1934
82-935 Estimated requirements for loans in-aid in 1934
82-936 Acreage planted in cotton 1933
82-937 Inspection of local forces
82-938 Report on Montserrat for 1933, for inclusion in the Annual Report
82-939 Statement showing the owners, or landlords of each Elementary School Building rented in the
Presidency
82-940 Measures for control of mealy bugs on citrus
82-941 Revenue boatmen - Keeping of night watch by:82-942 Convention of Montserratians in the U.S.A and Dominion of Canada
82-943 Compensation and reward to Police in connection with smuggling
82-944 Necessity for shed to protect cargo at the Pier
82-945 Petition for building loan from the government
82-946 Appointment of trustees of the Public Library for the year 1934
82-947 Loss of mail from Salem Post Office
82-948 Storing of petrol in Public Market building: question to be asked in Leg. Co
82-949 Labourers Medical Attendance ordinance No. 9 of 1871
82-950 Advisability of readjusting the town boundaries: question to be asked in Leg. Co. 26.10.38
82-951 Whipping as a penalty for predial larcency: resolution passed in Legislative Council 26.10.38
82-952 Prevalence of larcency of small stock
82-953 Pink Bollworm: measures for control of
82-954 Memo from inspection of schools, antigua re Primary schools in Montserrat
82-955 Erection of benches on the public pier
82-956 Auditor's report on visit of inspection
82-957 Government warehouse: test check of
82-958 Dr. Harland: visit and report of
82-959 Damage to pond at Baker Hill by Susan Corbett
82-960 Rum and tobacco: system of breaking packages in warehouse
82-961 Private bonded warehouses: necessity for closer supervision of
82-962 Government bonding warehouse: division of
82-963 Licences: collection of
82-964 Private bonding warehouses: execution of bond with owners of
82-965 Shipwrecking of three men from Urlings Village, Antigua; ex boat "May" (May Queen)
82-966 Qualifications of midwives
82-967 Suggested experiment in growing Lima Beans and cummin and correander seeds
82-968 Donald Esdaile: case of leprosy in Montserrat
82-969 Loss of rum in cask stored in cask store in Government rum warehouse: Liability
82-970 Salaries for nurses in training, district midwives, hospital and infirmary servants
82-971 Sea Island cotton lint shipments: relative to
82-972 Incorporated chambers of commerce of the British Caribbean: meeting of directors at St. Kitts May
21st-24th 1945
82-973 Agricultural department reports: monthly and quarterly
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82-974
82-975
82-976
82-977
82-978
82-979
82-980

Montserrat Annual medical and sanitary report 1944, 1945, 1947, 1948
The International sanitary convention 1944 *& the I.S.C for aerial Navigation 1944, Relative to
Stores agricultural department
The Supplementary Appropriation (1944) Ordinance, 1945: relative to
Malicious destruction of certain books at Magistrate's Offic e on the night of 6-7th August 1945
Social welfare training course in Jamaica; report on by R. S. Byron…
Suggested application for a grant under C. D. TW for employment of an investigation of Lime Tree
diseases
82-981 The right of district nurses to charge fees
82-982 Application from Mrs. Lewis Lucienne Dyett for government to construct a concrete house on his
land at Webb's
82-983 Social Welfare pamphlets re
82-984 List of boards : for publication in the Gazette
82-985 Annual medical and sanitary report 1934
82-986 Offer of the Battle field to the Government by the Montserrat Co. Ltd in memory of the late Jos.
Sturge and his father
82-987 Offer of bath field by the Montserrat Co. Ltd in memory of Joseph Sturge
82-988 Grant to Public Library from Carnegie Funds
82-989 Compensation assessed on Government buildings damaged by earthquake 12/12/34
82-990 Application for a licencse to practise as a druggist in the Colony of the Leeward Islands
82-991 Report of the assistant agricultural officer, Montserrat on a visit to the cotton research station, St.
Vincent
82-992 Appointment of Dr. Mac Foyden to act as Commissioner
82-993 Checking of Government warehouse
82-994 List of lime growers in Montserrat
82-995 Memorandum from elected members of council re Miss Smith's transfer to Antigua
82-996 Proposed establishment of Junior School at Judy Piece
82-997 Poor House (infirmary) (the chateau) repairs etc.
82-998 Provisions of latrines for villages of Tuitts and Hermitage by the directors of Wade Plantations Ltd.
82-999 Proposal for duties fo sanitary inspector for Plymouth and clerk Board of Health, to be performed
by Mr. Callender
82-1000
Award of studentship to Catherine Silcott at the Trinidad Training College
82-1001
Temporary transfer of Sergeant Major Bowry during the absence of J. H. Spencer, A.S.P
82-1002
Measure for control of cotton stainers
82-1003
Draft Bill to amend the "Rum Duty Ordinance 1899"
82-1004
Tenders and Supplies
82-1005
Insecticides, Suspense Account
82-1006
Sale of Rum by Distillers
82-1007
Extract from meeting of the Board of Health
82-1008
Irrecoverable arrears of Road Tax
82-1009
Suggested amendment to the Cotton Export Ordinance ( Montserrat No. 7.of 1934
82-1010
Poor Relief 1935
82-1011
Public Burial Ground at Salem
82-1012
The alleged opening up of a soufriere at Spratt's bay Roaches
82-1013
Salem Government School, Change of Name from 'Olveston' by statute
82-1014
Repatriation of Matthew Edwards from Panama
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82-1015
82-1016
82-1017
82-1018
82-1019
82-1020
82-1021
82-1022
82-1023
82-1024
82-1025
82-1026
82-1027
82-1028
82-1029
82-1030
82-1031
82-1032
82-1033
82-1034
82-1035
82-1036
82-1037
82-1038
82-1039
82-1040
82-1041
82-1042
82-1043
82-1044
82-1045
82-1046
82-1047
82-1048
82-1049
82-1050
82-1052
82-1053
82-1054
82-1055
82-1056
82-1057

Items of Departmental Interest during 1935
Supervision of Games played by the Secondary School boys at Sturge Park
Appointment as a Commissioner for Taking affidavits under the Canadian Pension Act of 1933
The establishment and emoluments of the nursing sisters in the Leeward Islands
Erection of hut at Amersham Reservoir and installation of telephone etc.
Rent of Letter Box P.W.D
Colonial Development and Welfare appt. of Director of Agriculture
Raid in Smugglers in the South and Consequent
Development and Welfare - Survey on Tuberculosis in the West Indies
Additional Magistrate to preside at Preliminary Inquiry at Smugglers' incident
Report on Visit to Certain American and Caribbean countries by medical adviser to the
controller for Dev.& welfare in W.I
Youth Clubs in the West Indies - Proposed Establishment of
Importation and Distribution By Agricultural Department of Planting Material
Pauper Relief Procedure of Payment
Civil Defence Measures
Transport and Subsistence Expenses of Extra Police sent from Antigua
Application for Special Warrant - to cover pay and other expenses of Defense Force on duty on
23 + 24 March
Loss of Revolver during Smugglers' Incident at South
Village Board for Salem - proposed formation of
Questions by Finance Committee on Disposition of Public Revenue
Question to be asked at Meeting of the 22 April re: commission of Inquiry into smugglers
incident
Police Correspondence, Forwarding of
Notice of Resolutin Re: Exportation of Live Stock from the Presidency
Unsatisfactory Distribution of Water at Harris' Police Station by Corporal Alcender
Control of Food Crop Pests in the Windward & Leeward Islands
Erection of Pit Latrine at Salem, Happy Hill and Long Ground
Land and Water Preservation Ordinance 1940 of the Colony of Kenya
Annual Financial Statements 1941
Medical Inspection of Elementary Schools
Purchase of Rifles from the Police, Antigua for use by School Cadet Corps
Closed Planting season for cotton, 1942
Use of the two Revenue Boats by Secondary School boys for rowing instructions
Concrete Drains- Construction of and Closing of Strand and Parliament Street to Traffic
Montserrat - Notes for Antigua Broadcast
Cotton Seeed for Planting Supply of to Gov't and payment for bags
Supply of Materials in connection with colonial Development and Welfare Schemes
Red Cross Aid to Russia
Request for Establishment of audit Office in Montserrat
Defence Force Camp 1942
Application for tax exemptions for members of the defence force
Presumed Loss of Sloop " Syria" on the 16th Feb with 13 passengers including corporal A. L.
Bridgewater of the
Proposed scheme for the erection of a cinema in Plymouth
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82-1058
82-1059
82-1060
82-1061
82-1062
82-1063
82-1064
82-1065
82-1066
82-1067
82-1068
82-1069
82-1070
82-1071
82-1072
82-1073
82-1074
82-1075
82-1076
82-1077
82-1078
82-1079
82-1080
82-1081
82-1082
82-1083
82-1084
82-1085
82-1086
82-1087
82-1088
82-1089
82-1090
82-1091
82-1092
82-1093
82-1094
82-1095
82-1096
82-1097
82-1098
82-1099
82-1100

Statistics of refined edible oils etc.
Cotton breeding and multiplication field at the Grove Botanic Station
Plot of land adjoining Methodist schoolhouse: suggests acquisition of by Government
A substitute for corrugated iron
Compost making as an aid to soil fertility
Proposals for building new Police Stations at Harris' and Cudjoe Head
Police services
Inspection of country stations
Attendance of police and assistant superintendent at public functions
Wages paid to road drivers on road work
Store accounts: defence force
Warehouse registers
Recommendations regarding improvement of secondary education in Montserrat
Montserrat Secondary School: annual report
Award of scholarships to Secondary School by directors of Montserrat Company
Appointment of trustees of the Public Library 1942
Entromologist report on cotton pests investigation
Police barracks: suggested painting of and repairs to
The supplementary appropriation (1936) Ordinance 1937
Application for licence to practice as druggist in the colony of the Leeward Islands
Application for employment from Mr. T. H. Kelsick Jr.
Notice of question to be asked iat meeting of legislative council on 21st instant
Progress reports reconstruction work: submission of
Request to Committee his pension
Formation of town board: resolution from Tax-payers Association
Formation of town council
The storage of seed cotton in montserrat
Notice of question to be asked re "insurances Public Buildings" in the Legislative Council
Notice of question to enquire why is it unnecessary to employ a headmaster for Grammar
School in view of Gazette
Memorandum by Dr. H.H. Brown, Director of Fishery Investigations outlining a fresh wather
fishery policy for W.I
Disappearance of Cyprian Tanis, Seaman on sloop " Leander J"
Commissioner of the Supreme court in the Presidency of Montserrat: Relative to
Legislative council, Leeward Islands:remuneration to elected and nominated members
Colonial legislative councils: relative to
Fire in Roseau: an appeal for funds in Montserrat to relieve distress from relative to
The appropriation (1946) Ordinance, 1945 (No. 7) Relative to
Gifts to Government institutions
Release of West Indies serving in the R.A.F. C
West Indian Sea Island cotton Assoc'n (Incorp'd) reports of the ordinary general meetings of
the Assoc'n - 1945
Schooner owner's Assoc'n
Gov't controlled latrines in Montserrat: report on by Chu Cheong
Uniform for messenger at Commissioner's Office relative to
Sea Island cotton ling prices and markets relative to
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82-1101
82-1103
82-1104
82-1105
82-1106
82-1107
82-1108
82-1109
82-1110
82-1111
82-1113
82-1114
82-1115
82-1116
82-1117
82-1118
82-1119
82-1120
82-1121
82-1122
82-1123
82-1124
82-1125
82-1126
82-1127
82-1128
82-1129
82-1130
82-1131
82-1132
82-1133
82-1134
82-1135
82-1136
82-1137
82-1138
82-1139
82-1140
82-1141
82-1142
82-1143
82-1144
82-1145

Sea Island cotton lint: prices and markets
Appointment of marketing inspector London
Prison: proposed growing of provisions by prisoners
Priviledges of clergy
Water supply at Bethel School for purpose of a bath: installation of
Fourth half-yearly report on cotton pests investigation by Mr. F. A. Squire
Weekly volcanological reports 1939
Question re licensed premises in the presidency and quarterly of spirits lawfully purchased for
sale
Theft of livestock by smugglers & their associates has become a menace to unihabitants of the
North
Amount standing to the credit of the Wylde Howes Memorial Fund
Procedure to be adopted in the introduction into Legislative Councils of proposals for the
raising of loans
The interpretation of laws (amendment) ordinance 1940
Relief Grants 1940 - unemployment and destitution
The control of praedial larcency of the larcency of livestock in M/rat
Report on the sanitary condition of Plymouth by Dr. L. J.Charles
Notice for question to be asked in Legislative Council
Mr. C.T. Watts tours of inspection to Montserrat (Agriculture)
Levies on salaries & other emoluments of Public Officers
Question of placing the poor house under the control of the Public Assistance
Questionnaire - the marketing of agricultural products by Sir Frank Stockdale
Royal Commissioners recommendations "Provisional programme of schemes
Local food production: storage of foodstuffs
Memorandum with plans on construction of latrines
Natives of Montserrat unemployment of
Applications for rent of land
The national service ordinance 1939
Overseas service
Overseas service
Financial policy of Montserrat
Special warrant under head XXII war emergency expenses
Food Production
Food Production
Importation of rice from British Guiana
Montserrat Secondary School: annual report 1939
British West Indies and British Guiana Teacher's Association
Montserrat cold storage plant: report ;by C. T. Watts A. M.I. Mech. E
Possibility of purchase of cotton crop by Government
Reports on Montserrat for inclusion in 1939 Annual Report
Detention of Prisoners at Harris and Salem Police stations
Special warrant under Head XI (Prison0
Rent of government property
Report on local forces
Royal commission report
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82-1146
82-1147
82-1148
82-1149
82-1150
82-1151
82-1152
82-1153
82-1154
82-1155
82-1156
82-1157
82-1158
82-1159
82-1160
82-1161
82-1162
82-1163
82-1164
82-1165
82-1166
82-1167
82-1168
82-1169
82-1170
82-1171
82-1172
82-1173
82-1174
82-1175
82-1176
82-1177
82-1179
82-1180
82-1181
82-1182
82-1183
82-1184
82-1185
82-1186
82-1187
82-1188
82-1189
82-1190

Application for a concrete house
Historical society: formation of
Award of scholarship at Spring Gardens Training College to Catherine Silcott
Cold storage plant, spares, etc
Market for carrots
Survey of the citrus industry
Prevalence of yaws: relative to
Training of nurses at Glendon Hospital
Application for use of private wards, Glendon Hospital
Colonial legislation: detailed examination by legal advisors
Relief scheme: reform to roads
Report on inmates learning the poor house for begging, and complaints of inmates
Quotations on sea island cotton seed and supply to other places
Installation of telephones at St. George's Hill and O'Garro's Estate
Licence to Royal Bank of Canada
Fire in B.W.I quarter of Colon
By-ways: supervision of….
Appointment of H.W. Chaplin, Esq as Lieutenant in the Montserrat Defence Force
Articles required for use in connection with road scheme
Delay in reporting suspected lunatic at Police station
Draining of a section of a 2' concrete culvert
Colonial development of Welfare Bill - advances from U.K Funds to Montserrat
Close planting season for cotton, 1940
Quarterly reports by sanitary officers: 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944
Local Publiciity
Draft standing rules and orders for the Legislative Council
Purchases of another motor truck for road scheme
Development Welfare Schemes appointment of Mr. A. J. Wakefield, Director of Agriculture as
Inspector Gen.of Agri.W.I
Collassing of the Street at Harris' Village
Statistics and monthly statements regarding exchange sold: request for
Road reconstruction scheme 567: progress report
The operation of the "Colour Bar"
Proposed camp of Defence Force 1940
Relief Scheme grading of sturge park
Public Health Scheme for assistance from West Indian Welfare Fund
Relief scheme repair of wall, public Cemetry plymouth
Relief scheme anti-malarial measures
Relief Scheme construction of two public latrines & baths in plymouth
Suggestions for the strengthening of control & suspension over the collection of revenue from
market dues
Audit inspection, May 1940 and November to December 1940
Application for permission to extend the roadway at Gages Estate
The supplementary appropriation 1939 ordinance 1940
Sums due on account by colonial development Relief schemes
Qualification of students entering the imperial college of Tropical Agriculture
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82-1191
82-1192
82-1193
82-1194
82-1195
82-1196
82-1197
82-1198
82-1199
82-1200
82-1201
82-1202
82-1203
82-1204
82-1205
82-1206
82-1207
82-1208
82-1209
82-1210
82-1211
82-1212
82-1213
82-1214
82-1215
82-1216
82-1217
82-1218
82-1219
82-1220
82-1221
82-1222
82-1223
82-1224
82-1225
82-1226
82-1227
82-1228
82-1229
82-1230
82-1231
82-1232

Purchase of cotton by Ministry of supply
Bonus to lower paid officers
The Leeward Islands Scholarships 1940
Proposals amendment of sanitary regulations…water factories …
Effect of S.R & O No. 19 of 1940 re denominational elementary school teachers
Relief from U.K Income tax in respect of Dominion Income Tax
Free passports to volunteers proceeding to Canada for active service
Repairs to Nurses quarters 'Glendon Hospital"
Edward Jules seaman of sloop "Effort" of Antigua blown out to sea on night of 4 november
Address by His Honour the Commissioner to the Legislative Council on 6th November 1940
Election of members of General Legislative Council
Social Welfare: Co-Operation with Voluntary organizations
Control of Sale and supply of fish order 1947,. Application under
Petition of Catherine Allen
The Disposal of Rum distillery waste water
W. I Institute of Standards and Research
Hamilton McRee (or Mc Cree), seaman. Disappearance of on sloop "Feralina"
Daily Telegraph & Morning Post: Imperial Challenge Cup (Junior Kolapore)
Address to His Majesty the king on behalf of the colony
Resolution to His Majesty the king on occasion of celebration of Silver Jubilee
West Indian Limes & The Canadian Market"
Information as to the attendance of Delegates at the Groop Council Meeting held at St. Lucia
Proposed purchase of Tarpaulins owing to damage in case of emergency caused by earthquake
Annual Report for the year 1934
Special Book-case containing books for children to be installed in Public Library (memory of
Joseph Sturge)
Lime Juice Preparation of
Badge and "Grant of Dignity" of the O.B.E to be presented to the Honourable H.R. Howes
Fixed Working Capital and loans for [?] required
Outline of work done with the aid of funds from the Carnegie corporation of New York
Petition re the Denominational School Teachers Pension Ordinance No. 8 of 1930
Decisions of Appeal Court that Oval Appointments Ordinance Ultra Vires
Leave and Passages for the Colonial Service re. officers transferred from one property to
another
Gas from Gages soufreire effect on health of population of
Minutes of Meeting of the Advisory Committee G.M.D
Loss of Goods from Customs Warehouse
Assistance from Government in rebuilding (St. Peter's) Schools damaged by Earthquake
Cambridge local examination 1940, 1941
Reports on visits of prison justices to the prison
Colonial office distribution of business and index of names and departmental telephone
directory
Colonial office distribution of business and index of names and departmental telephone
directory
Reports on visits of prison justices to the prison
Fire at Webbs in House of Joseph Martin
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82-1233
82-1234
82-1235
82-1236
82-1237
82-1238
82-1239
82-1240
82-1241
82-1242
82-1243
82-1244
82-1245
82-1246
82-1247
82-1248
82-1249
82-1250
82-1351
82-1352
82-1353
82-1354
82-1355
82-1356
82-1357
82-1358
82-1359
82-1360
82-1361
82-1362
82-1363
82-1364
82-1365
82-1366
82-1367
82-1368
82-1369
82-1370
82-1371
82-1372
82-1373
82-1374

Minutes of the meetings of the advisory committee of … West Indian Sea Island Cotton Assoc.
Education in the colonies
Discussions at plant quarantine committee meeting
Change of name of company to Cable and Wireless (West Indies)Limited
Report on prison
Case of Merchandise landed from sloop "Syria" missing
Grant -in-aid elementary schools 1938, 1939
Conference of colonial directors of agriculture
Officers entrusted with public monies etc. secured by public officers guarantee fund
Control cotton pests: experiments in spraying
Agricultural small holdings act: proposed amendments of
Contribution to public officers guarantee fund
Application for a burial ground at Cudjoe Head
Reports on visits to St. Vincent by J. B. Hutchinson Esq. (Cotton advisor to commissioner of
Agriculture"
Report on Montserrat for 1935, for inclusion in annual report
Reports on prison and local forces
Vital Statistics 1935
Statement of all amounts expended as a result of Earthquakes in Montserrat over the past 2½
years
Dagenham Ginnery: destroyed by fire on the afternoon of the 19th August 1940
Report on the Condition fo the fire brigade indent no. 7
Government Marketing depot report on tomato season 1940, 1941
Acreage planted in cotton 1939-1940
Questions to be asked in the Legislative council re Purchase of the Montserrat cotton crop for
duration of the war
Application for the series of a police constable and rural constables
Adlay coix larchryma - jobi
Application for permission to keep a public pound at Long Ground
Compensation to Joseph O'garro >:::: property while on duty
Supervision of primary education, Montserrat
Montserrat road metal
Article on the first year of the war by Miss Bessie Harper
Operating of the phosphate mines, Redonda
Transport expenses of delegates to federal councils
Trafffic Control, Plymouth
Application for list of candidates for the teachers certificate & pupil teachers' examination
Gold storage plant increased hours of
Application for acting appointment as second asst. Master, Secondary school or in other
department
Labourers & Domestic servants seeking employment in Montserrat
Candidates for exhibition scholarships
Release of colonial government officers for service overseas
Rates charged for cotton see for planting purposes, and for ginning of cotton:requests for
Application for registration of seventh day adventists schools
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82-1375
82-1376
82-1377
82-1378
82-1379
82-1380
82-1381
82-1382
82-1383
82-1384
82-1385
82-1386
82-1387
82-1388
82-1389
82-1390
82-1391
82-1392
82-1393
82-1394
82-1395
82-1396
82-1397
82-1398
82-1400
82-1401
82-1402
82-1403
82-1404
82-1405
82-1406
82-1407
82-1408
82-1409
82-1410
82-1411
82-1412
82-1413
82-1414
82-1415
82-1416
82-1417

Statistics of children in Montserrat 1921 onwards
Memorandum re: Probation of Offenders
Fishermen from Montserrat Alleged to have been stranded & picked up at Sandy Point St. Kitts
Montserrat Secondary School - Annual Report
Appointment of Trustees of the Public Library 1941
Reports on the Scholarships pupils of the Secondary School
Formation of a society of British West Indian students at McGill University
Board of Health appointment of members for 1941
Schemes for submission to comptroller for Development and Welfare in the W.I
Resolution moved by Mr. J. C. Llewellyn Wall at first meeting of a new legislative council
Investment of Savings Bank Funds relative to
The Wensham Scholarships available for tenure at Epson College
Quarterly progress reports on relief schemesq
Bar Examinations
Students to Training College Antigua to pass Kahu Test
Boy Scouts Organization
Questions to be asked in the Legislative council on the 20th inst
The Appropriation (1941) Ordinance 1940
Notice of motion re appointing of competent committee to investigate and make
recommendations pertaining
Notice of motion re payment of income tax by Office administering the Government
Death of donkey used by the Sanitary Department for scavenging the town
Fisheries development of
Report on Town Planning and Housing, copy of
Re appearance of an independent ethiopian state and the claim of emperor Haiti selassie to
the throne
Outbreak of alastrum in Antigua
Resignation from general legislative council: appointment of Mr. M.S. Osborne
Cotton-The future of the West Indian Sea Island Cotton
Industrial Development
The Planning of Public Works
Documentary Films -[Plan by British Council, about British Caribbean Territories
Proposals for the continuance of cotton Advisory work in the West Indies
Dr. P.i. Boyd - Appt under Col. Dev. Funds of Medical Officer of Health for colony - appl for
grant
Resolution by First Elected member [Legislative Council Meeting]
Resolution by 3rd Elected Member [Leg. Co. Meeting]
The Appropriation (1945) Ordinance 1944
Proposed Establishment of Community Center at Bethel
Report on Plymouth Fire Brigade
Cemetery - Construction of Gate House
H.M.S "Owera" Anchor lost by Plymout [?]
Charts of Leeward Islands - copies of the Admiralty Chart of St. John's Harbour on sale at the
treasury dept
Victory Celebrations -1945 over war in Europe over war with Japan
Request for Early Information of death of American Citizens in British West Indies
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82-1418
82-1419
82-1420
82-1421
82-1422
82-1423
82-1424
82-1425
82-1426
82-1426
82-1427
82-1428
82-1429
82-1430
82-1431
82-1432
82-1433
82-1434
82-1435
82-1436
82-1437
82-1438
82-1439
82-1440
82-1441
82-1442
82-1443
82-1444
82-1445
82-1446
82-1447
82-1448
82-1449
82-1450
82-1451
82-1452
82-1453
82-1454
82-1455
82-1456
82-1457
82-1458
82-1459
82-1460
82-1461

Schooner "Morning Prince' Launching of:
Prison Accomodations
Application for License to practise as a Druggist in the Colony
Rewards in connection with protection revenue
Minutes of Meetings of Legislative Council
Report of ill treatment of a Sailor on the American Schooner "Sea Fox" whilst in Plymouth
M/rat Seaport
Preservation of Books of account & Treasury records in the colonial Dependencies
Supply of discarded rifles for the cadet corps of the Grammar School
West Indian Limes Association (Incorporated) formation of (NOTE THERE ARE TWO 82-1426)
Royal Proclamation in Regard to Coronation of His Majesty (NOTE THERE ARE TWO 82-1426)
G.G Lamacraft personal file
Minutes of meetings of the Finance Committees 1941
William Allens indictment of wilful murder
Defence reserve formation of
Tenure of native land in East Africa and generally
Special Marriage licences issued
Bill entitled " Shops regulations ordinance 1941" proposed introduction of in Montserrat
Cotton Crops: Purchase of by Ministry of Supply re
Cotton shipments 1941
Training of prison wardens at Trinidad relative to
Draft bill income tax (amendment) ordinance 1941
Repayment of loan: relative to
War Charities- mobile Canteens
War Charities : Red Cross and St. John Fund and Air Raid and distress fund
Annual financial statements, 1940
War Charities: Comforts for the forces
Sir Douglas Jardine, K. C. M. G, OBE
Close Planting Season for Cotton 1941
Indent No. 93: Syllabus of work for training college and Teachers examination, 1941
Draft bill shortly entitled " The Customs surcharge (Amendment) Ordinance, 1941
Draft Bill shortly entitled" the land and house tax (amendment)Ordinance 1941
Draft Bill shortly entitled " the Trade licences (amendment) ordinance 1941
Draft Bill shortly entitled "The Cotton export duty (amendment) Ordinance, 1941
Questions to be asked at the meeting of the Legislative council on 30th May
Draft Bill shortly entitled "The export duty (amendment) ordinance 1941
Resolution under Section 15 of the Customs Duties Ordinance 1928
The piers and whawes (amendment) rules
Storehouse for Treasury files
Notice of questions to be asked at the Legislative Council on 30th May
The supplementary appropriation (1940) ordinance 1941
Annual expenditure on teachers's pensions and gratuities
Allowance to jurors
Passenger boat rates
Proposal for appointment of Medical Officer for Defence Force
Colonial Development and Welfare minor amenities
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82-1462
82-1463
82-1464
82-1465
82-1466
82-1467
82-1468
82-1469
82-1470
82-1471
82-1472
82-1473
82-1474
82-1475
82-1476
82-1477
82-1478
82-1479
82-1480
82-1481
82-1482
82-1483
82-1484
82-1485
82-1486
82-1487
82-1488
82-1489
82-1490
82-1491
82-1492
82-1493
82-1494
82-1495
82-1496

Audit inspection - May & November, 1941
Federation and the closer union of the Leeward and Windward Island colonies
Financial and economic policy in War Time
War charities - Overseas League Tobacco Fund
Leakage of valuable information relating to ships movements prevention of
Defence Force camp 1941
Housing and Alum clearance
Scheme for payment of compensation to member of crew of canadian ships for loss of efforts
Question to be asked by Hon. R.W. Griffin at meeting of Leg. Council
Stores accounts of Medical and Police Departments
Agricultural schemes
F.E.Kelsick -provisional winner of Leeward Islands Scholarships 1939 Relative to
Amendment of Tariff Collection Ordinance No. 2 of 1893
Development and Welfare Act: Assistance for Forestry
Duties of commissioner as treasurer - letter to his Excellency Sir. C. C. Knowleys
Report upon condition of Island and results of increased taxation during quarter ended at 30th
June 1905
Report on local forces in L. J. Colony
Proposed reduction of police force: report
Brigadier general canefields report on police and defence reserve force in Montserrat
Officers inspecting colonial forces
Forwarding circular despatch (confidential)
Practicability of reducing export duties in Montserrat
Recommends the appointment of an officer as Magistrate for district 'I'
Venezuela and the Netherlands: copy of [secretary] of states confidential despatch of 4th Dec
1908 respectively
Copy of despatch re; Mr. E. E. Dyett No. 812 of 10 8/06 Leeward Islands from H.E. The
Governor
Copy of confidential despatch from S of S dated 28 April 1908, with reference to
representation made by
Forwards copy of confidential despatch for secretary of state dated 1 September 1908 on the
subject of the recent
Recommends to the governor the appointment of Mr. W. Wigley, Magistrate Dist I Legal
adviser
Newspaper surety ordinance of by Allen
Forward despatch from [secretary of state] Confidential (1) of 19 January 1909 re: supervision
of vessels clearing
Forward to the Governor correspondence between the Register Supreme Court, Montserrat
and Chief Register
Forward correspondence re: Assistant treasurer's application for another clerk to be appointed
to treasury
Forward copy of H.E [Sweet Escort] despatch of 15 February 1909 regarding clearance of
vessels
Forward copies of a bill entitled "an ordinance to amend ordinance No. 3 of 1899 entitled
Forward copy of Secretary of State's confidential despatch enclosing copy of remarks by the
Colonial defence
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82-1497
82-1498
82-1499
82-1500
82-1501
82-1502
82-1503
82-1504
82-1505
82-1506
82-1507
82-1508
82-1509
82-1510
82-1511
82-1512
82-1513
82-1514
82-1515
82-1516
82-1517
82-1518
82-1519
82-1520
82-1521
82-1522
85-1523
82-1524
82-1525
82-1526
82-1527
82-1528
82-1529

Makes certain suggestion wth reference to increasing the number of the members of the
Legislative Council
Asks for the Commissioner's observations on the question of meeting the loss of revenue
which preference to canda
Forwards copies of secretary of states despatches with reference to making Giants from the
Royal Bounty
Appointment of the Hon. Frederick Drives to be an unofficial member of the Legislative Council
of Montserrat
Report of Mr. R. G. Fennah on visit to St. Lucia Re: Weevils on Citrus Trees (3rd Report)
Arrangements for His Majesty's Coronation
Proposals of the Carnegie Corporation and the government of Trinidad of a Central Training
College for Teachers
Mr. C. C. Skeete Assistant Commissioner of Agriculture Proposed visit of
Government Marketing depot 1935-1936 Season Report on: The payment of Warfage dues by members of Leeward Islands Police on Transfer from one
Presidency
Imperial Loan, Raising of an a/c of Hurricane of 28/8/24
List of Earthquake shocks felt at Antigua and St. Kitts
Quarterly Reports by Sanitary Officers
Cotton Export Levy (Amendment Ordinance)
Information regarding the legality of marriage celebrated in accordance with Siamese Law
Performers of duties of Federal Inspector of schools as regards montserrat
Secondment of Mr. G.G. Lamacraft, Headmaster and Mr. E. H. A. Grell 1st Asst. Master
Secondary for Service
Night School for adults, Proposed Establishment of
Application for Leave of Absence from Legislative Council etc
Asks that a Bill the prepared for the purpose of consolidating and amending the law relating to
Land and House taxes
Special Appointment of the Commissioner to be Magistrate or Registrar of Montserrat
Sea Island Cotton - Prices likely to be realized for - in the near future
Qualification of Jurors
Visit of Lt. Col. W. Sinclair OBE Supervising intelligence officer
Pay of Police Constables
Medical Officers in L.Is Question of the Raising of salaries of
Magistrate's Court Report against proceedings in
Masters to servants Order Draft Bill for
Government Medical Officers
Transmits copy of correspondence with the Secretary of State on the subject of the steamer
service between Canada,
Forwards copy of secretary of States confidential despatch of the Governor General of Canada
on the subject of the proposed steamship
Transmits copy of a letter from the Attorney General with reference to the likelihood of G. I.
Mendes
transmits copy of Correspondence with the Secretary of State on the subject of the omission of
Montserrat as a prt of cal
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82-1530
82-1531
82-1532
82-1533
82-1534
82-1535
82-1536
82-1537
82-1538
82-1539
82-1540
82-1541
82-1542
82-1543
82-1544
82-1545
82-1546
82-1547
82-1548
82-1549
82-1550
82-1551
82-1552
82-1553
82-1554
82-1555
82-1556
82-1557
82-1558
82-1559
82-1560
82-1561
82-1562
82-1563
82-1564
82-1565

Forwards extract from report by the General Officers commanding the troops Jamaica on his
recent inspection of the local forces and Police
Asks the Acting Governor to appoint the Hon. F.F. Dyett Asst Treasurer to preside at the
meeting of the Legislative Council in the 17th Jan. 1912
Transmits copy of a memorandum by the Overseas Defence Committee relating to the Rapids
on the Inspector of the Local Forces of the Colony
Transmits correspondence with reference to Sea Island Cotton Cultivation in the West Indies
and South Carolina
Report on local forces in Leeward Islands including Montserrat after inspection in [1913] by the
G.O.C Jamaica
Forwards copy of Secretary of States circular dispatch on the subject of the selection of sites
for wireless telegraph station
Liquor licenses in Montserrat rates of with reference to suggestions for the re adjustment of
the basis of taxation in Montserrat
Recommends appointment of members of Legislative Council from 16th February 1914
Treasurer of Montserrat forwards the Governor's minute of 23. 3. 14 on the duties of
Ottoman Empire detention of subjects of both special instructions as to Syrian traders in this
presiding
International Information Bureau (U.S.A) Publications, forbidding circulation of in Montserrat
Appointment of Mr. W.E. To act as Clerk to Commissioner as from the 17th
Despatch from the Secretary of State relating to the question of borrowing money & issuing
for the purpose of executing public works
Coloured seamen in the British Merchantile Marine: demand for
Censorship of postal packet: report on working
World Wide Organic Union relative to
Police (5) 6 Sub Inspector Ruane to proceed to Antigua
Alien Missionaries number of
Sea Island Cotton Mr. H E Wildly purchase
ottoman subjects in montserrat return of to turkey
Financial Position of Montserrat as compared with estimates for 1918-19
£ 1,056, 16.6 Income Tax paid by WM Tuessamy I. OTWAY
Rate of War Bonus Payable to Primary School Teachers
Raw Cotton Quarterly Return of Exports
Course of study for Law Degree by Leeward Islands Scholarship holder
Annual Return of Electors in the Presidency
Compensation to Mr. Joshua Reid for Land taken and used for site of concrete Bridge at
Gingoes on the Southern Main Rd
Quarterly Reports by Sanitary Officers
St. John's Harbour (Antigua) Rise in sea bottome reported
Appointment of Committee of Management for "Storage Park"
Report of Mr. R. G. Fennah on visit to St. Lucia Re: Weevils on Citrus Trees
Close Planting Season for Cotton - 1936
Refuses the use of the Rest Hut at St. John's for Public Purposes
Annoyance of Visitors by Beggars
Payment by the Treasury on Account of the Government Marketing Depot
Latrines for Town of Plymouth
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82-1566
82-1567
82-1568
82-1569
82-1570
82-1571
82-1572
82-1573
82-1574
82-1575
82-1576
82-1577
82-1578
82-1579
82-1580
82-1581
82-1582
82-1583
82-1584
82-1585
82-1586
82-1587
82-1588
82-1589
82-1590
82-1591
82-1592
82-1593
82-1594
82-1595
82-1596
82-1597
82-1598
82-1599
82-1600
82-1601
82-1602
82-1603
82-1604
82-1605
82-1606
82-1607
82-1608
82-1609
82-1610

Botanic Station Office Reconstruction of:
Cotton Breeding Work at the Botanic Station
Assistant for Cotton Breeding Work Employment of
Handing over statement from his Honor T E. T Baynes to Mr. S. E. Moir, Acting Comm.
Revised Rules for the Regulation & Management of Piers & Wharves
Application for a Water Supply for Villages known as Molyneux, Comeover to Hodges Hill
Procedure under the constitution Bill
Bill of Dual Appointments Ordinance 1936
Notice of Intention to apply for Certificate of title for lands at corner of John Street
Asks for compensation for Land used as a Road at Belham Bridge
Minutes of Meeting of the Advisory Committee at the W. I Sea Island Cotton Association
Trade Mark for Sea Island Cotton Goods
Ginning Percentage of Sea Island Cotton
Prices paid for Seed Cotton
Belham Bridge Reconstruction of:
Model Pensions Ordinance
His honor I E P Baynes OBE to act as administrator, Dominica the Hon. S. E. Moir to act as
Comm, Mrat
Memorandum for Asst. Agr. Officer on Cotton Breeding Work, Necessity for Asst in Ag. Dept
Setter Patent of 9.6.1958, 2.10.1902 & 18.2. 1925 Enquires whether copies required
Termination fo the Hon. H. R. Howes' Appointment on the Executive Council
Leave to female education officers
Private *** at the M/rat Grammar School
Work of the West Indian Fruit and Vegetable Council 1935
Plymouth Water Supply necessity for further improvement of
Appt of his Honour W.M. Wigley O.B.E to act as chief Justice and pension
Mr. I. H. Kelsick's Statement Regarding the Headmaster Grammar School Committee of Mgt
Foodstuffs importations of & Tonnage necessary to carry
Commissioner Power of
Cotton, Increase in Export Duty on
Canada - West Indian Mail Service
White refined Sugar, Scarcity of
Cotton belonging to Messrs Sendall & Wade purchase of by Mr. H. F Wildy
Dr. W.w Schlaeger of U.S.A
Purchase of Raw Materials for shipment to Germany after the War
Cotton for the Adriralty rel to commandeering
Advances made by government marketing depot
Honours Conferred by His Majesty
Audit Department ….Headquarters Transferred to St. Kitts
Minutes of meetings of the finance committee 1938
Weekly Volcanological Report 1938
Appointment of Trustees of the Public Library
Draft Rules for the Regulation for the Government Marketing Depot & Cold Storage Plant
Annual General Meeting of the W.I Sea Island Cotton Assn. held in Antigua
Vital Statistics 1937
Central Cotton Control Breeding Station Proposed Establishment in M/rat
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82-1611
82-1612
82-1613
82-1614
82-1615
82-1616
82-1617
82-1618
82-1619
82-1620
82-1621
82-1622
82-1623
82-1624
82-1625
82-1626
82-1627
82-1628
82-1629
82-1630
82-1631
82-1632
82-1633
82-1634
82-1635
82-1636
82-1637
82-1638
82-1639
82-1640
82-1641
82-1642
82-1643
82-1644
82-1645
82-1646
82-1647
82-1648
82-1649
82-1650
82-1651
82-1652
82-1653
82-1654
82-1655
82-1656

Receiving Agricultural Produce for Shipment at the Packing Shed
Special Warrant for £597 110 Under Head XXVI…Reconstruction of Government House
Conference of workers on cotton growing problems to be held in 1938
Items of Agriculture Departmental Interest 1938
Appointments for Government Marketing and Cold Storage Depot
Operations of the Government Marketing Depot Colod Storage Plant Report On
Loss of Boat Rollingstone
Police Permits
British Air Service
Lotteries
Monthly Volconological Reports 1938
Larcency at Prison
Local Amenties for Officers and Sailors
Training of Laboratory Assistants
Supply Officers Meeting in Antigua March 1996
Basic Norms of Social Legislation
Local Government in the West Indies
Paradise Estate Rd. Appl. For asst fr om govt to repair Storm Damage
Visit to Curacao & Aruba (N.W.I)
Sociological Survey
The supplementary appropriation (1945) ordinance 1946
Sanitary Inspectors
Missing Birth Schedules
Importing Tropical & Sub-Total fruit into the United Kingdom - Possibility of
Director of Agriculture - Visits of
Water Tank at Police Station St. Patricks Erection of
Camping Plant
Mr.L. C. Edwards Factory Insp. Labour Dept Jamaica- Visit of to L. Is.
Termite Control
I.C.T.A College News Bulletin Relative to
Claims on Behalf of deceased soldiers
Office Staffing Changes
Mr. Ian Oliver - Representative of Raw Cotton Assn. Visit of to B.W.I
Graded Clerical State, Promotions Transfers, & C. Relative to
Pensionable Emolments of Teachers
Report by Colonial Economic Advisory C'tee on Agricultureal Credit in the Colonies
Procedure for Gonsalves, Dressing ship and Parade of King's Colour
Accident to P.W. Truck M40 resulting in death of one Edward Benjamin
The Appropriation (1947) Ordinance 1946
Injuries received by Prisoners undergoing sentences Appl for Compensation
Chief Registrar to inspect Registrar's Office in Montserrat Copy Letter of 3/12/25
Appointment of H.H Commissioner as Trade Correspondent
Junior medical officer permanent appointment to post
Official salaries: committee to enquire to
R.B.Piper; report on meeting held by
Main Southern (O'garro's road condition
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82-1657
82-1658
82-1659
82-1660
82-1661
82-1662
82-1663
82-1664
82-1665
82-1666
82-1667
82-1668
82-1669
82-1670
82-1671
82-1672
82-1673
82-1674
82-1675
82-1676
82-1677
82-1678
82-1679
82-1680
82-1681
82-1682
82-1683
82-1684
82-1685
82-1686
82-1687
82-1688
82-1689
82-1690
82-1691
82-1692
82-1693

Boundaries of Plymouth fixing of
Major H.W. Peebles D.S.O substantive appointment of as Commissioner, Montserrat
Members of Montserrat Executive Council appoint of & resignation of the Hon. W. Wilken
Mr. H.F Shands obstructive attitude towards the local
New government building reply to statements made in a better from Messrs Wall and Shand
Sea Island Cotton seed enclosing despatch of S of S relative to export of
Seditious newspapers books and document prohibition of
Pay of non-commissional officers and men of the Leeward Island Police Force: Proposed
increases
Newly appointed Magistrate as to date on which his arrival in Montserrat may be expected
Scroll presented to Montserrat "Our Day" fund in recognition of valuable services rendered
during the war
Forward to the Governor copy of M/rat (Treasury) M.P 50/1909 referring to the Chief Justice &
the Registrar's gown
Valuation of Sea Island Cotton purchase on behalf of Imperial Government S. S Despatch 205
of 7.6.20
N.C.O and men of Leeward Islands Police Force in Montserrat petition to be relieved of
travelling by sailing vessels
Plan of service reservoir for Plymouth Waterworks Montserrat Longitudinal
Food prices regulations: Failure of storekeepers and shopkeepers to display lists in their places
of business
Account sales for Cotton sold to the Authority complaint re:
Yellow fever at St. Kitts
Police - new barack accomodation for it in Plymouth required
Montserrat Scholarship 1920: Application for permission to sit at examinations
St. Kitts-Nevis report on agricultural department
Supply of sea island cotton seet to commissioner of the federation of British Industries at Rio
Application for admission of a Bay Oil still free of duty
Montserrat Scholarship value increased from £25 to £50 p.a
Detachment of Leeward Islands Police Stations Montserrat to be sent to Antigua on visit of
Prince of Wales for temporary duty
Mr. W. Robson Curator Botanical Department: Salary to be revised to £350 with £50 personal
allowance
Salaries of Government Officials committee to make recommendations with regard to revision
of
British West Indies regiment presentation of silken Union Jacks and commemorative shielf to
Naval & Military graves in the Colony upkeep of
Vital Statistical report by Register for 1918
State of drain in Water Lane: complaint by Mr. Bartieu
Refund of import duty on materials used in repairs to Plymouth Weslyan Church
Influenza rules for the quarantine of
Montserrat Agricultural and Commercial society Commissioner to be Vice President of
Development of trade between canada and the west indies
Austria-Hungary: text of the condition of the
Report on damaged caused by heavy rains to Farms Dry Ghaut Bridge
Repairs to police station at Cudjoe Head
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82-1694
82-1695
82-1696
82-1697
82-1698
82-1699
82-1700
82-1701
82-1702
82-1703
82-1704
82-1705
82-1706
82-1707
82-1708
82-1709
82-1710
82-1711
82-1712
82-1713
82-1714
82-1715
82-1716
82-1717
82-1718
82-1719
82-1720
87-1721
82-1722
82-1723
82-1724
82-1725
82-1726
82-1727
82-1728
82-1729
82-1730
82-1731
82-1732

Export of food stuffs from Montserrat to Northern French Islands and elsewhere
Appointment of a magistrate Montserrat: recommendation of the acting Governor as to the £
Specimen of war stamps issued in Montserrat
Necessity of reconstruction of gaol
Keeping of necessary apparatus for the flogging of insubordinate prisoners at the gaol in
Montserrat
Montserrat Defence Force feeling of dissatisfaction among members of
Lieutenant Charles Mercer O.C defence force tenders his resignation
Forwards copy of a letter from Brigadier General J. W. Marshall, covering a report of his
inspection of the local forces in Montserrat
Inspecting officer Brigadier General Dalrymple -Hays report on the forces of the Leeward
Islands
Defence force to Montserrat proposed by commandment of Local forces (F. Bill) to form one
Montserrat Defence Force: recommendations with regard to
Despatch of the Leeward Islands contribution to the West Indian contingent
Return of Montserrat auxillary forces and aimed police for the quarters ending 30th
September 1915
W. I contingent as to making provision for annual payments of separation (allowances) and
pensions
W.I contingent clothing for
West Indian regiment: recruits for
British West Indies Regiment : distribution of
4th Draft for B.W.I regiment: departure of
Br. West Indies regiment: Venereal Disease amongst recruits for
Issue of pay and gratitudes to men of the at detachment of the B.W.I regiment
Montserrat Defence Force conditions with regard to
Mr. H.F. Shand tenders his resignation as 2nd Lieutenant Montserrat Defence Force
British West Indies Regiment: expenses connected with recruiting of contingent from
Montserrat to
Defence Force Montserrat: appointment of an officer commanding to
Defence Force Montserrat: report on
Officer commanding troupes Jamaica: extract of report of
Amended rate of pay of the Leeward Islands Police Force to be brought into force immediately
Colonial Commandant A. Mudge's report on his inspection of the Local Forces
Defence Force: Proposed formation of
Complaint against members of the Montserrat Defence Force
Police forces suggested unification Windward and Leeward Islands
Personnel of the division of the Leeward Islands Police Force in Montserrat relative to
Defence force petition from members of
National Service
Request by DDC Ogilire for permission to undertake Imperial service obligations
Defence force: rate of pay during emergency
Leeward Island regiment relative to
Advances on Account of B.W.I Regiment
Monthly and Quarterly reports from Agricultural Dept 1943, 1944
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82-1733
82-1734
82-1735
82-1736
82-1737
82-1738
82-1739
82-1740
82-1741
82-1742
82-1743
82-1744
82-1745
82-1746
82-1747
82-1748
82-1749
82-1750
82-1751
82-1752
82-1753
82-1754
82-1755
82-1756
82-1757
82-1758
82-1759
82-1760

Recommendations of Social Welfare committee relative to Rural District Board and Plymouth
town board
Audit Inspection May 1943
Draft of the Labour (General Legislature Competency) Ordinance, 1943 (?44)
Completion of Cemetry Wall, Plymouth & Reorganisation of Staff of Employees
Proposed Clerical Assistant "Glendon Hospital"
Charges for car hires, and fares by bus
Recommendations re Provision of Small Alms houses
Extra Mural Sentence
Recommends closing of Montserrat Prison
Sergeant Bridge Water's Appointment in connection with "The Men and Women of
Tomorrow" Social Welfare Organisation
The supplementary appropriate (1942) Ordinance 1944
Regulation re closing of Grant Aided schools
Rulings re: Various Matters
The Establishment of a local shoe making industry
Report of Burglary at store room and office of H. M. Prison
Community center Harris' Proposed Formation et.
Annual Reports of the Agricultural Dept. M/rat 1941/42 L.I 1943
Higher Education in the Colonies
Supply of M. S. I Cotton seed to the government of British
Request for international relative to soil from estates tested by Professor Hardy in 1940
Cotton seed Condition of Importation into barbados
Culvert at Runaway Ghaut
Rev. CJB Evans Appointment of as Rector of St. Peters Parish M/Rat
Auditor General's Report 1920-29
Members of canadian manufacturers' association visit of
Particulars of Appointment of Hospital Nursing Staff
Trade Licences (Amendment) Ordinance Treaty B I W HM + Nat Govt of Rep of China
Mr. Leslie Betan Greeston, C. M. G., OBE App't of as Governor & C in C, L. Is
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5.2. iii) Land Development Authority
The Land Development Authority has a very small collection of what would be classified as historical
archives. There are about 8 envelopes stored in a filing cabinet containing papers related to development
or the Otway Estate from the 1940s and other development schemes. The content of the material is good
but:
i)
It is stored in standard envelopes which are overfilled and often too tight
ii)
The material is in poor condition around the edges probably partly due to having to be moved and
reinserted into the envelopes
iii)
Clearly some material has gone missing, supposedly during transfer of material
List of Holdings
A list was requested but was not supplied. It is known that two of the folders are:
- Otway Settlement 1946-48
- Otway Settlement 1952-60
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5.2. iv) Financial Services Commission (FSC)
The FSC manage the trademarks records and company registers. The offices have low level air conditioning
for the comfort of the staff and this benefits the archival ledgers they hold. The documents are stored in
cupboards, but are not separately boxed. The problem though is that these documents are still regularly
used and updated. Therefore one of the Trade Mark Registers was digitised but this may soon be out of
date if any updates are added to the book. Also, the updates are often on post it notes or only pieces of
paper stuck into the register, which threatens the document.
The FSC are digitising their modern records which hopefully will see the end of using the old archival
registers and updating the entries. If this occurs then the old registers can be moved into the Government
Archival stores (if set up). At present it is estimated that 90% of the information held in the registers is now
in the electronic database, but no timescale has been given for its completion.
From establishment to 31 December 2011, all correspondences, files and registers were
governed/managed by the High Court Registry, Government of Montserrat. The Financial Services
Commission took ownership as of the 3rd January 2012.
Lists of Holdings:
The Senior Registry Officer, Mrs Tameka Duke reports that the Financial Services Commission holds hold a
total of 23 Companies registers:
-

Six (6) United Kingdom Trade Marks Registers,
nine (9) General Trade Marks Register
seven (7) Companies Registers
One (1) Leeward Islands Gen/UK trademarks Register (digitized as part of EAP)
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5.3. Religious Records
5.3. i) Anglican Archives
Montserrat is divided into the parishes of Saint Peter, Saint Anthony and Saint George. However, since the
volcanic activity, the locations of settlements have dramatically changed with only Saint Peter’s Parish
being inhabited, the other two parishes being too dangerous to inhabit at the time of writing. This means
all of the Anglican records are now held at St Peter’s rectory, accounting for about 8 volumes.
These Baptisms, Marriage and Burial records are now being stored in the office at St Peter’s Rectory but are
stored openly on a bookcase shelf in a room with no humidity or temperature control. During the visit to
assess the items the room was too warm for effective long term storage but the books themselves do not
appear to be in too bad a condition. There are no proper handling protocols in place for people wanting to
view the records which mean visitors can request to see the registers and handle them without gloves.
These documents have not been included in the Endangered Archive Programme as permission was not
given from the Antigua Diocese which oversees the Eastern Caribbean. This may seem a negative response
but in fact the Barbados Diocese is at present considering how they can digitise all of the records in the
Eastern Caribbean they are responsible for and this will hopefully see a standardised format being
introduced and all the registers being copied and made available. There is no time scale to this.

Image 48 and 49: Entries for the births of the Hamman Brothers
5.3. ii) Catholic Archives
The Catholic Church did not respond to request to be involved in the Endangered Archive Programme
therefore their archive holdings are unknown.
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5.4. Private/Company Archives
Part of the aim of the Endangered Archive Programme was to identify private archives related to
Montserrat either held in Montserrat or elsewhere in the world. In the past the Montserrat National Trust
has been successful in obtaining the Sturge family/company archive and the Endangered Archive
Programme is part of a longer policy of either borrowing family archives to copy or to having archives
donated to them for safe keeping for the nation. There is a CD which lists the contents and has some
digitised images, but during the project this CD could not be found and appears it was lent out and never
returned. Some of the images included in this archive can be found online at:
http://www.sturgefamily.com/Discover/THE%20MONTSERRAT%20CONNECTION.htm
On this website is the following text from Joseph Edward Sturge, March 2004
I am in the process of transferring my Montserrat Company archive to the Montserrat National Trust where
it will be accessible to historical scholars and others – and also to any future Sturges who venture to the
Caribbean.

Image 50: The Sturge Archive remains stored in the suitcase in which it arrived (top left)
The only large private archive come across during the project is the Waterworks. This is a privately held
collection and the owners are concerned about letting it out of their control even for a short time. It is
hoped that with the Endangered Archive Programme equipment that the owners will eventually allow the
Montserrat National Trust access to the material at a site of their choosing. This means the archive material
will not be out of their control, but can be copied and the information contained within the documents
safeguarded.
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5. The Endangered Archive Programme (EAP)
6.1 Background
In 2012 Mr Jan Liebers carried out an Endangered Archives Programme in Anguilla (EAP 596). The host
institution was the Anguilla Archaeological & Historical Society (AAHS). Mr Bob Conrich, a resident on
Anguilla and involved with AAHS felt Anguilla had benefitted greatly from this work and had also learnt
about the EAP in the Turks and Caicos Islands (EAP 408) in 2010. Bob Conrich is an avid supporter of the
United Kingdom Overseas Territories (UKOTs) and feels that the Caribbean UKOTs have been under funded
in many ways, especially when looking at the protection of the environment and heritage.
In 2012 Bob Conrich contacted Lady Eudora Fergus, the then Director of the Montserrat National Trust and
suggested that the Montserrat National Trust look at applying for a grant from the EAP. Unfortunately, the
Montserrat National Trust did not have any expertise in archival work. Bob Conrich had been in contact
with Nigel Sadler for several years and put Lady Fergus and Nigel Sadler in contact with each other.
Nigel Sadler had been Director of the Turks and Caicos National Museum, 2000-2006, and his company
Sands of Time Consultancy had carried out several projects in the Cayman Islands in 2007/2008, had carried
out a survey of museums in the Caribbean in 2011 for the Museums Association of the Caribbean and then
had run the Museums Association of the Caribbean’s Secretariat from January 2012 until January 2014.
Nigel Sadler holds a Master’s Degree in Museum Studies and had managed museums in the UK before
working in the Caribbean. This had included being the Museum, Archive and Local Studies Manager for the
London Borough of Waltham Forest. Even though not a specialist in archives he brought an understanding
of the difficulties of managing archival material in the Caribbean as well as experience of working for an
organisation that had been tasked with building up diverse collections covering museum, archive and
library holdings.
As the Montserrat National Trust would be the host for the project and the pilot project would centre on
their archival holdings it was important for an interdisciplinary approach to be taken.
6.2 The Equipment Being Used
Montserrat National Trust had no equipment that they could use for the project which meant a whole new
system needed to be thought up and purchased; with the added issues that it had to be taken out to
Montserrat so couldn’t be too large or too heavy. After assessing the way the project had been carried out
in Anguilla it was decided that similar equipment would suit the project in Montserrat.
The British Library also set strict guidelines on the quality and format of the finished digital images that they
would receive and these specifications had to be complied with. In reality this aided the choice of
equipment that was brought in for the project
The equipment consisted of:
Camera Equipment
Nikon D5300 with a 18-55 lens
Nikon AF-S 40MM MACRO f/2.B DX lens (for copying the photographic Slides)
Sandisk Extreme HD SDHC 32GB
Camera Bag
Hahnel Inspire Remote Control for Nikon
Interfit EZ FLO 2 Light Kit
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Tripod
A Spare battery for the camera
UV Filter lens for Camera
Colour Separation Q13 Guide + Grey Scale, Small
Medalight LP-300 Slim Light Panel 6x8in (A5), LP300N
Small spirit level
There is a lot of high tech equipment out there for digitising archive material and this not only comes with a
high price tag but also the need to learn about how the equipment works and maybe regular servicing. It
was not known until the project started that the Public Library held a high quality Digital Archive scanner
but when it was looked at it turned out that it hadn’t worked for many years, the subscription for the
software had lapsed many years previously and no one in the library knew how it worked. In effect, a piece
of equipment costing in the region of $20 000 was useless.
Luckily the EAP project went with a much lower tech approach, partly because of the funds available, but
mainly because using a tripod and camera is easy to teach and many people have used a camera and have
linked them to their computers. This meant the training sessions were easy and in fact one person in the
group had a digital SLR camera at home and it had inspired her to go and look at her instructions again to
get the most out of her use of her camera.
The idea was to try and make sure all the equipment fitted into a medium sized camera back, excluding the
lighting and the tripod. This was not only to make it easier to store away when not in use, but also easier to
carry the equipment out from the UK to Montserrat which needed to be carried in the hand luggage for
safe keeping. It was also essential that the equipment was quite portable as it is likely that some owners of
private archives would be unwilling to lend their collections to the Trust but would allow a Trust member to
come to their home and digitise the material there, in their presence.
Light Box
Originally the project was not to include photographic slides from the 1980s/1990s as it was deemed these
fell outside the remit of the EAP. However the British Library in the end agreed that in this exceptional
circumstance, where the slides are deteriorating and show plantations and buildings in Plymouth, which no
longer exist after the 1995 Volcanic eruption then these images, possibly the only ones in existence for
these buildings was an important archive. To enable these to be photographed a light box was purchased.
A Desk Top Computer
It was decided that a new stand-alone desk top computer be purchased solely for the use of the Collection
Management. This was to start with the work being done on the EAP, but will be extended as the
Montserrat National Trust do further work on their archival holdings and their Museum Collections.
Back-Up Hard Drives
2 External hard drives of 1TB in size were purchased so that all the material on the dedicated computer
hard drive could be backed up on a regular basis. Policies and procedures will be put into place to manage
these back-ups. One will be stored at the Montserrat National Trust Headquarters and will be backed up
every time work is done on the computer. One will be stored off site (most likely with the Director, but
during the EAP it was being stored with a member of the EAP team) and this will be backed up weekly. Both
hard drives are password protected so that if they are lost or stolen the data on them is protected.
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Weights
As many of the documents have been folded they would need some weights to hold them down for
digitisation. Several different types of weights were purchased from an archival material supplier. These
include small bags holding shot and 2 ‘snakes’
Air Conditioning Unit
Before the project started all the air conditioning units in the headquarters building did not work. They had
been meaning to put one in the main office area, which indirectly would have covered the storage area and
library but instead this area was cooled by having windows and doors open and electric fans working. As
part of the Endangered Archive Programme project the Montserrat National Trust imported a new air
conditioning unit and instead of putting it in the office area, it was located in an empty room being used to
digitise the archival material for the project.
This now means the Trust has a room that they can develop into a proper storage room for all their
collections, bringing together all the items stored throughout the building into one room.
6.3 Acid Free Storage Supplies
Along with the equipment listed above, archival storage supplies were also required. The Montserrat
National Trust has very limited funds and most of this is going on building maintenance and staff. Over the
years this has meant that there have been no surplus funds to purchase proper storage supplies and
ordinary cardboard sleeves and boxes have been used putting the items at risk.
It would have been pointless digitising the archival material in the care of the Montserrat National Trust if
the items were just returned to the same storage system. Fortunately, even though it is not usually done,
the Endangered Archive Programme understood this issue and provided some funds to buy in supplies of
acid free storage material. This was shipped in from the USA and arrived during the second week of the
project. All of the material in the possession of the Montserrat National Trust that was digitised as part of
the Endangered Archive Programme was re-sleeved, re-boxed and relocated to a new storage area in the
Montserrat National Trust headquarters.
Some of the material digitised from some of the Government Agencies was also stored in the Acid free
boxes and either returned to the relevant government department if it was felt the box would be looked
after and the item stored properly, or alternatively the material was stored on their behalf in the
Montserrat National Trust storage area awaiting a decision on a long term storage solution.
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6.4 The Staff Undertaking the work

Image 51: Neil How entering data
Neil retired to Montserrat and became a member of the Montserrat National Trust. With his computer
skills he was a natural choice to take on the role of Digitisation Assistant for the project. Along with Nigel
Sadler he helped provide support to Donna Henry throughout the project. After the EAP pilot project
finishes Neil will continue working on the archival material in a voluntary capacity.

Image 52: Montserrat National Trust Director, Sarita Francis (right), with Donna Henry, Museum Assistant,
deciding on material to be digitised.
Donna is responsible for the long term management of the archival material, along with all the other
Montserrat National Trust collections. Following the end of the Pilot Project she will continue to digitise the
archival material and create a collection store room at the Trust’s headquarters.
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6.5 Methodology
The methodology was put together to provide professional support from a specialist outside of Montserrat.
The success of the project is wholly down to the fact that the specialist was able to visit the country, set up
the equipment and train staff during a 2 week period at the start of November 2014. Without this face to
face contact and first-hand experience of the issues being faced then it would have been much harder to
proceed, even with email, skype and join.me in place. It must also be added that the success of the project
is down to Neil How, Digitisation Assistant, and Donna Henry, Museum Assistant at the Montserrat National
Trust, who did the majority of physical digitisation.
The first thing was to find a room that would be suitable to carry the work out in. This was easily done as
the Montserrat National Trust had spare rooms at their headquarters, one of which was a substantial size
and more importantly was empty. It had been planned for this room to be fitted with air conditioning prior
to the start of the project not only so that the archival material could be worked upon under the right
conditions but also that in the medium term the shelving space in the room would be adapted as a storage
area for the Montserrat National Trust historical archival material until a more permanent solution could be
provided. Unfortunately a new air conditioning unit needed to be imported and this meant it was not
installed until the third week of the project.

Image 53: Part of the Montserrat National Trust Headquarters. The room on the extreme left was set up for
the project and the medium term storage of the Montserrat National Trust historical archival material
In the room 2 long tables were set up. One was to be used to set up the camera equipment on, and the
other was to be used to rest extra equipment on, or documents waiting to be digitised. This table was also
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used to sleeve documents in acid free sleeves and box them in acid free boxes, once they had been
digitised. There was also an office desk where the newly purchased computer was set up on with internet
connection.
A neutral background for the items to be digitised on was set up so that there was a uniform background,
however with hindsight this caused some problems in that it was a cotton sheet that wrinkled easily.
Another problem identified was the height the camera needed to be away from the item. The table
provided a good height for the team to work at and provided the safest height to handle the archival
material. However, as the tripod was on the table as well it meant the camera was quite high, which was
alright for most people, but for Donna, who was much shorter, it did cause a problem.

Image 54: Museum Assistant Donna Henry Setting up a paper archival item to be digitised
The camera was set up on the tripod as level as the eye could make it. Then a small spirit level was placed
on the camera to make sure it was level so that the photograph being taken was not being distorted (image
54). The monitor screen on the camera was opened so that the person setting up and taking the
photographs could see that the whole item was appearing in the image. The colour strip was placed at the
bottom of the object, and, if needed, small weights were used to hold an item flat.
For photographic slides the slide was placed on the light box and the camera was fitted with the macro lens
(see image 55). However, it was decided that the image was the most important thing and therefore had to
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fill as much of the digitised image as possible. This meant that the colour strip could not be included as this
would have dominated the picture.
Whilst the camera was in use the spare battery for the camera was recharging or had been recharged.
Generally the camera battery lasted a day to a day and half before needing replacement. A remote control
with a monitor had been purchased and was very useful at the beginning. A remote control was necessary
to stop camera shake and the risk of the camera being knocked off level. However, the drawback with the
remote control with a monitor was that it got through a lot of batteries, approximately 6 AA batteries every
two days. It was deemed that this was not only going to be expensive as batteries on island were costly, but
it would also add to the toxic waste being disposed of on Island. Therefore, a new remote control that
needed no batteries was purchased and the remote control with a monitor was saved for special use.

Image 55: Museum Assistant Donna Henry Setting up a Photographic Slide
The priority for material to be digitised was given to the Montserrat National Trust historical archival
holdings. This was for several reasons:
i)
It was the easiest material to get permission to work on
ii)
It was the easiest material to manage after it had been digitized
iii)
It was to be part of a re-boxing and re-sleeving programme to safeguard the archival material in
the Trust’s care
iv)
It was an eclectic mix of material that needed different skills in handling and working with and
therefore would make the staff more confident in dealing a variety of archival documents that
may need work in the future from other collections
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However, sample items were taken from the Public Library, Government Registry, Land Development
Authority and Financial Services Commission so that some idea could be gained on the time it would take to
digitise all of their holdings and so that these agencies also felt that they were being included in this
project. As the long term goal would be to bring together all of the historical archival material into one
storage location it is essential that all archival holders feel part of any project working on archives, but also
to take ownership of the idea of the historical archives as being ONE collection being managed for the
benefit of the nation and its people.
6.6 Regular On Going Contact
Email – this utilised existing email addresses between those involved. The most regular contact was
between Nigel Sadler and Neil How with Neil either updating Nigel with the work that had been undertaken
or asking questions about processes or advice on what should be done
Skype – This allowed Nigel and Neil to talk when needed. Even though this had been planned to be the
main communication route, Skype was only utilised once during the whole project and this was to discuss
the work and prioritise at about 5 weeks into the project. The lack of use with Skype was down to the fact
questions and answers were quickly answered through email exchanges.
Join.me – this website allows computer screens to be shared. It was only used once so that Nigel Sadler was
able to look at the spreadsheets of data and also to quickly look at some of the images to assess quality. A
second use to correct some of the images which had been transferred to the UK failed as the join.me
connection went down, but Neil How was able to go through the process via email in real time and the
images were corrected
The system had been put into place so that the most effective communication route was available. The fact
that the most used system was the humble email is down to the fact that Neil How and Donna Henry had
clear ideas of what was needed of them and were able to competently carry out the work with little
supervision. However, this was only possible due to the presence of Nigel Sadler on Island for 2 weeks
setting up the project and guiding them.
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6.7 The Endangered Archive Project Launch
Prior to the arrival of Nigel Sadler, the local newspaper ‘The Montserrat Reporter’ had carried a half page
article about the Endangered Archive Programme Project which had set the scene for what was going to
happen. There had also been a lot of groundwork carried out by the Montserrat National Trust to arrange
meetings with archive holders and with the Governor, His Excellency Mr Adrian Davis.
On the evening of the 6th November 2014 The Montserrat Endangered Archive Programme pilot project
was formally launched at the National Museum. Mrs Dulcie James, President of the Montserrat National
Trust, provided the welcome remarks and there were speeches from the Honourable Premier, Mr
Donaldson Romeo, and the His Excellency Governor Mr Adrian Davis, both of whom offered their support
to the project and hoped it would be the start of a long needed preservation of the historical archives for
the people of Montserrat.
Director of the Montserrat National Trust, Mrs Sarita Francis, and Nigel Sadler of Sands of Time Consultancy
also made presentations giving the background to the EAP and to the aims and objectives of the three
month pilot project.
The EAP launch coincided with the opening of a small display in the museum on the Caribbean and
Montserrat during the First World War. As Sands of Time Consultancy had already worked on one
exhibition on the First World War in the UK and was producing a book on the First World War through
postcards Nigel Sadler produced this display free of charge. This was timely as the start of the EAP project
coincided with Remembrance Day and during the centenary of the start of the First World War. This display
illustrated in a practical way how research carried out using online resources could uncover a wealth of
information on Montserrat and the men that served, discovering the names of 6 men who had died whilst
serving with the Merchant Navy whose names were not on the war memorial and providing information on
the names of the men who did appear on the war memorial in Montserrat.
Interestingly two brothers, the Hannams, whose names appear on the war memorial, had raised some
discussions prior to the opening, centring on the assertion from another researcher that they couldn’t be
brothers. During the visit to the see the archive holdings of the Anglican Church a quick review of the Birth
registers of the Parish of St Anthony showed that they were brothers, but the youngest one had lied about
his age when joining up which had caused the confusion (their entries in the registers are in Images 48 and
49 ). This provided an excellent example of how online resources and the paper archives in Montserrat
could be woven together to tell the true story.
The Endangered Archive Programme was also featured on two radio shows in Montserrat when Nigel
Sadler was invited to talk about the importance of preserving archives and the work to be undertaken. The
Governor’s Office also carried several blogs about the project and there were further newspaper articles.
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Image 56: Sarita Francis, Director of the National Trust, addressing the invitees at the launch of the EAP

Image 57: Invitees to the launch looking at the First World display, and being informed on the internet
research that had been undertaken
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6.8 Aims of EAP
The main aim is to quantify the content of historical archives there are and provide a realistic estimate of
how long it will take to digitise this material if sufficient funds are allocated to it. To meet this main aim
there were 3 aims:
- i) Looking at, and assessing the historical Archives (this is covered in section 5 above)
- ii) Digitising a sample selection of historical archival material
- iii) Creating an environment of self-belief and self-sufficiency in archive management, especially at
the National Trust
6.8 i) Looking at, and assessing the historical Archives
This looked at who holds the historical archive, what types of material their holdings were and a rough idea
of the content of the material. This is covered in section 5, p23-78
6.8 ii) Digitising a sample selection of historical archival material
Below is a brief list of the material that was digitised during the three month EAP pilot project. There is a
more detailed excel sheet with the records linking the items to the reference numbers of each photograph
which has been submitted to the British Library but this list below gives an overview.
Material from the Montserrat National Trust historical archive holding
Estate Documents (broken down into those below)
- Farrells and Bugby's Hole 1902 (17 images)
- Glendon 1897 (2 images)
- Greer Howes Plymouth 1910 (6 images)
- Harris, Longround, Farms, Tar River Records 1934 – 1945 (54 images)
- Howes Power of Attorney 1884 (4 images)
- Liddells Garveys Nixons Hill 1857 (18 images)
- Maps and Plans (17 images)
- Morrises 1917 (6 images)
- Mt.Pleasant 1910 (2 images)
- Paradise 1897 (2 images)
- Roaches 1917 (4 images)
- Sale of Champion Jones Properties 1910 (60 images)
- Streatham and Ryleys 1887-8 & 1911 (26 images)
Miscellaneous Items (344 images) (including the following)
- Assorted sales WLW 2 parcels tortoise shell per s/s “Settler” from Montserrat to
London19/2/1923 (2 images)
- Receipt from General Post Office, Nicosia, Cyprus 4th April 1928, purchase of stamps by H R
Howes of Plymouth, Montserrat (2 Images)
- Copy of Lease Agreement on 19th January 1926 between Henry Wilkin of Gages Estate and
Henry Randolph Howes to move water from the Gage Estate - (different copy to
EAP769_MNT_MISC_004) (2 images)
- Copy of Lease Agreement on 19th January 1926 between Henry Wilkin of Gages Estate and
Henry Randolph Howes to move water from the Gage Estate - (different copy to
EAP769_MNT_MISC_003) (2 images)
- about moving water to Riley’s Estate from the Paradise Source, but the government would
charge £10 per annum. Dated 27th February 1915 (2 images)
- Birth certificate of Henry Randolph, November 30th 1887. Father was J Wylde Howes and
mother was Laura. (2 images)
- Letter of recommendation as surveyor from J Spencer Hollings (engineer/surveyor to
Sturge estates) re: Seymour Howes (4 images)
- Invite card from HE Governor and Mrs Blackburne to C Herbert Meade for an event at their
home on 10th November 1950 (2 images)
- Invite card from Commissioner and Mrs Boon for tennis event at Government House 9th
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June 1938 (2 images)
Printed list of part of the Document collection of the Montserrat National Trust. All
reference numbers begin D. Undated (2 images)
Fragmented letter dated 7/7/1943 agreeing a loan of $30 by W Howe from Mr Dikers of
Blakes Estate, and repayment due no later than September 1943. Poor condition (2 images)
Receipt No 16580 from the Land Treasury, Dated 4th January 1944. Payment of £30 one
shilling and six pence from the Lee Brothers as Land Tax on Blakes and Look Out (1 image)
Licence to keep a chestnut horse by L D Lee of Blakes, 27th July 1945. In very poor
condition (2 images)
Receipt No 15097 from House Treasury for payment of 5 shillings for house tax by Ann Lee,
dated 6 January 1944 (2 images)
Receipt No 18644 from Treasury for one shilling and five pence for 2 scales and verified
weights, from Blakes est? dated 6/7/1942 (2 images)
Hand written note dated 18/10/1944 stating that something had been safely received
(unclear what as the item is in very poor condition) (2 images)
Receipt No 17426 from the Treasury for receipt of 13 Pounds and three shillings from the
Lee Brothers on account of income tax. Dated 6 January 1944 (2 images)
Receipt sent by W D Lee of Blakes Estate to L Boyd for professional services. Receipt for 3
pounds and three shillings, dated 15th September 1943. Damaged (2 images)
Letter from James Thomas Ponteen asking for a $10 loan has someone had stolen the
money he had to help with his cultivation. Date is unclear but is 1945 but was sent to
William Lee at Blake’s Estate. Document in poor condition (2 images)
Receipt from Treasury for licence to Mr D Lee to sell all tobacco products for the year of
1943. In very poor condition (2 images)
Letter from Income Tax office to W D Lee of Blake’s estate asking him to supply all books
for 1948, details of investment income and Insurance certificates for life and building for
1948. Letter dated 6th August 1949 (2 images)
Letter from J Ponteen detailing something about cotton but unclear. Date possibly 1945
Handwritten letter to Mr Lee from Governor Osborne. It is not clear what is being asked
but refers to Reverend Hillier, the Montserrat Company, and Mr Howes. Dated 22nd May
1950 (2 images)
Handwritten letter from ? Kirwan. It asking her employer for a loan. Dated Feb 18 1945.
Unclear who employer is. Has damage (2 images)
The Form and Order of Service to be used on Sunday 5th June 1932 in Thanksgiving to
Almighty God for His good Providence whereby Montserrat has been a British Colony for
Three Hundred Years and in supplication for God's blessing upon the Colony in the future.
1632 - 1932. (5 images)
Invite from the Masters and Boys of the Montserrat Grammar School to Mr H Meade to the
school speech day 8th August 1933 and to the Athletics Sports on 9th August (2 images)
Script "Old Forts of Montserrat" for ZJB Montserrat Radio programme by Delores
Somerville (8 images)
Small booklet concerning the Visit of HRH The Duke of Edinburgh to Montserrat 17th
November 1964 (17 images)
Souvenir pamphlet "HRH Princess Royal's Visit to Montserrat" Feb 23 1960 (8 images)
Items relating to the Visit of HM The Queen and HRH The Duke of Edinburgh to Montserrat
19 Feb 1966 (13 images)
Invite from the Captain and Officers of HMS Eskimo to Mr and Mrs F E Gorman, Friday 1st
Nov 1968 (2 images)
Letter dated 1st February 1968 from the Administrator D R Gibbs requesting support from
the community in setting up a Montserrat National Trust (2 images)
Three receipts stuck to one sheet of paper. (1 image)
a) Receipt No 17771 from House Treasury dated 13 /1/1945 for House Tax paid by Ann Lee
b) Receipt for Mr Lee dated 10th Jan for the sum of £3 and 15 shillings for a pail of butter
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c) Receipt from Treasury for payment by the Lee Brothers of Blakes Estate to carry firearms,
dated 19 August 1944"
Agreement between Maria La Frere Semper and Alfred Hall dated 13 August 1897.
Unfortunately this is the cover page and no other parts are attached to say what the
agreement is (2 images)
"2 receipts stuck to one sheet of paper (1 image)
a) Receipt no 17200 House Treasury, dated 11th January 1944 for House Tax on Blakes for
six shillings and six pence, paid by the Lee Brothers
b) Receipt No 18115 Land Treasury dated 11th January 1945 for land tax on Blakes and
Lookout for £28 four shillings paid by the Lee Brothers"
2 documents in poor condition both dated 1944 (1 image)
Blank Document. (2 images)
Cover of official handwritten document from 1890s (1 image)
Script "Montserratian Medical Practitioners At Home and Abroad" for ZJB Montserrat Radio
programme by C.N. Griffin June 1972 (10 images)
Receipt dated 10th June 1920 for £15 received from C H Meade for three shares in the
Montserrat Development Company (2 images)
Receipt no 315 from the Treasury granting permission from H M Dyer (Excise Officer) to P
Hollander to deliver 20 Gallons of Rum from the Cask stored at Water Works Distillery to M
Meade, with Duty paid. Dated 13 July 1944 (2 images)
Letter from W E Bassett of the Agricultural Department dated 3rd April 1940. It is the
Agenda for the meeting of the Sturge Park Committee to be held at the Grove Botanic
Station on 4th April 1940. J H A Meade’s name is at bottom so it can be assumed it was sent
to him (2 images)
Hand written list of new scales of wages to come into force week commencing 17th July
1922. No idea where they relate to (2 images)
Diocese of Antigua Annual Statistical Report and Statement of Accounts y/e 30th Sep 1946
for the parish of St. Anthony with St. Patrick, Montserrat. Includes names of associated
individuals, number of baptisms, marriages, burials, number of attendees etc. (4 images)
St Patrick's RC Church enlargement accounts 21 Jul 1950 - 10 Nov 1950 Includes names of
workers on church improvements with sums paid. (40 images)
Typed report "Anti-soil Erosion Measures in Montserrat (since 1943)" by W.C. Clarke
(Agricultural Officer) (7 images)
Dept. of Agriculture Report for the month of October 1967 by R.A. Frederick (10 images)
Montserrat Hospital Statutory Rules and Orders 1951 (26 images)
Typed pamphlet "Ways and Means of Preventing Waste of Public Funds" Draft 10 Dec1962
& Final copy 14 Dec 1962. Lobbying letter for changes to political and administrative
systems on Montserrat, addressed to the British Secretary of State for the Colonies. No
named author(s), but see image files EAP769_MNT_MISC_D46_x.TIF Memorandum to
same 17 Dec 1962 from Cotton Growers Association. (8 images)
Typed letter from W Llewellyn Wall & Co thank customers for their business and hope they
will continue with them after the death of W Llewellyn Wall, founder and Senior Partner. It
was sent out from Empire House, 1st October 1938 (2 images)
Typed invite from the Clerk to the Commissioner inviting C Herbert Meade, of Galways, to
attend the meeting of the Scrap Metal Committee on 25th July 1941 (2 images)
Letter from Commissioner inviting C H Meade, of Galways, to meeting of Committee for the
collection of scrap on 30th December 1940 (2 images)
Pamphlet "Opening Ceremony of the Cork Hill Government School Monday 8th January
1951 at 3:00p.m.", with associated invitation and hand-written comments. (8 images)
Booklet "St. Anthony Masonic Lodge List of Officers etc 1931" (14 images)
Booklet "St. Anthony Masonic Lodge List of Officers etc 1948" (14 images)
Typed notice of unexpected arrival of sloop on 16th January 1946 with 15 members of the
Leeward Contingent of the Caribbean Forces from Overseas. It informs that Major Grell and
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Lieutenant Kelsick will be formally received ashore on the 18th January 1946 (2 images)
- Letter from Commissioners Office dated 18th July 1947. It gives details about warnings for
Hurricanes and the dealing of the aftermath. Letter sent out by the Acting Commissioner
(W S Arden?) to C H Meade (2 images)
- Letter sent out from the Clerk of Board of Health on 15th December 1943 summoning a
meeting of the Board of Health on the 17th December. Letter sent to C H Meade (2 images)
- Letter to Mr.?Herbert 9 Jul 1947 from ?Sheill of St.Kitts discussing a strike on the estates
there. (4 images)
- Letter to H.Meade Esq. Jan 22 1947 from Paul Hollender of Waterworks estate discussing
the leaving of Montserrat of Dr.Margetson, with a list of persons to contact for a collection
for a gift. (10 images)
- Agenda for meeting of the Board of Health 6 Apr 1951 (8 images)
- Memorandum to the Secretary of State for the Colonies 17th December 1962 from the
Cotton Growers Association of Montserrat (9 images)
- Paper delivered at Conference on Culture and Conservation, Jamaica ?1970-74 about
Montserrat. No named author. (8 images)
- Title Deed of Amersham Estate August 15 1857. From Warren Ottley to T M Howes (2
images)
- Invite from Administrator and Mrs Dawkins to Mr HH Lee to meet Trinidad Trade
Delegation on Saturday 23 March (no year but Dawkins was Administrator 1956-60). Third
image shows the Museum artefact file card with some information about it. (3 images)
- Handwritten letter. Needs to be transcribed. It looks like it is from the early 1920s and
refers to Blakes Estate. One image is the Museum artefact file card with some information
about it. (3 images)
- Hand-written letter detailing daily life farming and local news, incomplete, from "Nick"
(Blakes estate?) to "Willie". Found at Blakes estate 1972. Also 1986 note from finder, and
MNT archives docket about these. (9 images)
NOTE: Much of the miscellaneous material could easily be combined into related documents such
as the Lee Brothers at Blake’s Estate. Part of the rationalisation had already been done during the
EAP but the rest must be done as part of MNT rationalisation of collections)
MNT Historical Sites Survey 1986 (325 images)
Newspapers (broken down into those below)
- The Dominica Almanack 1781 (4 images)
- The Montserrat Observer 1 Sep 1956 (8 images)
- The Montserrat Observer 3 Apr 1948 (6 images)
- The Montserrat Standard 19 Mar 1952 (4 images)
- The St Vincent Gazette 12 Dec 1778 (4 images)
ODA Report on Historic Buildings 1993 (broken down into)
- Report (78 images)
- Photographic slides and prints (232 images)
Official Documents (broken down into)
- Customs Journal 1953-4 (20 images)
- Draft of Agricultural Smallholdings Act 1938 (44 images)
- Draft of Appropriation (1939) Act 1938 (4 images)
- Draft of Companies (Amendment) Act 1938 (6 images)
- Draft of Counterfeit Currency (Convention)(Amendment) Act 1938 (2 images)
- Draft of Employment of Women, Young Persons & Children Act 1938 (8 images)
- Draft of Moir Pension Act 1938 (2 images)
- Draft of Sedition & Undesirable Publications Act 1938 (10 images)
- Draft of Supplementary Appropriation (1937) Act 1938 (2 images)
- Draft of Travelling Allowances (Amendment) Act 1938 (2 images)
- Governor's Letter 9 Nov 1938 (10 images)
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Governor's Memo Mar 1938 (14 images)
Land Acquisition Act 1944 (16 images)
Leeward Islands Gazette 2 Mar 1948 (16 images)
Leeward Islands Gazette 17 Sep 1942 (extract) (2 images)
Montserrat Newsletter 2 Oct 1948 (with list of archives) (18 images)
Statutory Orders 1943 (4 images)
Voters List 1942 (10 images)

Total number of digitised images = 1413
Material from the National Library historical archive holding
Court of Kings Bench and Common Pleas, 1790-1800 (497 images)
Execution Book 1898 -1904 (31 images)
Report on Plymouth Water Supply 1881 (16 images)
Legislative Council Minutes and Letters 1818 (88 images)
Legislative Council Minutes and Letters 1834-1837 (334 images)
Letters to Presidency 1818 (90 images)
Letters to Presidency 1868 (250 images)
Total number of digitised images = 1306
Material from the Government Registry historical archive holding
It was difficult to know what was to be included. Originally the idea was to digitise at least one of the Births,
Deaths or Marriage Registers, but as these had been scanned for another project (even though the data is
not accessible) it was decided that it would be a waste of time duplicating work already done, especially as
it is unclear what is happening to the original copies. It was felt more sensible to select a random range of
documents and one box stood out. The following items were taken from a box discovered with a random
collection of documents (shown in image 43)
Legal Documents
Divorce 1901 between Daniel Gaitward Allen and Margaret Allen (95 images)
Inquests 1901 – 03 -Covering 11 inquests (144 images)
Mortgage 1874 - between Seymour Wylde Howes and Anne Howes to Peter Irish (21 images)
Probate of A.W.Parson 1846 (7 images)
Probate Records 1926-1930 (77 images)
Wesleyan Church Marriages 1820-1841 (10 images)
Will of Eliza Meade 1885 (8 images)
Will of Henry Piper 1888 (13 images)
Will of John Hogan 1923 (4 images)
Will of M.D.Shiell 1886 (14 images)
Will of Maria Semper 1922 (2 images)
Will of Richard Piper 1895 (5 images)
(a further 60 reference images were taken of other unopened folded documents from this box that
need some conservation work done on them before opening them)
Total number of digitised images = 400 (along with 60 reference shots)
Material from the Financial Services Commission historical archive holding
Trademark Registers 1-784 General Trademarks Volume II 1894-1956 (325 images) (entries up until 2014)
Total number of digitised images = 325
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Material from the Land Development Authority historical archive holding
Otway Settlement 1946-48 (511 images)
Otway Settlement 1952-60 (459 images)
Total number of digitised images = 970
Total Number of Digitised Images produced During the Endangered Archive Programme Pilot Project
The total number of images created in the pilot project is 4414, along with 60 additional reference shots.
Considering that during the 3 month period only an estimated 40 days were used to digitise the images, the
rest of the time was taken with record keeping, image management, preparing the archival material for
digitisation, visiting archival storage areas and so on then it is clear that around 100-110 digital images
could be produced in a day. This number would have been dramatically less if only one person had been
employed to do the work as keeping records and managing the images was more time consuming than
predicted. It is estimated that during the pilot project about 1 and a half staff’s time was utilised. This
would need to be considered when looking at the long term planning of digitising the image archives.
6.8 iii) Self Belief and Self Sufficiency
This project was trying a new approach for Montserrat, and maybe even for EAP. The project’s main aim,
after digitising the files, was to give staff confidence to do the archival digitisation long term. There are no
qualified archivists on Montserrat to do the work and it would have been expensive to have had a specialist
from the UK on Montserrat for 3 months so the project was set up under the principle that Nigel Sadler
(Sands of Time Consultancy) would be the person applying for the grant with the Montserrat National Trust
as the local partner. The equipment would be purchased in the UK and carried out to Montserrat to
guarantee that it would be on island for the start of the project. During the first 2 weeks Nigel Sadler set up
the equipment and trained several local people the processes to be used, how to handle archives and how
to store the material once digitised. Visits were also undertaken to review the archival holdings on
Montserrat and the potential sites for long term storage and management of the historic archives. After
two weeks Nigel Sadler returned to the UK and worked on a report on the archives that remained, their
location and their condition (this report). At the same time though, contact was maintained through email
on a daily basis to offer help and monitor the project. Also through Join.me Nigel Sadler was able to access
the MNT computer when necessary to monitor the standard of the digitised images, relevance of the
material and its recording on the British Library supplied spreadsheets.
In general this process worked very well and could easily be used for a model for future EAP projects on
small islands, but only when there was sufficient support and enthusiasm from on an island partner.
One thing that impressed was the willingness of especially the National Trust staff and volunteers to
become involved and to maintain the project and with this enthusiasm there should be no problems
extending the digitisation process to all of the Montserrat National Trust’s historical archives after the pilot
project and hopefully to improve the management of all their collections. This has already started with the
installation of air conditioning in one room to provide ideal conditions not only to work on the material and
continue the digitisation but also to permit better storage of the collections. The Trust is being encouraged
to move all of its collections at their headquarters into this room so that it is all together and can be
managed more efficiently.
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6. Options for the Future of the Archival Material
Looking at what has been reportedly done to the archives over the last 100 years it is clear that the status
quo cannot be sustained. In the last 100 years the only attempts to try and safeguard the archival material
has been:
a) To ship material to the UK to be managed by the Public Record Office (now the National Archives)
b) Small scale projects in the last 30 years to re-box and safeguard small parts of the archives in acid
free material. This has been done by the Public Library and the Montserrat National Trust
c) To actively conserve small parts of the collection. This was done by the Montserrat National Trust
The action in section a) has seen the material being safeguarded, but by an external agency, and now
outside of Montserrat, removing the material from ownership and access in Montserrat. Unfortunately,
actions undertaken in b) and c) has also been generally been done by external third parties and not led by
the Public Libraries or the Montserrat National Trust. If external organisations can see the importance of
proper archival care why hasn’t the agencies in Montserrat continued the work? Is it just a matter of lack of
funds or the low level priority given to archives – they were worth saving when the government moved
from Plymouth in the 1990s at great expense so why has nothing been done since?
It is time for the Montserrat Government to be bold and actively take an interest in preserving the
country’s remaining archival material. Continued inaction will by default see more archival material lost
forever, and more importantly an inability of researchers to have access to and to use the material, either
because it is in poor condition, or it is not in a place that provides easy access, or more importantly its
existence is unknown.
So what are the options available?
6.1 The Government Departments and the Montserrat National Trust continue to manage their own
archival holdings.
This is the ‘status quo’ stance and hope that by engaging the various archive holders into seeing the
benefits of proper archive management this will drive a programme of improved archive management and
digitisation by all.
Pros for this option are:
- The Government departments do not feel as if they are losing their collections
- The Government departments would maintain the (perceived) ability to make money from their
archival holdings
- There is no perceived threat to jobs as the work of managing the archival material is not lost.
- The Government departments see themselves as part of the solution and actively engaged in the
process
Disadvantages for this option are:
- Even though government departments feel ownership to their collections, in reality they belong to
the people of Montserrat. Therefore a decision needs to be made on what is best for the archives,
not those who presently manage the collections
- It is often argued that there is a monetary potential from archives. However, Government
departments fail to realise that any potential income is often outweighed by the costs of managing
that collection. Also most government departments have never sought to make money from the
archival material, mainly because of the extra work it would take.
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To maintain the status quo would mean holdings of archival material would remain as they are
which means it would be uneconomic to maintain sufficient temperature and humidity controls at
the numerous locations, to maintain effective security, and to provide the best staffing to manage
the collections. The only way to justify this situation would be if the government had a single fund
to purchase the archival material and to fund an individual to manage that fund and to oversee the
management of the government owned archival material
To maintain the status quo would not resolve the immediate needs of the archival material. By
making no changes, the present people who manage the collections will probably not change their
working practices and the situation would remain the same. An active change would see new plans
put into place, better working practices adopted etc, but this would be hard to do if many agencies
managed historical archives.

6.2 One agency is given the archives to manage, in their present locations.
This option will see ownership of the archival material remain with the government departments that at
present own/manage the collections but one agency will be given full responsibility to manage the archives
to the best professional standards achievable in their present locations.
Pros for this option
- By having only one agency managing the archive it will bring uniformity to the management of the
archival holdings, and unified policies and procedures.
- The present holders of the archival material would maintain the ownership of their collections.
- Better management and control would increase the possibility of making money from the archives
- The Government departments see themselves as part of the solution and actively engaged in the
process
- The one agency would be responsible for purchasing in storage supplies, gloves etc. so that all
government departments would have sufficient supplies, and would bulk purchase to reduce the
costs of individual items.
Disadvantages for this option
- It wouldn’t resolve the storage conditions of the archival material unless the material is taken to
one location for storage
- It would require each government department not only to buy into the idea but also be willing to
allow the external agency full access and control over the archival material.
- If a government department do not agree with the policies and procedures in place for access,
handling etc. they could cause much friction with the managing agency as they would still have full
access to their stored archives and maybe responsible for providing the public access to the
material. This type of conflict, which could be at the institution level or at the personal level, would
be detrimental to the archival material and could see the whole process fail
- Who would have the authority to manage the collections? Is there an existing agency with the
capabilities and willingness to undertake this task?
- Who will fund the work? Would there be special funding from the government to meet the true
needs of the archival material, or would the agency given the task of managing the collections be
expected to do so from their existing budgets? Managing an archive collection will need resources
to:
o Store the collections in a suitable environment
o A sufficiently qualified person to be responsible
o Funds to buy in the archival quality material to store the archival collections in
o Market the archive to try and bring in revenue
o To have the digitized collection online
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6.3 One agency is given the archives to manage, in a dedicated archival store.
This option will see ownership of the archival material remain with the government departments that at
present own/manage the collections but one agency given full responsibility to manage the archives to the
best professional standards achievable in a single dedicated store room.
Pros for this option
- All historical archives come under the same storage and care conditions.
- By having only one agency managing the archive it will bring uniformity to the management of the
archival holdings, and unified policies and procedures.
- The one agency would be responsible for purchasing in storage supplies, gloves etc. so that all
government departments would have sufficient supplies, and would bulk purchase to reduce the
costs of individual items.
- The present holders of the archival material would maintain the ownership of their collections.
- Better management and control would increase the possibility of making money from the archives
Disadvantages for this option
- If a major disaster befalls the storage location all the archives can be damaged/lost in a single event
- It would require each government department not only to buy into the idea but also be willing to
allow the external agency full access and control over the archival material.
- Who would have the authority to manage the collections? Is there an existing agency with the
capabilities and willingness to undertake this task?
- Who will fund the work? Would there be special funding from the government to meet the true
needs of the archival material, or would the agency given the task of managing the collections be
expected to do so from their existing budgets? Managing an archive collection will need resources
to:
o Transfer of archives from existing locations to the new store
o Store the collections in a suitable environment
o A sufficiently qualified person to be responsible
o Funds to buy in the archival quality material to store the archival collections in
o Market the archive to try and bring in revenue
o To have the digitized collection online
6.4 One Agency is given full ownership of the historical archival material and it will be stored in one
location
A dedicated storage room would be set up to house all the historical archives held by the various
government departments and the Montserrat National Trust and the archive would be owned and
managed by a single agency.
Pros for this Option
- By having only one agency managing the archive it will bring uniformity to the management of the
archival holdings, and unified policies and procedures.
- When ownership is transferred then the new owners can relocate the archives into one location
which will be the cheapest option to provide the best care for the collections.
- Better management and control would increase the possibility of making money from the archives
Disadvantages for this option
- At present there are some archival records which are in use on a regularly basis and are part of the
work of the Government Department (such as the Government Registry and the Births, Deaths and
Marriage Records, and the Financial Services Agency and the trademark registers). This means that
these volumes need to stay with the relevant government departments. However, as these
departments are trying to computerise their records it would not be too long before there will be
little need for the original volumes being needed so frequently
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-

What would be the legal issues related to a third party owning the Archive? Do some government
Departments have the legal responsibility to own the archival material, such as the Government
Registry and the Births, Deaths and Marriages records
Government Departments may oppose this approach as they would lose any potential to make
money from their archival holdings
Who would be best agency to own the archive? Ownership of the historical archives may be
transferred from the various government departments to one government department but will
they be given the resources to manage it and are they best organization to run it. Alternatively, a
none government agency such as the National Trust maybe in a better position to own the archives
but could not do so unless there was financial support from the government who would in effect be
handing over a neglected archive in need of major work to preserve it.
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8) Recommendations
8.1 Management of Archives
From looking at how the archives are being managed, the facilities and resources available there is only one
realistic option that can be undertaken now for the long term security and preservation of the Montserrat
historical archival material held in government control.
The Montserrat National Trust must be given full responsibility for the management of the historical
archives in their care and the Government owned archives. This is not giving the Montserrat National Trust
ownership of the government Archives, just the management of them.
Ownership of the material will remain with the Montserrat Government unless the material is already in
the holdings of the Montserrat National Trust collection, or is being collected by the Montserrat National
Trust.
For this to work the following conditions must be met:
i)
The Government Departments with historical archival holdings buy into the programme and
agree to relinquish day to day management of all or a large part of their collections.
ii)
The exceptions to the full management will be those historical archival documents that are in
regular use by Government Departments (such as the Government Registry and the Births,
Deaths and Marriage Records, and the Financial Services Agency and the trademark registers).
These will remain under the full control of the relevant government department until such
times the records have been digitized. However, in the meantime the Montserrat National
Trust will provide guidelines on the storage, handling and access to these collections to limit
potential damage
iii)
The Montserrat National Government provide a grant to the Montserrat National Trust
guaranteeing funds for at least 10 years to support the employment of a permanent staff
member to work on the archival collections (repacking, digitizing, etc) and to provide sufficient
funds to bring in large supplies of archival material so that the historical archive material can be
stored properly
iv)
Transfer of any of the archival material will only be made once a suitable long term storage
area is developed. The most suitable location at the moment ready for development is the
unfinished basement at the National Museum (see section 8.3 and 8.4 below)
v)
The Montserrat National Trust is able to make money from the archive where possible to
reinvest in the management and preservation of the archival material
vi)
The Montserrat National Trust is able to create an online database with the digitized records of
the archive.
Also, another reason why the Montserrat National Trust is best suited to be handed the management of
the government archive is that it is not a Government Department and is therefore more likely to take in
donations of private archival material from individuals and companies in Montserrat, building up a true
National Archive Collection.
The Montserrat National Trust has agreed to manage all historical archives owned and managed at present
by the Government. This does not mean ownership as some records need to be owned by some
government departments for legal reasons. The Montserrat National Trust would of course be concerned
that the additional responsibility will not come with any additional funds once the store area is completed.
Unless the Government is willing to guarantee regular funding for a decade for the archive then it is being
recommended that as ownership remains in various government department hands then these
government departments will still have a financial responsibility for their collection. This would mean
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purchasing the acid free storage material etc. They will also need to agree to abide by terms of use so that
material cannot just be removed from the storeroom, that material has to be handled properly and that
MNT has full responsible to who can and cannot admitted into the stores.
8.2 Memorandum of Understandings
A Memorandum of Understanding will need to be developed either just between the Montserrat National
Trust and the Montserrat Government, or between the Montserrat National Trust and each of the
Government Departments that own historical archives. Within the Memorandum of Understanding will be
detailed agreements on archival training, sharing data and supporting each other as well as responsibilities
(financial and staff) for the archival material.
8.3 Storage of Historical Archives
One of the priorities will be to provide uniform storage conditions for all (or at best for the majority) of the
historical archive material in the care of the national government and the Montserrat National Trust. At
present there are at least 6 storage areas in use by Government Departments and are all are inadequate for
this need. Different standards of care and use exist between government departments and this could easily
be overcome if the majority of this material is moved into one purposely designed storage area. On top of
this other archives are being stored by the churches, the Montserrat National Trust, private companies and
private individuals can be offered space in the storage area, Maybe at a fee if they do not wish their
archives to be accessed by the public, so that they are at least being preserved.
Where is the best location for this single National Archive Store?

Image 58 and 59: The National Museum Building would make an obvious location for a major archival store
The area beneath the National Museum is the right size for an archive store, but is not finished, has
termites present and has no electricity outlets or air conditioning. It is paramount that this space is made
viable for a professional archival store before any more serious work is carried out on the archival material
held outside of the Montserrat National Trust. As the Museum building is already being managed by the
Montserrat National Trust then it makes sense that if the national archive store is placed in this building as
it is the most suitable space, it is logical that it is managed by the Montserrat National Trust.
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Image 60: The unfinished area in the basement of the National Museum. This is a substantial area and with
minimum work; plastering the walls and ceiling, sealing the floor, adding lighting and electrical outlets, this
area could be prepared as a storage area for historical archival material.

Image 61 and 62: The temporary storage use of the basement area not only creates a fire and health hazard
but also a potential pest hazard. Unfortunately, there are already signs of active termite presence (image 62
on lower right) which will need to be dealt with as a matter of urgency. Image 61 on the left shows an
area, where there is storage of old office furniture and equipment at present, which would be suitable as the
area to set up the area for conservation work to be undertaken and where the digitisation work can be
undertaken
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8.4 What Needs to be Done in the Storage Area
i)
Air Conditioning
The unfinished area under the Museum building has no air conditioning and this will be needed. If this is
added in the store it wouldn’t be a big step to add it to rest of the building making the whole museum
building more suitable for the exhibitions, visitor and staff comfort. For some reason air conditioning was
included in the museum plans but was never installed
ii)
Security Alarms
The unfinished area under the Museum building has no security systems (fire alarm, burglar alarm). These
will be needed, but if they are added to the store area it wouldn’t be a big step to add it to rest of the
building making the whole building more secure. The security system should be monitored 24 hours a day
and have a quick response from the police and fire service. If costs allowed it might be advantageous to
install a sprinkler system.
iii)
Protection from Natural Disasters
It is hard to prepare fully to make a location fully protected against all natural disasters. However, some
development has already been undertaken around the museum site to alleviate the risk of flooding during
heavy downpours and well developed Emergency Plans would help reduce the risks further.

Image 63: Drainage gullies near the
museum help to take away excessive water

Even though by centralising the archive in one place might appear to make it susceptible to the same
disaster in reality by locating all of the historical archive material into one location it would make it easier
to protect and move especially when all the material is boxed up in acid free boxes and sleeves .
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iv)
Dividing up the Area
By allocating specific zones in the storage area it would make it more efficient. The area could easily be
divided up into:
- Storage of archival material. Each Government Department collection will be allocated its own area
to make it easier to use.
- Area to work on active conservation of material in the store
- Area to set up digitisation equipment so documents can be digitized as part of the ongoing
digitisation programme
- Storage area of acid free supplies/conservation material
- Entry area, protected from rest of archive, so that new items can enter the store and be
assessed/treated for pests and molds before entering the main store area.
v)
Shelving units
The area is quite substantial in size and would easily take all of the historical archival material that appears
to be on Montserrat at this present time. In the long term though pressure might be put on the space as
the archives grow so to delay this occurrence it would be recommended to put roller racking into at least
part of the storage area. Unfortunately this will be expensive and may not be practicable at this time with
the financial constraints. Therefore in the short term fixed shelving units would do.
For staff safety and as part of the preparedness for earthquakes these shelves must be fixed to the walls.
Fortunately the roof is not too high which will limit the shelves to a safe height making it easier/safer to
remove boxes from the upper shelves
vi)

Access

Image 64: Only entrance into the unfinished
part of the basement
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At present the only entrance into the proposed storage area is through an external door (image 64). In one
sense this is good as it limits the entry ways into the storage area, but unfortunately it is not viable for the
storage room. Without any change this means taking any material from the air conditioned storage area
would have to be done by carrying it outside into the open where not only there is no air conditioning but
also the material would be at risk from gathering dust or getting wet if raining.
There will need to be a doorway into the main building, connecting the archival storage area with the
already developed museum collection storage area in another part of the basement. This would allow
material from the archival storage area to be brought out to be viewed by visitors (see vii. reading room
below). If a doorway is knocked through it could be placed with direct access to the suggested Reading
Room area (see below)
Beyond the existing external door a secondary more secure door should be added. This will not only
provide additional security, it will also provide a buffer zone between the outside world and the archive
store, helping prevent the loss of the air conditioned environment. The outside door should only be used in
an emergency to leave the stores or when bringing items to be added to the stores. It should not be used to
provide access to the room for staff or visitors.
vii)
Reading Room
One of the benefits of placing the historical archival stores in the National Museum is the availability of
other space in the building. Storing the archive would just be the first step. The most important step would
be providing access to the information contained in the archives. This can be done by having online files
and digital images but this will not prevent researchers wanting access to the original material. To meet this
future demand a reading room will need to be set up, but as demand will not be very high the reading
room can be a relatively small area.
The archival storage area would not be suitable as a ‘reading room’ as it would be unwise to allow
members of the public to have access to the storage area, and the controlled environment will be affected
by having people in there breathing out moisture and adding body heat. Therefore another area of the
building would need to be set aside where the public could, by appointment, see archive material. At
present in the finished storage area, to the right of the bottom of the stairs is an unused area. This would
be a sufficiently large enough area to set up the Montserrat National Trust library collection in and to
create desk spaces for reading areas for the members of the public who wish to undertake research.
The Reading Room area would need to be secure as a temporary store for the documents and a desk with
supplies for viewing documents (e.g reading pillow, weights, cotton gloves etc). This area would also need
to be air conditioned for the sake of the archival material as well as the researchers. There should also be a
computer terminal to allow researchers to view the digitised archival material as some of the material will
be too delicate for researchers to handle.
8.5 Database
At present the Montserrat National Trust has no means to record the information it gathers about the
historical archival material. Up to now the Montserrat National Trust has implemented a card index for its
own collections but these have proved somewhat inadequate when researching material.
With modern advancements in technology there is no reason why the Montserrat National Trust is not
employing an electronic database. It is recommended that any database employed must be able to cover
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all types of collections. Therefore it is recommended that the MODES system (Museum Object Entry
Database System) is employed as it not only will allow the Trust to manage data about their museum
collection but also using the archive templates it will allow the archival material to be stored. MODES is
internet compatible and lists from it can be easily added to websites as well as the database being
searchable on the internet.
Information on the Montserrat National Trust library collection can be entered onto a data base like
Procite.
Any databases used must not only be available where the data is entered (either the Montserrat National
Trust headquarters, curator’s office at the museum, or in the archival storage area) it must also be available
to researchers, for example in the Reading Room, or in terminals in the museum display areas where
visitors can learn more about the objects both on display and in the stores.
8.6 Access to data held in Archival material
It is unclear how in the short term data about the collections will be made accessible to a wider audience
through the internet. The items digitised as part of the EAP will appear on the British Library website, but
any further work must also have the same accessibility. This of course will require a website from which
people can access the data, and this website must be regularly updated and checked for errors/missing
links.
As the recommendation is that Montserrat National Trust manage the historical archive collection it would
be best that they develop a website capable of housing the searchable database system. This should of
course be linked to from the Government website as well. However, this type of website might be complex
and will need professional support to set it up and manage it.
8.7 Policies and Procedures
Up until the present time the Montserrat National Trust has operated effectively without having formal
policies and procedures, especially in the management of collections. This unfortunately has seen some
items which would be categorized as archival material being lent out and with no paper trail these items
are missing, most notable some original, one off photographic sides. Even though outside the remit of the
Endangered Archive Programme Sands of Time Consultancy has provided, free of charge, advice on Policy
and Procedure production and supplied a draft Collection Management Plan with numerous policies and
procedures to make sure the Montserrat National Trust collection is now being managed to professional
standards. This will stand the Montserrat National trust in good stead, not only in developing their work
with their own historical archives but also position themselves as the best organisation to take on the
management of all the government owned historical archives as well.
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9. Conclusion
Over the centuries the historical archival collections on Montserrat have been created by default rather
than a planned acquisition and conservation programme. From the various lists generated over the last 100
years there is a record of neglect and lose. What remains does so mainly through luck rather than by any
planned action. This cycle needs to be broken immediately if more archival material is not lost to the
dustbins of time.
Yes, this will cost money and take time. Yes this is not a one year or two year quick fix but rather a more
systematic approach over the next several decades – but it must start now. One can see how the neglect of
government archives in places such as the Turks and Caicos Islands has led to a rapid loss of the archives
there in the last decade as no one wanted to take control of the archival holdings. This is the fate that
might befall Montserrat if one single agency is not tasked by the government to store and manage the
collections, not only on behalf of the government, but more importantly for the Montserrat citizens both
living on island and in the Montserrat Diaspora. These documents tell their history, their family stories,
their struggles and successes. They define the nation and give the people a strong link to their past and
present. They give the past and present people a voice in their own history and give them an identity.
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Appendixes

The following pages contain lists of archival material found
during this project. The lists have been included in date order of
when they were made.
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Appendix 1: Montserrat Newsletter October 2 1948
This is a transcript of the text that appears in the newsletter:
ARCHIVES With this number of the Newsletter we publish a comprehensive list of the archives of this
Presidency, which we hope will be of interest to our readers.
REGISTERS OF DEEDS -&c.,
1755/1757 (January 1755 - February 1757)
(Size about 18" x 13")
Commences at Entry No.32 and ends at No.298. Pages very torn and brittle, and most of the numbering of
the pages is destroyed, and it is impossible to conclude how complete or otherwise this volume is.
The end of the volume is apparently missing,
The writing is legible.
It would seem impossible to get this v olume rebound unless – besides having to repair the leaves
extensively - there is some method of making the paper more supple to discount the brittleness.
1761/1 171 (May 1761 - July 1771)
(Size about 18" x 13")
Pages 1 - 172
" 175 - 350
Fair condition, except the first twelve pages which are very torn at the outside edges.
Paper brjttle.
Quite legible.
Could be rebound
1762/1765 (May 1762 - July - 1051)
(Entries no. 765 – 1051)
(Size about 19" x 14”)
Pages 12 - 65.
" 70- 77
" 80 - 137
" 140 - 556 (2 pages numbered 192).
Apparently a few pages at the end are missing.
Fair condition, but first 100 pages or thereabout are very brittle and worn at outside edges.
1765/1767 (July 1765 - August 1767) (Entries No.1055 - 1361)
(Size about 21”I x 15”)
Pages 1 - 256.
" 271 - 686 (Pages 271 - 274 badly moth eaten)
Apparently not end of volume.
Fair condition, but edges of pages worn and torn.
Paper very brittle.
Quite legible.
Could be rebound with care and after repair to worn pages has been affected.
1768/1770 (March 1768 - October 1770) (Entries No.1469 - 1765)
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(Size about 21" x 15")
Pages 1 - 6
" 23 – 118 (tops of page 177 - 188 missing)
" 119 - 166
" 169 – 346 (pages 197/200 badly torn)
" 349 – 390 (only half of page 309/310)
" 407 - 504
" 507 - 550
" 583 - 696
" 697 - 699 (pages 679/694 badly torn)
Poor condition. and pages torn particularly at outside edges.\
Paper brittle.
Legible.
Might be rebound after considerable repairs had been effected and paper made more supple.
???????????? (Entries 2031-2296) (Size about 21" x 15")
Pages 1 - 190
"
191 - 298
"
315 - 694
Not end of volume.
Good condition.
Quite legible.
Can be rebound after certain repairs.
(October 1774- October 1776) (Entries #2297-2533)
(Size about 21" x 15")
Pages 1 – 21
"
28-374 (two pages numbered 213)
" 377-392 ( "
"
"
343)
" 395-412 ( "
"
"
363)
" 413-514
" 535-574
" 577-582
" 587-592
Apparently not end of Volume.
Good Conditlon..
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.
1778/1781 (March 1778-May 1781) (Entries #2697-3003) (Size about 21" x 15")
Pages 1 - 600
Volume complete.
Good Condition, except for last few pages.
Paper somewhat brittle.
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.
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1782/1783 (January 1783 – September 1783) (Entries #3054-3157) (Size about 21" x 15")
Pages 97 – 192
"
197-168
" 175-186
" 189-216
" 219-234
" 237-238
" 247-248 (two pages numbered 283)
" 251-529 ( "
"
"
286)
" 552-537 ( "
"
"
364)
And six unnumbered Pages.
Apparently not the end of the vo1ume.
Fair condition, except for the first and last few pages.
Paper brittle.
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.
1783/1784 (October 1780 - September 1784) (Entries #3181 - #3301) (Size about- 17" x11”)
Pages 47 - 400
3 unnumbered and broken pages between pages 400/407
Pages 407 - 424
Not the end of volume.
Fair condition, except for the last few pages.
Paper brittle.
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.,
1787/1789 (May 1787 – February 1789) (Entries #3643 - #3820) (Size about- 18" x13”)
Pages 1 - 330
"
363 - 586
Not the end of volume apparently.
Good Condition.
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.
1790/1791 (January 1790-June 1791) (Entries not numbered) (Size about 18" x12”)
Pages 29-724
Not end of volume apparently
Good condition
Quite legible.
Can be rebound
1792/1793 (January 1792-April 1793) ) (Entries not numbered) (Size about 19" x13”)
Page s 1 -362 .
Apparently not end of voIumn,
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Fair condition, but from page 105 the bottom inside corners badly torn and wor n.
Quite legible.
Can be rebound with care
1793 (February - August 1793) (Entries not numbered) (Size about 20" x 14")
Pages 13 - 24 (torn)
"
27 -498
"
501 -512
Not end of volume.
Fair condition, except for the first and last few pages.
Paper very brittle .
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.

1793/1796 (October 1793 - March 1796) (Entries not numbered) (Size about 21" x 15")
Pages 47 - 78
"
85 - 510
"
515 - 589 ('two pages numbered 553)
"
606 - 701
"
702 - 716
"
730 - 733
Apparently not end of volume.
Poor condition, especially at binding edges, pages 702 - 731, very torn and parts missing
Paper very brittle.
Legible but very stained.
Rebinding would be difficult.
1796/1800 (November 1796 - May 1800) (Entries not numbered) (Size about 23" x 16”)
Pages 3 - 16
"
19 -594
Not end of volume.
Good condition, except first few pages somewhat torn.
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.

1796 (April – October 1796) (Entries not numbered) (Size about 18" x 12”)
Pages 64 - 79
"
82 - 357
" 362 - 378
Not end of volume.
Good condition, except first two pages somewhat torn.
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.
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1799/1800 (May 1799 - January 1800) (Entries not numbered) (Slze about 15" x 10”)
Pages 15 - 34
"
37 - 60
"
61 - 186
Fair condition, except for right bottom corners.
Paper very brittle.
Quite legible.
Can be rebound with care.
1805/1811 (July 1805 – August 1811) (Entries not numbered) (Size about 22 x 15")
Pages 1- 2
"
5 - 68
"
71 - 196
"
197-948
"
949-1411 (two pages numbered 1153)
"
1415-1455
Good condition.
Paper somewhat brittle.
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.
1812/1815 (January 1812- August 1815) (Entries not numbered) (Size about 22 x 15")
Pages
35-544 (2 pages numbered 509)
"
673-1110 ( " "
"
538)
(" "
"
748)
(" "
"
798)
Not end of volume.
Not very good condition, outside edges of leaves torn and rather rotten particularly top right corners.
Paper very brittle.
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.
1816/1818 (October 1816-October 1818) (Entries not numbered) (Size about 18 x 11")
Pages
1-462 (tops of pages 6-11 missing)
(2 pages numbered 119)
(" "
"
155)
(" "
"
156)
(" "
"
190)
(" "
"
228)
(after page 222 numbering reverts to 210)
Fair condition, except last 10 pages torn at outside edges, particularly top right corners)
Paper very brittle.
Quite legible.
Might be rebound.
1825/1829 (March 1825- January 1829) (Entries not numbered) (Size about 16 x 11")
Six unnumbered pages
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Pages
12-31
"
38-39
Four pages numbering missing
Pages
84-87
"
84-109
"
112-143
(lower half of page 131 missing)
"
146-147
"
154-209
"
220-229
"
234-251
"
310-489
Not end of volume.
Poor condition- in most of book outside edges badly torn
Paper very brittle.
Quite legible.
Might possibly be rebound.
1839/1844 (September 1839- January 1844 (Size about 16 x 11")
Pages 1-36 &c., &c.,
(1 page probably missing here)
All numbering on pages missing, starts again on recording of 24 January 1840 and ends at recording of 4
January 1844.
Fair condition, except tops of pages particularly at corners.
Paper brittle.
Quite legible.
Might be rebound.
COUNCIL MINUTE BOOK
(February- September 1818)
Volume very incomplete, in fair condition.
Paper brittle. ·
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.
1791/1795 Council Minute Book.
(March 1791-January 1975)
Volume incomplete.
Not in very good condition, much of it stained and also spotted with mildew.
Quite legible.
Paper very brittle.
Can be rebound with care, and after affecting repairs.
1804/1833 Volume of Acts.
(April 1804-February 1833)
Pages 57 -68.
"
103 - 586
Very incomplete.
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Fair condition.
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.
1831 Record of Slaves in the Island.
Book apparently complete .
Fair condition but vary stained and spotted with mildew.
Paper brittle ,
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.
1834/1837 HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY MINUTES
(Size about 14 x 10")
Pages not numbered.
Commences with meeting 12-2-1834 and ends with meeting 6-2-1837
Volume not complete.
Fair condition, leaves somewhat stained
Paper brittle ,
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.
1841/1845 HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY MINUTES
(Size about 14 x 10")
Pages not numbered.
Commences with meeting 1-2-1841 and ends with meeting 29-3-1845
Volume not complete.
Poor condition, leaves stained and torn at end of volume particularly at right bottom corners. Top of first 30
pages or thereabout difficult to decipher; outside edges of pages also worn.
Paper brittle ,
Legible for the most part.
Can be rebound, after repair.
1857/1862 HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY MINUTES
(Size about 18 x 11")
Pages 1-268
Commences with meeting 23-8-1857 and ends with meeting 17-2-1862 on page 268.
Good condition, except except for a few pages somewhat stained
Quite legible.
Can be rebound
????? MAGISTRATES COURT RECORDS.
Fair condition.
Quite legible.
Can be rebound.
!861/1868 MAGISTRATES COURT RECORDS.
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Fair condition.
Volume apparently Complete.
Legible.
1841/1849. LETTERS TO LEGISLATURE FROM PRESIDENT
Top of pages very stained and mildewed and stuck together
Reasonably legible.
Can be rebound.
1884/1889 LETTERS FROM PRESIDENT
Poor condition
Very stained
Legible
Can be rebound.
1890/1896 LETTERS FROM PRESIDENT/COMMISSIONER
Fair condition. Somewhat stained.
Legible
Can be rebound.
1790 PETITION IN CHANCERY
Incomplete
Quite legible
1857/1919 Privy Council and/or Executive Council Minutes.
Good condition.
1861/1913 Legislative Council Minutes
Good condition.
1930
Return

1749
--1762/65
1763/65
--1761/72
--1770/73
--1774/76
--1778/95
----1785/86

In vault June
1948

Now under
review

Registers of Deeds etc.
1749
----1755/57
--1762/65
------1762/71
------1765/67
1770/73
----1768/70
--1774/76
--1773/74
--1778/81
--1782/83
--1783/84
1785/86
--118

--1789
--1789/91
--1791/93
--ᴓ
1800/03
--1807
----1815/18
ᴓ
--1793/96
--1819/22
1821/26
--1829/32
1832/39
--1844/47
1846/52
1852/53
1853/60
1861/66
1866/74
---

1752/54
1778/83
1790/1800
1822/26
1861/74 ᴓ

1846/60
1859/67
1852/67

1804/36

1827/69

1789
1789/91
--1791/93
--ᴓ
1800/03
--------------1819/22
1821/26
--1829/32
1832/39
--1844/47
1846/52
1852/53
1853/60
1861/66
1866/74
1874/92

1787/89
--1790/91
--1790/91
--1792/93
ᴓ
--1796/1800
--1799/1800
1805/11
1816/12
1812/15
1793/96
1796
----1825/29
----1839/44
---------------

Court of King’s Bench
1752/54
1778/83
1790/1800
1822/26
1861/74 ᴓ

-----------

ᴓ should be 1871/74

Court of Queen’s Bench
1846/60
1859/67
1852/67
Release
----Book of Acts
---

---

1804/33
Some pages of
1936
1 act of 1847

Records in
Ordinary
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1864/

1864

1861/68
---

Magistrates
Record
1861/68
---

---

--1853/60

House of Assembly Records
1763/76
----1771
----1791/95
--1791/95
1795/96
----1797/1806
----1806/16
----1809/15
----1816/23
----1824/34
----1837/40
--------1834/37
1840/41
----1841/44
--1841/45
1844/52
----1852
----1857/62
--1857/62

1853/61
1861/1913
1862/67

Legislative Council
------1861/1913
-----

1857/1919

Privy Council
---

1857/1919

1824/25
1831/34

List of Slaves
-----

--1831 only

1842/45
1841/49

Letters to the Legislature
------1841/49

1831

Petition to Secretary of State
-----

1868
1869
1870

General Correspondence
-------------

1842/43

Letter Books
---
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1842/45
1846/47
1849/52
1850
1860
1861/62
1862/63
1867/68
1869/70
1867/75
1870/72

1840/42
1848/49
1849/50
-----

1845/46
1845/50
1850/57
1851/52
1852/53
1853/54
1855
1857/59
1859/60
1865
1868

-----

-----

-----------------

-----------------

Letters From President
--------------1884/89
--1890/96
Correspondence & Despatches
---------------------------------------------

NOTE:
This Newsletter was sent to Miss Rhona Meade, Plymouth, Montserrat.
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Appendix 2: List of Montserrat records in A guide to Records in the Leeward Islands by E C Baker,
Published for The University of the West Indies by Basil Blackwell: Oxford : 1965
This document contains a lot of material for the Leeward Islands and material based in Antigua which could
in all likelihood include material that refers to Montserrat. However, as the book does differentiate
between records, for this Appendix only material listed under Montserrat has been included:
LEEWARD ISLANDS FEDERAL RECORDS, In Administration Building, St. John's, Antigua
Montserrat dispatches, To Gov. Leeward Is.
1863
1866 2 vols.
1867
1868 2 vols.
1869
FEDERAL RECORDS IN CARE OF P.R.O. AT ASHRIDGE PARK
Montserrat
1814-1862 House of Assembly do. 1 bdl.
1816-1859 Legislative Council do. 1 bdl.
1839-1852 Privy Council do. I bdl.
Montserrat
Dispatches from Sec. of State
1834-1862 1 box
Dispatches to Gov. L. Is.
1818-.1863 1 box
Letter book: dispatches from Gov. L. Is.
1836 Oct.-1842 Oct.
Register of dispatches to Gov. L. Is.
1845 Jan.-I856 Nov. (part) 1 vol.
Montserrat
1855 and 1860 Petitions (bundled with do. Nevis) 1 bdJ.
1818-1862 Misc. papers 1 bdl.
Acts of the Presidencies
Montserrat
1835-1861, and undated (includes related papers)

1 box
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MONTSERRAT RECORDS (p29-40)
INQUIRY in the islands about records usually drew an initial response that they had been destroyed in
hurricanes, but Montserrat was the only island where I saw clear evidence of such disasters, and of damage
by accompanying floods, in the state of the records which survived. That Montserrat records could have
been supposed as more complete than those on the other islands as had been said forty-five years before,
is surprising.
Colonel John Hart, formerly Governor of Maryland, who was appointed Governor of the Leeward Islands in
1721, reported that all Montserrat records had been burnt in the French invasion of 1712 (Calendar of
State Papers, Colonial Series, America and West Indies, 1724-1725 No. 91). In Colonial Office records (CO
175. Montserrat original corres., Sec. of State dispatches, etc.) there is an unexplained hiatus from 1787 to
I853.
Volumes not traced that were on the 1930 list quoted by Gropp are:
House of Assembly records 1763-1776 .
Register of slaves 1824-1825.
Dispatches, etc. 1845-1868 (11 vols.).
Letters from President 1840-1850 (5 vols.).
Nor had a check of early records about 1950 by the Commissioner, Charlesworth Ross, discovered them. He
noted two volumes of Magistrates' records, 1853-1868, which could not be found in 1962. Oliver had noted
gaps in the Deed record books when he visited the island in 1914 but the missing books had come to light
by 1930. Oliver referred to Registrar G. I. Mends having collected a large quantity of historical notes on
Montserrat. Gropp also referred to Mends, who was then in Antigua, and noted that an article of his on the
early history of Montserrat was being serialized in Leeward Islands Review, beginning Vol 1, no. 5. JanuaryFebruary 1937. I saw nothing of the accumulation of nor came upon any copies of the Review. Mr.
Charlesworth Ross had, however, when Commissioner in Montserrat, been given a half-dozen exercise
books, closely written by T. Savage English, 1922-1929, and dedicated to Commander F. N. Stagg, R.N., so
that publication would seem to have been in mind. The manuscript consists of a mass of undigested
material mostly from printed sources, but contains transcripts of laws and deeds so that it has been useful
as a check of some of the records. The last transcription is for 1880 and the manuscript concludes, just
where it might have been most interesting, with 'Montserrat is such a small community that it would be
difficult to give more recent records without bringing in the personal affairs of people still living’. We can
regret that Mr. English did not have at least some of the literary ability of a well-known native of the island,
M. P. Shiell, two of whose novels have recently been reprinted after more than half a century.
During his stay in Montserrat in May 1914 Oliver wrote, in Caribbeana, vol. IV, that he examined a letterbook 1823, (sm. 4to, 150 pp.) of M. J. Semper, owned by his great nephew D. Johnson. He prints about two
pages of notes from it. No one seems to know where that letter-book is to-day.
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Page 30
In Archive Room, Government House
Deed record books (copies of agreements, appraisements, bills of sale, covenants, deeds of gift,
manumissions, leases and releases, powers of attorney, sales of slaves, wills)
1728-1730 transcribed 1788-1791 from earlier books, contains deeds from 1668
1749-1750 index wanting
1755 Jan.-1757 Feb. • + last leaves wanting
1762.-1770 pp. 7-23 wanting
1762 Mar.-1765 July. pp. I-II and index wanting
1762 Aug.-1771 July • + .
1765-1767 • + some leaves and pt. index wanting
1768 Mar.-I770 Oct. • +
1770-1773 pt. of index wanting
1772. Aug.-1774 • + end leaves wanting
1774 Oct.-1776 Oct. • + Pp.575-6 and pt. index wanting
1778 Mar.-1781 May • + pt. index wanting
1782-1783 Mar. + pp. 1-96 end leaves and pt. index wanting
1783Oct.-1784 Aug. • + pp.1-42 end leaves and index wanting
1785-1786
1787 May-1789 Feb. • + end leaves and pt. index wanting
1788-1789 Pt. index wanting
1788 Apr.-1791 June • + pp1-21 end leaves and index wanting
1792.Oct.-1793 Feb. * +
1792-1793 Apr. • + end leaves wanting
1793 Oct.-1796 Mar. • +
1793-1808 pt. index wanting
1796 pp. 1-66 end leaves and pt. index wanting
1796 Nov.-18oo May • + pp. 1-2 end leaves and pt. index wanting
1799-1800 May • pp. 1-2 end leaves and pt. index wanting
1800-1803 pp. 2-5, end leaves and pt. index wanting
1805 July-1811 Aug. • +
1811-1814 pp. 1-25 end leaves and pt. index wanting
1813-1811 pt. index wanting
1816-1818 pp. 5-12 end leaves and pt. index wanting
1821-1825 pp. 1-5 end leaves and pt. index wanting
1829-1832
1832-1838 pt. index wanting
1838-1903 9 vols
1903-1905 (includes copies of wills last 1898-1928)
1905-1912 2 voIs.
1755-1812 • Miscellaneous leaves from Deed Books and Acts 1 bdl. .
King’s/Queen’s Bench and Common Pleas court record bks.
1752-1754 pp. 1-18 wanting
1760-1790 • I bdl. (about 400 loose leaves)
1771-1714 pp. 1-14 wanting
1778-1783
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1790-1800 pp. I-15 do.
1822-1826 (includes grand jury lists, 1829-1834. Governor's commuting of life sentence 1837, copies C.-inC. Leeward Islands patents, list of Council members till 1874)
1837
1852-1876 early leaves wanting
1859-1867 (includes affidavits, bonds, warrants of attorney)
1861-1874
1876 Criminal court
Court of Error (includes Proceedings in Chancery)
1835-1846
Ordinary record bk,
1864
Supreme Court Montserrat circuit record bk,
1915-1944
Court of Summary Jurisdiction record bk,
1915
Court Proceedings in Chambers
1916-1925
Magistrates' Court Register Criminal
1853-1868 2 vols.
Page 31
wanting
1904-1918 5 vols.
Wanting
1920-1925
Wanting
1928-1932 3 vols.
Wanting
1934-1958 16 vols:
Civil
1925-1934
Magistrates' Court, Cudjoe Head
1953-1959
Register of Executions (Civil)
1863-1868
18S0-1893
1898-1904
Register of slaves
1831 (Dec.) pp. 1-15 wanting. Gives name and description of person making return, details of slaves, and
increase or decrease since last return.
Register of voters
J937-1948
Public Assistance Committee minute book
1940-1958
Post Office cash book: daily transactions
1954 Dec.-1957 Apr.
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Legislative Council minute bks.
1791. Apr.-1795 Jan. • + leaves wanting
1818 Apr.-Sept. • + end leaves wanting
1820-1822 +
1844-1853 +
1861-1914
1915-1931
Wanting
1939-1942
House of Assembly minute bks.
1834-1837 • + early and end leaves wanting and index
1841-1845 • + early and end leaves wanting and index
1857-1862. Jan. +
Messages to the Legislature from President
1841-1849 June
Order Book
1917-1936I
Privy Council minute bks.
1857-1919 Described as Executive Council 1898 May-July and from 1907
1919-1931
Executive Council minute bks.
1923-1930
1932-1933
1936-1943
Commissioner Capt. R. Booth's addresses to Council and Assembly
1932-1933 Jan.
(Reverse of vol lists Treasury Warrants issued by Capt. Booth)
Books of Acts MS.
1804-1834 pp. 1-102 wanting
1827-1858
I847 Act to establish Court of Complaint under £I0 1 folio
1851-1876 printed
Outgoing letters to Colonial Secretary, Antigua
1884-1889.
1890-1895 end leaves wanting
Local letters incoming to President
1868 Jan.-Aug.
Local letters and replies dealt with in President's office
1890
Incoming letters to the Commissioner, from Governor of Leeward Islands and Colonial Secretary (Antigua)
1908, Sept.-1911 May
wanting
1913-1953 5 vols
Other incoming letters giving writer and subject
1908-1913 pt. index wanting
Registers of correspondence
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1902 (alphabetical index incoming and outgoing)
1910-1923 (Chronological addressee and subject record of outgoing correspondence)
1911-1914
1913-1916 Apr. first few leaves wanting
1914-1918
Page 32
1931 - 1934 (incoming letters to Commissioner)
1937 (incoming letters, chiefly from Colonial Secretary)
Montserrat Blue Book
1842. * + MS. entries
1846 do.
1889 do.
1908-1913 printed 6 vols.
Report on proposed waterworks to supply Plymouth
1881
Collector of Customs: Letter Book 1842-1845 Mainly copies of letters to Commissioners of Income Tax,
London
Education Board Minute Book
1925-1936
Government Marketing Depot Report (includes notes on vegetable produce)
1935-1936 printed
Hurricane relief accounts
1928 1 vol.
Medical Officer's monthly returns of cases treated
1890-1893 1 bdl.
Peasant's Bureau Report for six months
1930 Sept. printed
Recreation Ground Committee Minutes
1924-1925
Plymouth Electricity Service
1955 Aug. 25 + Inaugural address by the Commissioner typescr. (lent by Charlesworth Ross)
Visitors' Book
1950-1961
1961 cont.
In Court-house, Plymouth
Deed record books
1912-1929 10 vols.
1932 Mar.-Dec. pp. 1-637 wanting
1938-1939 pp. 1-6 wanting
1939-1954 5 vols.
Book of wills
1928-1950
1950 cont.
Registers of property under Title by Registration Act (Cap. 99) (includes bequests, transfers, and some
plans)
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1929-1934 2 vols.
1933 (Nos. 1-8, 13-18, 24, 45-52, 65-86, 107-114, 119-130, 145-160 wanting)
1933-1935 (Nos. 1-14, 31-34, 43-48 wanting)
1934-1938 3 vols.
Book of transfers
1939-1947
Books of Certificates of Title (includes some plans; others filed separately in 2 bdls.)
1950-1962 cont. 12 vols.
Register of Agricultural Small Holdings Contacts (under Act No. 12)
1938
Register of probates
1940-1955 cont. 2 vols.
Supreme Court: Montserrat circuit Register of cases
1939 Dec, cont.
Register of civil causes
1935-1960 cont. 5 vols.
Statutes of Montserrat: in force by C. Griffin
1920 London, 1921
Register of Births
St. Anthony's Parish (District A)
1862 July 19-1882 Aug. 19 (3,794 entries)
1882 Aug. 20-1893 Jan. (2,499 do.)
1893 Jan. 9-1899 Mar. 30 (1,547 do.)
1899 Mar. 25-I907 Jan. 12 (1,583 do.)
1907 Jan. 30-1917 Nov. 11 (1,580 do.)
1917 Nov. 13-1927 Feb. 20 (1,384 do.)
1927 Feb. 23-1940 Apr. 3 (2,497 do.)
1940 Apr.-1950 Dec. 19 (2,238 do.)
1951 Jan.-1960 Dec. 21 (2,385 do.)
1931 - 1934 (incoming letters to Commissioner)
1937 (incoming letters, chiefly from Colonial Secretary)
(handwritten note at end of page – registers of births, deaths, marriages start 1862 earliest)
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St. Peter's Parish (District B)
1863 Jan. 21-1885 Sept. 12
1863 begin at no. 60 and total 2.,233 entries
1885 Oct. 17-1903 Dec. 31 (2.,406 entries)
1904 Jan. 2.-1920 Nov. 30 (2,079 do.)
1920 Nov. 2:8-1933 July 30 (1,756 do. )
1933 July 19-1956 Sept. 25S (2.,853 do.)
1956 Sept. 27-1963 continuing (544 do. To end 1962),
St. George's Parish (District C)
1863 Sept. 13-1881 Nov. 1 (2,115 entries)
1882. Nov. 24-1898 May 17 (1,986 do.)
1898 May 18- 1910 Aug 28 (1, 599 do)
1910 Sept. 5-1924 Aug. 5 (1,697 do.)
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1936 May 25-1962 June 26 (2.,673 do.)
Register of Marriages
St. Anthony's Parish (District A)
1862. Sept. 11-1889 Dec. 26 (773 entries)
1890 Jan. 23-1923 May 4 (595 do.)
the record ceased when new Marriage Act, 1923 came into force
St. Peter's Parish (District B)
1863 Feb. 10-1897 Dec. Z4 (594- entries)
1898 Feb. 18-1940 Dec. 31 (591 do.)
1940 Dec. 1-1961 Dec. 31 I bdl. (207 entries, those for 1951-1954 and 1955-1959, are wanting)
St. George's Parish (District C)
1863 Nov. 28-1898 Dec. 18 (506 entries)
1899 Jan.2:8-1923 Apr. 25 (810 do.)
Register of Deaths
St. Anthony's Parish Church (District A)
1862 Sept. 11-1880 Nov. 25 (2,224 entries)
1880 Dec. 2-1898 Jan. 10 (2,210 entries)
1898 Feb. 12-1915 June 19 (2.,053 do.)
1915 June 22-1931 Nov. 20 (1,610 do.).
1931 Nov. 21-1949 Jan. 3 (2,147 do.)
1949 Jan. 4-1963 continuing (1,695 do. to end 1962.)
St. Peter's Parish (District B)
1863 Jan. 9-1893 Dec. 30 (l,286 entries)
1894 Jan. 9-1928 Dec. 31 ((,727 do.)
St. George's Parish (District C)
1862 Oct. 1-1886 Nov. 12 (1,240 entries
In Administration Building
Rep. on L. Is. Blue Bk.
1900 printed
Civil Service List
1938 printed
Estimates
1954-1962. printed 9 booklets
Rep. on Cotton Industry: by Beasley and Schouter
1954
______________
Agric. Labourers' wages dispute with Producers' Assoc. rep. Board of Inquiry 1958 Jan.
Vital statistics
1962 annual rep.
A list sent to the Colonial Secretary for the Leeward Islands at Antigua in 1930 (quoted by Gropp) includes
the following records which were not found although others, not then listed in some of the series, were
discovered. The missing documents are:
Inter-colonial corres., letter bks.
1852-1854 with Colonial Sec.
1857-1888
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1899
1853-1857 General
1881-1900 4 vols.
Executive Council minute bks.
1802-1809
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1836-1842
1850-1859
1861
1866-1885
1903-1910 7 vols.
Legislative Council minute bk.
1867-1884
Queen's Bench record bk.
1853-I860
Magistrates' Court record bks.
1826-1874
1899-1900
Powers of Attorney
1809-1819. 2 vols.
______________________
Montserrat Newspapers
(a few issues are wanting in most of the vols.)
The Observer (wkly.)
1941 Vol. 1
1942
1946 Vol 1, new series
wanting
1949 Vol 4
1950-1955 6 vols.
1956 Vol. 11
wanting
1958 Vol. 2, new series, bi-wkly.
The Standard (bi-wkly.)
1952·-1961 Vols. 1-4
The Mirror (wkly.)
1960-1961, Vols. 1 and 2
Newspapers in the British Museum Newspaper Library are as follows:
The Montserrat Herald Nos. 7 etc.
1898 Jan.-1910 May
The Mirror Vol. 1 Nos. 14 etc.
1960 Oct.-Dec.
The Searchlight Vol. 1 No.1 etc.
1909 June-1910 May
The Observer Vol. 2 No. 50
1957 Jan. 1 issue
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Maps
Air survey index plot superimposed on 1867 Admiralty Chart
1952 Dec. Hunting Aerosurveys Ltd Scale: 1/24.000
The John Carter Brown Library, Providence, Rhode Island, has a 1673 sketch map, which includes estates
In Hospital
The hospital, built in 1894 was partially destroyed in the 1928 hurricane
Hospital Admission and Discharge Registers (includes treatment given patients)
1950-1961 7 vols.
1961 Sept.cont.
Ward jour.
1958-1961 coat. 48 vols.
Matron's rep. bk.
1961 May-Aug.
1962 Apr.-June
UNICEF dried skimmed milk Distribution record bk,
1957 July cont.
Infant Welfare Committee minute bk,
1947-1948
Midwives' Board minute bk.
1952-1958
In H.M. Prison
Admission and Discharge Register (includes offence, normal occupation and education of prisoner)
1896-1917
1918-1935
1936-1952 (separate alphabetical index)
1952. (Oct.) cont,
Good Conduct Marks record
1933-1950 3 vols.
Prison Keeper's Journal
1925-1917
wanting
1936-1945 4 vols.
Prison Farm Work record
1941- 1945 (The farm was abandoned in 1958 because of persistent pilfering; it was half a mile from the
prison and had no resident caretaker)
Distribution record (work prisoners did each day)
1936-1950 4 vols.
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Dietary record (daily)
1936-1951 5 vols,
Prison punishment record
1937-1948
Prisoners reporting sick: jour.
1942-1945
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Medical Officer's jour.
1945-1949
Statistics
1945-1950
In Treasury Building
Land Tax Register
1937-1940
Warehouse Register
1938-1950 (gives incoming ship, consignee and articles imported)
Import Record analysis book (includes quantity and cost of commodities and country of origin)
1941
wanting
1943 July-Nov.
1944
wanting
1946
1947 July-Dec.
wanting
1949-1950 2 vols,
wanting
1952
1953 Mar.-Dec.
wanting
1955-1958 4 vols.
1960-1962 cont. 5 vols.
Export Record analysis book
1939
1941
1944
1948 Apr.-Sept.
1949
1951-1954 4 vols.
1956-1960 5vols.
Quarantine Board Minute Book
1942-1943
Ships: Arrivals and Departures (includes tonnage, port of registration and number of crew)
1946-1947 Aug.
ANGLICAN CHURCH RECORDS
St. Anthony with St. Patrick Baptismal register beginning 1823, noted after 1924, was not to be found
Registers
Baptisms
1828-1933 cont. 7 vols.
Marriages
1828-1861 *
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1861-1917 cont. 3 vols.
Burials
1828-1957 cont. 6 vols.
Vestry Minutes; qtly. meetings
1920-193S
Church accts.; qtly. statements
1924-1931
St. Anthony's Church
by F. E. Peters (includes list of ministers 1761-1896)
1931 11 pp. Illus., Barbados
St. Peter (with the Chapels of St. John and St. James)
Baptisms
1889,-1944 cont. 5 voIs.
Marriages
1958 cont.
Burials
1926-1959 cont. .2 vols.
Register of Services
1910-1927 (contains notes on hurricane 28 Aug. 1924)
1928-1935 early leaves wanting (contains notes on hurricane 12 Sept. 1928)
Transcripts of registers, as follows, were printed in Caribbeana Vol 1
St. Anthony with St. Patrick, St. Peter, and St. George
1721-1729, 1739-1745
No registers other than current forms were to be found at St. George's.
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St. Anthony's Church was rebuilt after the hurricane of 1899, only to be destroyed again in that of 1924. as
was St. Peter's. St. George's, built on the site of a church destroyed in the 1843 earthquake. suffered a like
fate from hurricanes in 1899 and 1924, and was badly damaged in the 1928 hurricane
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH RECORDS
(with Bishop Antoine Demets)
(Earliest) Register of Baptisms, Marriages and Burials
1771-1838 • + (on loan from Roseau, Dominica)
Brief History of the Diocese of Montserrat
1871-1929 typescr. 8 pp.
Report on Presidency of Montserrat by B. H. Dudes FAD
1955 typeset.12 pp., 2 maps
A Souvenir of the great hurricane of 12-13 Sept. 1928 by F. E. Peters, Montserrat
1918 printed 51pp. illus.
RECORDS IN THE POSSESSION OF PRIVATE COMPANIES AND PERSONS
Gage Estate records (in the possession of Mrs. S. E. Weekes, Glendon Estate)
Lease etc. Lord Gage and others 1793
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John Gage do. 2 documents 1813
William Hall Gage do. to William Shiell 1847
do. do. do. to Lady Mary E. Gage 1853
With the Montserrat Co. Ltd.
Leeward Islands Air Transport services: minutes' of 1st meeting of Directors 1956, Nov. 15, at St. John's,
Antigua ('resolved that LIAT charter planes and begin operations within one month')
Memorandum of Association of LIAT Services Ltd., Antigua
1956 printed
With Mr. Joseph Sturge
Montserrat Company Ltd.
Lloyds, Barnetts, & Bosanquets Bank Ltd., Birmingham, England, guarantee for advance to Montserrat Co.
of £5, 000
1884
Montserrat lime juice advertisements from 25 magazines, Illustrated London News, Punch etc.
1885
Certificate of Incorporation
1875 Registrar of Joint Stock Cos.
Reduction of Capital
1900 do. do. do.
Certificate of Registration of trade mark (first granted 1876)
Correspondence on renewals
1883-1907
Indenture between C. A. Harrison (Birmingham, England) and Public Accountant
1878 To liquidate the Sturge' s Montserrat Co. Ltd., in favour of the Montserrat
Co. Ltd. (incor. 1862-1867)
Agreement to employ Frederick Driver as Overseer 1878
Receipt for 20 cattle purchased from S. E. Boscom 1880
Agreement with the Misses Morton regarding a tenement in Plymouth 1882
Patent Office Trade Marks registration certificate 1884 with renewals to 1951
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New Zealand Trade Mark (regd. 1884) certificates of renewal to 1945
Indenture Conveying Weekes Estate from the Co. to S. W. Howes and J. C. Collins 1887
Agreement to employ H. C. Hamilton as Attorney and General Manager 1887
Evans Sons & Co., Liverpool. contracts for the supply of raw lime juice 1879. 1881-1888
Agreement by E. M. Kirwan to lease land at Derick's Gut to Co. 1891
Plan and copy of regd. title Smith's Shop, Crooked Lane, Plymouth 1892
Copy Certificate of title, Tar River Estate (300 acres)
Plan and copy regd. title Store Premises, The Strand, Plymouth 1892
Olveston Estate (1,003 acres) 1892 Plan and copy regd. title Grove Estate (702 do.)
1892 do. do. do.
Iles Bay Estate (222 do
1893 do. do. do.
Copy of Lease of Richmond House to F. H. Watkins, with schedule of furniture etc.
Schedule of buildings at O'Gara's Estate 1894
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Agreement between the Montserrat Co. Ltd. and Evans Sons & Co. for the sale of raw lime juice from
Montserrat for 6 yrs. ending 1903
Copy of plan of O'Gara's Estate (950 acres) 1894,
(associated with certificate of title of O'Gara's and South Estates 1897)
Elberton Estate details of Watkins valuation 1895
Plan of pt. of Fryes Estate (sold in small Iots to sundry persons) 1895
Deed Appointing Frederick Driver, Attorney of the Co. in Montserrat 1899
Corres. with Idris Co. on trade marks
Agreement to employ A. Duncan as Asst. Manager 1906
Agreement to employ H. F. Shand Gen. Asst. to Co.'s Attomey 1903
Agreements with Evans & Sons Ltd. 1906
Agreements with Lescher & Webb Ltd. for the sale of raw lime juice until 30 June 1919c
Agreement between Evans & Sons Ltd. and the National Drug Co. of Canada for marketing lime juices etc.
1906,
Trade Mark registration USA (with renewals) 1908 (not renewed after 1948)
Agreement to employ A. Morland as Asst. Manager 1909
Trade Mark registration Australia 1912 (renewed to 1954)
Trade Mark registration U.K. 1924 (renewed 1938, 1952)
Agreement to employ W. B. Noakes as estate manager 1916
Agreement to employ M. T. Homer as Asst. Manager 1919
Agreement to employ A. Wilson as Asst. Manager 1920
Agreement to employ F. B. Preston as Asst. Manager 1929
Agreement with S. W. Howes, Roehe's Estate, to sell lime juice to Co. 1911
Agreement with Amersham & Webb Estates to sell lime juice 1894
Agreement with Evans & Sons, Lescher & Webb Ltd., Liverpool, to sell them lime juice
1915, 1919, 1922, 1925, 1928, 1931, 1933 (British Canners Ltd.)
1934 (Evans & Co. National Drug Co. of Canada Ltd.)
1937 (Nat. Drug Co.)
Agreements with A. C. Fincken & Co. for supply of lime juice for use of 'Montserrat" on sauces and relishes
1944-1949 consequent on Fincken becoming a limited co.
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Agreement 1952 Schweppes Ltd.
Agreement 1957 (draft) Schweppes Ltd. (Australia)
Correspondence with A. G. Fincken & Co., London, re use of Montserrat Trade Mark. Photostat of Evans &
Fincken Cos. entries in Trade Mark register 1884 Mar. 3 and 1944 Dec. 7 respectively 1957
Deed of purchase of Elberton Estate by Co. from Miss Sophia Sturge 1912.
Deeds and plans relating to purchase of Fogarty's Estate 1912
(and subsequent sales of parcels of land from estate to 1911)
Elberton Estate, .lease of estate (with plan) 1892
Brades Estate, certificate of title to Co., and plan 1194
Old Road Estate, lease from A. Hamilton 1898
Grove Estate, particulars of land sold 1900 on with Powers of Attorney to H. F. Shand to sell various
purchasers parcels from the Estate 1916
George St., Plymouth, Deed of Sale of house to D. H. Semper 19O5
Tar River Estate, leases to J. R. Osborne 1889, 1910 1918
Tar River Estate, water supply to W. H. & Y. Wilkin 1908
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Olveston Estate, sketch of parcel of land sold to A. Daway and E. Greenaway 1917
Iles Bay, agreement by R. Piper to sell estate 1893
Hermitage Estate, agreements by W. H. Wilkin to sell strip of land for water course, and to lay water pipes
from Tar River to White's Works 1888
Sea Head Store, Plymouth, room leased for use as public library 1890
Gerald's and Mount Pleasant Estates leased from E. Evans 1893
Draft agreement (not completed)
Gerald's and Mount Pleasant Estates to let to J. R. Osborne 1897
Olveston Estate, sketch of parcel of land sold 1917
Woodlands Estate, memo. of transfer on sale 1922
Olveston Estate, transfer to S. W. Howes of 30 acres (includes plan) 1922
Woodlands Estate, certificate of title and plan 1892
(Indenture of conveyance C. A. Harrison to Co. 1875)
O'Gara and South Estates, certificates of titles and plan
Lease O'Gara's Estate from J. S. Hollings 1898
Report on O'Gara's Estate 1894
Report on South Estates 1898
Lease of South jPtes from J. S. Hollings 1911
(South Estates include Morris's, Bushy Park, Power's, Ryley's Cove, Semper's Cove and O'Gara estate, total
1,201 acres)
M. le F. Semper contract of sale of Plantation Estate to J. S. Hollings 1886
Correspondence between Co. and J. S. Hollings re sale to Co. of O'Gara's Estate 1935-1936
Olvesron Estate school and schoolhouse rented by Government 1933
Elberton Estate, agreement that Sophia Sturge release Co. of two perpetual rent charges on the estate
1935
South Estates Copy of deed registering J. S. Hollings proprietor (note of 22 yrs’ lease to Co. added 1901)
1897
Lease of South and O’Gara Estates 1922
J. S. Hollings' copy of oath that under indenture of 1886 annuity on South Estates is still paid to M. le F.
Semper or her mother and for the life of the survivor of them. Copies of certificates of their deaths 13 Feb.
1896, 10 Feb 1911 (daughter)
Page 39
Short history of South Estates in J. S. M. F. Shand re Montserrat Estates
NOTE – THIS PAGE SEEMS TO BE MISSING TEXT
Page 40
after which Edmund Sturge visited the island and sent for his son, John Edmund, to supervise the two lime
estates, the Elberton sugar estate and a store business, which supplied estate stores and money to sugargrowers against their crops. Mrs. J. E. Sturge records a profit on Elberton estate in 1864, because of the
high price of sugar, but mentions no other profits till 1868 when with larger crops Elberton made £1,100
and Grove £2.,000. She records that ‘with one exception' Grove made an annual profit thereafter of £1,000.
Five hundred acres were under fruiting lime trees in 1870 and more trees were being planted at the rate of
2.0 acres a year.
In 1878 lime plantations covered more than 600 acres and contained 120,000 trees. 'No lovelier sight could
be seen than these orchards when the trees are laden with their bright fruit, the air being pervaded with
the fragrance of the blossom. The fruit was mostly gathered by women, who carried it in baskets on their
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heads. The harvest was heaviest from September to January, but there was some return all the year round.
The fruit was carried to two central factories where it was sliced and all the juice squeezed out. The juice
was then promptly put into casks, so as not to be exposed to the air.
Mrs. J. B. Sturge also recorded that in 1868, when Sturge's Montserrat Company was formed, all the sugar
plantations that covered the northern part of the island had gone out of cultivation. Later she referred to
severe hurricanes of 1900 and 1924, which together with blight affected the lime plantations, 'once a
beautiful and prosperous sight'.
There is a handwritten note at end (partly cropped) that reads:
They were sent to an ‘out depository’ to await proper examination. I don’t know if anything was done
about (them?) or if there were ever any funds available for repairs. ???? them dealt with St Kitts + Nevis +
Dominica Montserrat documents included were
Crate #1: Msrt council minutes + dispatches 1830-1850
Crate#2: Msrt council minutes + dispatches 1840
Crate#3: Msrt Dispatches 1830-1850
Also Admiralty Court Records, Assembly minutes 1702-170?, 1711 to 1713 and Deeds 1710-1718
I assume this relates to the material sent to the UK
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Appendix 3: Handwritten List of Archives in Government House Basement in 1981 (?)
There is a copy of a handwritten list of documents in the files of the Montserrat National Trust. It details a
list made of documents held in the basement of Government House. There is no explanation given as to
why this list was made, if any of the documents were in fact transcribed, and what use was made of this
list. Attached is the following transcript of the handwritten list
Sept 1 1981 (CHECK DATE)
Ken:
This is a catalog of the volumes in the basement of govt. house which need transcribing. Some are very
fragile. I hope you got my recent letter with the instructions to the transcribers etc. I will send a copy of this
to Bert and Marion as well
Cheers
Lydia (?)

Before 1800
“
1850
“
1900
After 1900

Volumes
6
6
12
30

files
1
1
2
2

Records by Volumes in basement of govt house
1 Court of Kings Bench Common Pleas
2 Court of Kings Bench Common Pleas
3 Court of Kings Bench Common Pleas
4 Court of Kings Bench Common Pleas
5
6

Visitors Book Mont. Govt House Guest Book
Magistrates Book of Acts, Misc

7
8
9
10

Register of Voters
Book of Acts. Indexed
Court of Queen’s Bench (good prospect)
Record of Correspondence & Acts Passed
Letters to Legislature from Presidency
(Chapel of Ease Reference)
11 Civil Cases

12 Speeches & Correspondence between Speaker and
Council
(good for post slavery ideas)
(like Congressional Record)
13 Acts of treasury Orders Signed by Capt Booth
14 Misc. pages from Civil Court books – pages now
loose
15 Court of Queen’s Bench & Common Please
16 Court of Queen’s Bench & Common Please
17 Register of Governor’s Correspondence
18 Magis. Courts, Criminal Register

1752-1754
1771-1774
1778-1783
1822-1826
(very Useful)
1929-1937
1804-1836
(very fragile)
1937-1948
1834-1851
1852-1857
1840-1849

Bound Volume
Bound Volume
Bound Volume
Bound Volume

1920-1925
(good for
names)
1852

Bound

1853
1781-4

Loose Papers

1846-60
1859-67
1912-18
1928-30

Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound

Bound Volume
In brown paper envelope
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound

Loose papers
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19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Magis. Courts, Criminal Register (empty)
Magis. Courts, District I Register
Registry of Magist. Courts, Criminal
Registry of Magist. Courts, Criminal
Registry of Magist. Courts, Criminal
Registry of Magist. Courts, Criminal
Court, Criminal Register
Schedule of Taxes, Duties, Fees (sources of
Revenue)
Magis. Court Registry
Magis. Court Registry
Ltrs & Correspondence to C.S.O. #237-583
Customs Office Corresp. Ltrs, mcl
Magis. Ct, Criminal Cases
Execution Book, Debtors Court?
(most of book empty)
Records of Ltrs of Gov. Corresp. Index

34 House of Assembly, Agenda of Council Meeting
35 Supreme Ct of Leeward Islands: Proceedings in
Chambers
36 Montserrat War Charities Comm; WWII: Ladies
(really dumb)
37 Finance Committee Meetings
(not v. important)
38 Recreation Ground Comm. Meeting
39 Magis. Ct, Criminal (poor condition)
40 Magis. Ct, Criminal
41 Magis. Ct, Criminal
42 Magis. Ct, Criminal
43 Magis. Ct, Criminal
44 Register of Civil Cases (p47 trespass case between
Tuitt & Galways)
45 Records of Supreme Ct. Index
46 Ct Of King’s Bench, Common Pleas
47 Ct Of King’s Bench, Common Pleas
48 Ct of Queen’s Bench, Criminal
49 Magis. Ct
50 Magis. Ct
51 Magis. Ct
52 Magis. Ct
53 Supreme Ct.
54 Magis. Ct
55 Magis. Ct
56 Ct Records, Criminal Registry
57 Magis. Ct
58 Magis Ct, Criminal
59 Executive Council Minute Book
60 Ct of Queen’s Bench
61 Mont. Legis. Council
62 Mont. Privy Council, Queens Bench & Common
Pleas

1864-72
1940-1
1908-11
1947-8
1941-3
1945-7
1931-2
1846

Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound

1954-6
1957
1910-11-23
1842-1848
1911-1914
1898-1904

Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound

Sept 1 1911Nov 28 19156
1917-1936
1916-1925

Bound

1941

Bound

1932-6

Bound

1924-5
1853-60
1916-18
1937-40
1936-7
1950-1
1925-35

Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound

1915-44
1778-83
1790-1800
1876-97
1940-5
1934-6
1943-4
1930-1
1916-25
1951-2
1904-08
1932-4
1952-4
1914-16
1919-31
1861-74
1861-1914
185?-1919

Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound
Bound

Bound
Bound
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63 Legis. Council (War Expenditures)

1913-1931

Bound

Ask if we can get copies – if needed – have unopened Volumes
Many Copies in storage in basmt
Laws of Montserrat, Revised Edition 1962
Several Volumes & each volume has several chapters
Several Unbound – loose: Papers Legislative Council meeting mostly 20th century
Inventory in Govt House Basement
Local Correspondence to President – Various requests 1868 – loose in Brown paper
__________________________________________________________________________________
For Susan
Wm. Wood, Letter from keeper of the Common Jailto W.R Pyne, Esq President
About a case of insult in which E.B. Dyett was called a negro magistrate by a prisoner
__________________________________________________________________________________
1 Box loose papers
Kings Bench Court Records 1760-1790

Brown envelope-2 confidential files on the Montserrat earthquake 1935. Contains photos of damage to
buildings
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Appendix 4: Little Bay Carr Plantation Archaeology and Heritage Project Archival Report
C. Pecoraro July 2012
Introduction
The Little Bay Carr Plantation Archaeology and Heritage Project 2012 field season included three weeks
of archival research in the Montserrat Public Library. The Archives at the Public Library is housed in a
room at the back of the library building, past the Montserrat Collection and staff offices. The Archives
room contains shelving for archival materials along the back wall, but also serves as a break-room for the
staff and contains a sink, microwave, and mini- fridge. It is also used as storage space for supplies
(including paper towels, toilet paper, printer paper), audio-visual equipment, and the processing of
incoming book donations to the library. Library staff and visitors alike have open access to the Archives
room, given its dual function as a break-room.
Survey
A thorough survey and preliminary examination of the archival sources in the Public Library was
conducted and revealed the need for immediate re-housing of a portion of the collection. A number of
oversized bound books were wrapped in non-archival paper and tied together with string, which needed
to be removed. Many of the old boxes were deteriorating and without labels. The Public Library was
fortunately already in possession of the necessary supply of archival boxes and tissue, and extended
permission for us to re-house the portion of the collection in need and to remove the old boxes and nonarchival materials. Removal of the old boxes along with re-housing and labeling the boxes by accession
number greatly facilitated our inventory and survey of the collection.
We conducted a preliminary inventory of the collection prior to the re-housing aspect of the project, and
maintained the original order of the boxes on the shelves (as well as preserved the original order of the
contents of each box) throughout the re-housing process. Our primary processing concern in re-housing
was for the basic preservation of the archival sources. We removed and discarded the non-archival
paper that had been enclosing some of the documents, but note that there is a need for a trained
archivist to conduct a more complete processing of the collection and remove and discard all
deteriorating and acidic materials, as well as to introduce mylar sleeves and folders as needed.
The boxes were not organized by accession number or chronologically on the shelves, and access was made
difficult by the presence of misc. library supplies, such as paper towels, printer paper, etc. In order to
better access the materials, we re-organized the misc. library supplies and audio- visual equipment on the
top and bottom shelves. This was also done in an effort to minimize the number of boxes of archival
materials that were stored on the top shelf, or elsewhere in the room.
The Public Library does not have a permanent file for the collection, or information about the history of the
collection and its acquisition or accession forms, other than two trays of catalog cards from 1982.
Inventory
We intend this inventory to serve as a finding aid, or written description of the collection, with the hope
that it will aid future research in the Archives of the Public Library. In order to specify the location of
boxes, we labeled the shelves in the Archives.
The Archives contains a total of 136 archival boxes, 1 small archival box, and 8 oversized books wrapped in
archival tissue paper. The boxes are labeled by accession number and brief descriptions of the contents.
Two trays of catalog cards, created in 1982, accompany the archival boxes and are also stored in the
Archives. There is a strong need for these catalog cards to be scanned, as many are in poor condition and
barely legible
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The Archives contains a variety of government documents (primarily 20th century correspondence from
the Montserrat Commissioner’s Office) and court records (including 18th century Court of King’s Bench
and Common Pleas, 19th century Court of Queen’s Bench and Common Pleas, and 20th century
Magistrate’s Court District ‘1’), but also includes a wide assortment of misc. items, such as newspapers,
and other records.
Top Shelf:
 Box 82-751 to 800 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1920s-1930s]
 Box 82-1701 to 1750 [Colonial Secretary Outgoing Correspondence, 1890-95;
Montserrat Commissioner’s Office Correspondence, 1930s-1940s]
 Box 82-1601 to 1650 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1930s-1940s]
 Box 82-1201 to 1225 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1930s-1940s]
Box 82-2298, 2299; 82-472 [The Mirror, 1960-1961]

 Box 82-701 to 750 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1930s-1950s]
 Box 82-1451 to 1500 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1905-1940s]
 Box 82-2211 to 2225 [Monthly Summary of the League of Nations; Montserrat







Commissioner’s Office, Misc. Matters, Civil Aviation, 1930s-1950s]
Box 82-101 [Court of King’s Bench and Common Pleas, 1790-1800]
Box 82-1301 to 1350 [Commissioners Office Correspondence, 1942-1950]
Box 82-1101 to 1125 [Commissioners Office Correspondence, 1936-1945]
Box 82-103 [House of Assembly Agenda, 1917-1936]
Box 82-20 [Executive Council Minutes Book, 1919-1932]
Box 82-2151 to 2175 [Commissioners Office Correspondence, 1932-1942]
Box 82-2283 to 2287 [The Observer, 1942, 1946, 1949, 1950, 1951]

Shelf 1A:
 Box 82-401 to 450 [Montserrat Commissioners Office, 1930s-1950s]
 Box 82-1001 to 1050 [Montserrat Commissioners Office, 1940s]








Box 82-301 to 350 [Montserrat Commissioners Office]
Box 82-1501 to 1550 [Commissioners Office Correspondence, 1911-1934]
Box 82-1801 to 1850 [Commissioners Office Correspondence, 1936]
Box of 19 microfilm reels, 35 diskettes, and 15 floppy disks
Box of accessioned archives- agri., land, police reports (wide range acc. #’s)
Bound book 82-112 (oversized; re-housed by wrapping in archival tissue) [Legislative Council
Montserrat, 1915-1931]
 Bound book 82-113 (oversized; re-housed by wrapping in archival tissue) [Montserrat Privy
Council, 1854-1919]
 Bound book 82-107 (oversized; re-housed by wrapping in archival tissue) [Court of Queen’s
Bench and Common Pleas, Montserrat, 1861-1874]
Shelf 1B:
 Box 82-1151 to 1200 [Commissioners Office Correspondence, 1940s]
 Box of Non-Accessioned Montserrat Ordinances, c. 1889
 Box 82-1401 to 1450 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1941]
 Box 82-2121 to 2125 [Montserrat Administrator’s Office, 1960s]
 Box 82-122 to 123 [Legislative Council Minutes, 1844-1853; Magistrate’s Court,
Criminal, 1853-1860]
 Box of Non-Accessioned IFRB Circulars, Montserrat Administrator’s Office
 Box 82-2207 to 2210 [Montserrat Administrator’s Office, Misc. Matters, Civil Aviation, 1960s]
 Box 82-1851 to 1875 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1920s-1930s]
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 Box 82-1351 to 1400 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1940s]
 Box 82-1051 to 1100 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1930s-1940s]
Shelf 1C:
 Box of Non-Accessioned Misc. Papers (1930s-1940s)
 Box 82-1551 to 1600 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1930s-1940s]
 Box 82-251 to 300 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1940s]
 Box 82-601 to 650 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1950s]
 Box 82-662 [General Correspondence, President’s Office, 1890-1895]
 Box 82-2201 to 2206 [Montserrat Administrator’s Office, Montserrat Commissioner’s Office,
1950s]
 Box 82-2101 to 2110 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office Correspondence, 1950s]
 Box 82-551 to 600 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1930s-1950s]
 Box of Non-Accessioned Montserrat Commissioner’s Office Correspondence
 Box 82-801 to 850 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1930s-1940s]
 Box 82-158 to 175 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1930s-1940s]
 Box 82-2051 to 2100 [Commissioner’s Office Correspondence, 1940s]
Shelf 2A:
 Box of “1 File, Not Archived (Visits to Schools)”





















Box 82-501 to 550 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1940s]
Box 82-1251 to 1300 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office Correspondence, 1930s-1940s]
Box 82-2276 [IFRB Circulars, Montserrat Commissioner’s Office, 1950s]
Box 82-951 to 1000 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office Correspondence, 1930s-1940s]
Box 82-451 to 500 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office Correspondence, 1930s-1940s]
Box 82-2001 to 2050 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office Correspondence, 1930s-1940s]
Box of Non-Accessioned IFRB Circulars
Box 82-2190 to 2195 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office; Federal Information Services, Notices
for Local Publications, 1950s-1960s]
Box 82-351 to 400 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office Correspondence, 1940s]
Box 82-30 [Magistrate’s Court District ‘1’ Register, 1934-1936]
Box 82-15 [Register of Correspondence, 1914-1918]
Box 82-22 [Register of Magistrate’s Court District ‘1’, 1932-1934]
Box 82-6 [Register of Magistrate’s Court District ‘1’, 1928-1930]
Box 82-43 [Register of Magistrate’s Court District ‘1’, 1950-1951]
Box 82-9 [Recreation Round Committee Meeting, 1924-1925]
Box 82-31 [Magistrate’s Court District ‘1’, 1951-1952]
Box 82-38; 82-39 to 40 (“Note: 82-41 Missing”) [Blue Book 1846; Index of
Correspondence, 1902-1916]
Box 82-2313 to 2314 [Record of Receipts and Payments, Jan. 1891-Dec. 1892; Nov. 1872Jan. 1876]
Box 82-37 [Register of Incoming Correspondence, 1908-1913]

Shelf 2B:
 Box 82-851 to 900 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office Correspondence, 1920s-1930s]
 Box 82-176 to 225 (“Note: Missing 218”) [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office
Correspondence, 1920s-1940s]
 Box 82-651 to 700 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office Correspondence, 1920s-1930s]
 Box 82-901 to 950 [West Indies Cotton Association AGM Nov. 1934, Close Planning Season
1934 and Appointment of Inspectors]
 Box 82-1951 to 2000 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office Correspondence, 1920s-1930s]
 Box 82-1751 to 1800 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office Correspondence, 1930s]
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Box 82-2051 to 2100 [Montserrat Commissioner’s Office Correspondence, 1930s-1940s]
Box 82-2196 to 2200 [Montserrat Administrator’s Office Correspondence, 1950s]
Box 82-151 to 156 [Misc. bound books of letters, 19th and 20th c. records]
Box of Non-Accessioned Montserrat Commissioner’s Office Correspondence
(“Personal Files”)
Bound book, missing acc. # (oversize; re-housed by wrapping in archival tissue)
Bound book, missing acc. # (oversize; re-housed by wrapping in archival tissue)
Box of Wide Range of Non-Sequential Acc. #’s (Montserrat Commissioner’s Office
Correspondence)
Bound book 82-18 (oversize; re-housed by wrapping in archival tissue) [Montserrat Book of
Acts, 1827-1889]
Bound book 82-46 (oversize; re-housed by wrapping in archival tissue) [1881,
Waterworks]
Bound book, missing acc. # (oversize; re-housed by wrapping in archival tissue)
Box 82-901 to 902 [small box]
Box 82-36 [Supreme Court- Court of Summary Jurisdiction, 1916-1925]
Box 82-34 [Letters Dispatched to C.S.O. 1910-1923]
Box 82-45 [Magistrate’s Court District ‘1’ Register, 1925-1935, Records of Civil Cases]
Box 82-4 [Magistrate’s Court District ‘1’ Register, 1940-1941, Civil Cases

Shelf 2C:
Box 82-2294, 2295, 2296, 2297 [The Standard, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1955]
 Box 82-1126 to 1150 [Commissioners Office Correspondence, 1939-1942]
 Box 82-1226 to 1250 (Missing 82-1228; 82-1229) [Commissioners Office
Correspondence, 1939-1942]
 Box 82-1901 to 1950 (Missing 82-1935) [Commissioners Office Correspondence, 1923- 1937]
 Box 82-126 to 150 (Missing 82-132) [Commissioners Office Correspondence; Minutes of
Executive Council, 1915-1919; Minutes of Finance Council, 1940-1947; Misc.]
 Box 82-51 to 100 (Missing 82-91; 82-98) [Commissioners Office Correspondence, 1935- 1939]
 Box 82-1651 to 1700 [Commissioners Office Correspondence, 1909-1925]
 Box 82-2176 to 2185 [Commissioners Office Executive Council Minutes, 1933 and 19381943; Federal Information Services, 1958-1959]
 Box 82-226 to 250 [Commissioners Office Correspondence, 1917-1952]
 Box 82-2186 to 2189 [Federal Information Service, 1957-1962]
 Box 82-117 [House of Assembly Minutes, 1841-1845]
Box 82-2226 to 2275, 2281-2282 [Ordinances, 1869-1949]
Box 82-2288 to 2290 [The Observers, 1952-1954]
 Box 82-1228 to 1229 [Colonial Office Telephone Directories, 1953-1962]
 Box 82-2277 to 2280 [1959-1960 Radio States, Incoming Correspondence Registry 19131916, Notices for Local Publications 1958-1959]
Box 82-2291 to 2293 [The Observers, 1955-1956, 1958]
 Box 82-27 [Magistrate’s Court District ‘1’ Criminal Cases, 1916-1918]
 Box 82-2111 to 2120 [Commissioner’s Office, Schedules of Mail Received, 1950-1959]
Box 82-102, 82-108 [Letters and Correspondence, 1911-1914, 1931-1934]
 Box 82-2315 [Accounts of Receipts and Payments, 1893-1894]
Box 82-2316, 2317 [Cash Books, Aug.-Dec. 1897, Mar. 1901-1902]
 Box 82-21 [Magistrate’s Court Register District ‘1’, 1952-1954]
 Box 82-111 [Magistrate’s Court District ‘1’ Register, 1936-1937]
 Box 82-13, 82-14 [Court of Queen’s Bench and Common Pleas, 1852-1867 (1846-1860)]
Shelf 3A:
 Box 82-35 [Magistrate’s Court, District ‘1’ Register, Cases for Hearing, 1930-1931]
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Box 82-33 [Customs Officers Correspondence, 1842-1845]
Box 82-25 [Magistrate Court, District ‘1’ Register, 1931-1932]
Box 82-124, 82-125 [Montserrat Assembly’s Journal, 1857-1862; Book of Deeds, 1880- 1933]
Box 82-41 (Note: “pp 1-18 missing; also no card”) [Court of King’s Bench and Common Pleas,
1752-1754]
Box 82-11 [Public Works Committee Minutes, 1932-1936]
Box 82-29 [Magistrate’s Court, District ‘1’ Register, 1943-1944]
Box 82-26 [Magistrate’s Court, District ‘1’ Register, 1911-1914]
Box 82-08 [Letters to the Legislature of Montserrat from the Presidency, 1840-1849]
Box 82-23 [Magistrate’s Court, District ‘1’ Register, 1945-1947]

Shelf 3B:
 Box 82-114 [Court of King’s Bench and Common Pleas, 1760-1790]
 Box 82-13 [Court of Queen’s Bench and Common Pleas, 1852-1867]
 Box 82-118, 82-119, 82-121 [Legislative Council Minutes and Letters, 1834-1837; 1868; 1818]
 Box 82-115 [Legislative Minutes, 1791-1795]
 Box 82-50 [Court of King’s Bench and Common Pleas, 1771-1774]
 Box 82-17 [Government House Visitors’ Book, 1925-1937]
 Box 82-105 [Court of King’s Bench and Common Pleas, 1778-1783]
 Box 82-2126 to 2150 [Commissioners Office Correspondence, 1925 and 1935]
Box 82-44 [Criminal Cases, 1915-1944]
 Box 82-109 [Montserrat Court of Queen’s Bench Criminal, 1876-1897]
Shelf 3C:
 Box 82-49 [Court of King’s Bench and Common Pleas, 1822-1826]
 Box 82-47, 82-48 [Magistrate’s Court District ‘1’ Register, 1956-1958]
 Box 82-12 [Register of Voters, 1937-1948]
 Box 82-7 [Magistrate’s Court, Civil Cases, 1920-1925]
 Box 82-2 [Magistrate’s Court, District ‘1’ Register, 1947-1948]
 Box 82-1 [Execution Book, 1898-1904]
Box 82-2301 to 2312
 Box 82-24 [Magistrate’s Court, District ‘1’ Register, 1941-1943]
 Box 82-19 [Magistrate’s Court, District ‘1’ Criminal Cases, 1914-1916]
 Box 82-110 [Magistrate’s Court, District ‘1’ Register, 1944-1945]
 Box 82-28 [Magistrate’s Court, District ‘1’ Register, 1937-1940]
 Box 82-3 [Magistrate’s Court, District ‘1’ Register, 1903-1911]
Boxes of Interest
After creating an inventory of the archival sources, we conducted a thorough survey of the collection to
determine which boxes were of greatest potential interest to the research of the Little Bay Carr
th
Plantation Archaeology and Heritage Project. Most of the sources in the Archives date to the 20
th
century and pertain to the governance of Montserrat, although there are a fair number of 19 century
th
sources and a small number of 18 century sources.
Archaeological investigations have yielded a solid mid-late 18th century occupation date for the Little
Bay Carr Plantation site, but prior documentary research had not revealed the names of landowners or
occupants of the property during that time. After consulting with Jessica MacLean, we targeted boxes
containing 18th century documents, as well as boxes related to land records (such as a 19th century
book of deeds) and shipping (such as a 19th century book of customs officers correspondence).
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The following eight boxes were selected:
1. Box 82-101, Court of King’s Bench and Common Pleas, 1790-1800
2. Box 82-33, Customs Officers Correspondence, 1842-1845 3. Box
82-125, Book of Deeds, 1880-1933
4. Box 82-41, Court of King’s Bench and Common Pleas, 1752-1754
5. Box 82-114, Court of King’s Bench and Common Pleas, 1760-1790
6. Box 82-115, Legislative Minutes, 1791-1795
7. Box 82-50, Court of King’s Bench and Common Pleas, 1771-1774
8. Box 82-105, Court of King’s Bench and Common Pleas, 1778-1783
The catalog cards for the boxes of interest assisted in identifying the types of documents as well as their
legibility and condition when the catalog cards were created in 1982. There is no catalog card for Box
82-41. Most of the archival sources were in fair to good condition, although two of the boxes (Box 82114 and Box 82-115) contained loose, brittle pages in poor condition (many pages are only in fragments).
In one case, Box 82-125, the box label did not accurately describe the contents. Box 82-125, labeled
‘Book of Deeds, 1880-1933,’ contained records for the sale of lots of land at auction sold under a
Warrant from the Treasurer for default in payment of land taxes.
As we read through the archival sources contained in the boxes of interest, we looked for any mention
of the following keywords:








Little Bay
Little Carr’s Bay
Carr’s Bay
Saint Peter’s Parish
Northward division
William Carr

As each source was read, notes were taken and relevant entries were transcribed in separate Microsoft
Word documents, each labeled by the source’s accession number. Several of the boxes contained
th
th
references to Little Bay Plantation and Little Carr’s Bay throughout the 18 century and in the late 19
century. We were able to determine that the Piper family of Montserrat owned Little Bay Plantation, as
well as Silver Hill Plantation, prior to 1739, and into the 1770s. Appendix I, following this report, summarizes
information gleaned from the archival sources regarding the Little Bay Plantation/Little Carr’s Bay site. The
sources, primarily court records, yielded quite a bit of information about the Robert Piper family and their
connections with neighboring landowners in the north/Saint Peter’s Parish in the 18th century, in particular
the John Allen family. Appendix II, following this report, organizes information from the archival sources
regarding the Piper and Allen families as well as other notable persons involved in their land transactions.
After thoroughly reading through the materials contained in the eight boxes that we selected, it is possible
to say that the Archives of the Montserrat Public Library contain valuable information about the 18th
century plantation landscape of Montserrat. The records in the Court of King’s Bench and Common Pleas
books, many of which are plea of debt or trespass cases, have much to offer in terms of names of
individuals, occupations, and their relationships, helping to form a better understanding of society on
Montserrat. Many of the cases are examples of the Richard Roe vs. John Doe, and involve disputes over
title and land ownership. The Legislative Minutes book is of particular interest to anyone seeking
information about the urban development of the town of Plymouth and the organization of the various
parishes and divisions elsewhere on the island. Although the records contained in the Archives of the MPL
do not include parish records, such as births, marriages, and deaths, or wills, many of the court cases
reference and quote from these documents, especially last wills and testaments. It is still possible to gain
information from these court records about the peopling of the 18th century plantation landscape and
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determine historical boundaries for various properties based on geographical reference points and the
names of estate owners.
(See Appendix I and II.)
Other Sources
Land Registry Department
The Land Registry Department holdings go back only as far as the 1960s and 1970s. It is unclear what
happened to the earlier deed and title registers, and where they are housed today.
Mr. David Gerald at the Land Registry Department kindly provided me with access to the surviving deed
and title registers pertaining to the Little Bay property, yielding the following partial chain of title:
May 24, 1971:

Montserrat Estates Limited was registered as the owner of the Little Bay
Estate, encompassing an area of 222.49 acres.

April 6, 1981:

The Montserrat Company was registered as owner of the ‘Little Bay
Estate,’ parcel 14/2/1.

May 27, 1981:

Ownership of the Little Bay Estate was transferred from the Montserrat
Company to the Crown.

October 5, 1999:

The Little Bay Estate was subdivided into multiple parcels.

March 30, 2007:

The Crown transferred parcel 14/2/20 (Little Bay) to the Montserrat
National Trust. The area was 1.41 acres.

The May 24, 1971 Certificate of Title was transcribed in a separate Microsoft Word document and is
attached following this report as Appendix III. Mr. Gerald kindly provided a copy of the survey map
accompanying the May 24, 1971 Certificate of Title that registered the Montserrat Estates Limited, a
limited liability company, as the owner of the Little Bay Estate. The map is very useful in showing the
boundaries of the property in 1971 and the names of surrounding landowners at that time.
(See Appendix III.)
Montserrat National Trust
Lady Eudora Fergus and Donna Henry at the Montserrat National Trust kindly provided me with access to
several files housed in their library containing miscellaneous notes recorded by the late Mrs. Delores
Somerville, a volunteer with the MNT and a local historian who diligently researched the early history of
Montserrat.
Mrs. Somerville had access to the records in the courthouse prior to both Hurricane Hugo in 1989 and
the eruption of the volcano and subsequent evacuations beginning in 1995. She also corresponded
with various other repositories in Washington, DC and the United Kingdom.
Based on her notes, she did extensive research through the birth, baptism, marriage, and death records,
meticulously constructing family histories for various families on the island and information about the
various estates, including the Piper family and Little Bay. While her notes contain detailed information
about the Piper family, they unfortunately do not include citations of her sources. They are still useful,
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however, in establishing that this information did (or still does) exist for the Piper family at one time,
and it may simply be a matter of tracking down Mrs. Somerville’s sources in the UK in order to verify her
notes.
Mrs. Somerville’s efforts resulted in a work titled “The Early Years of Montserrat: A Chronicle of the
People Who Settled this Island.” It would be a most useful source to locate and read.
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Appendix 5: Other Resources
iii)
Online Material related to Montserrat
In some cases archival material related to Montserrat has been uploaded onto the internet or been used to
create websites. The following links are to sites that have been found during this project. As a word of
caution, as time passes some of these links may no longer work. It might be because the webpages have
been removed or moved to a new location. In most cases interent serarches should be able to identify if
the page has moved.
‘Records of Montserrat’, T Savage English, 1930
http://www.lib.utexas.edu/books/records-of-montserrat/records-of-montserrat.pdf
T Savage English used the archives he found in the 190s to write a history of Montserrat. The original hand
written notebooks are held by the Montserrat National Trust but the book was transcribed and a copy was
digitised and is now online
Sturge family archive
A) http://www.sturgefamily.com/Discover/THE%20STURGES%20OF%20BIRMINGHAM.htm
B) http://www.sturgefamily.com/Discover/THE%20MONTSERRAT%20CONNECTION.htm
C) http://www.birmingham.gov.uk/cs/Satellite?c=Page&childpagename=Lib-Central-Archives-andHeritage%2FPageLayout&cid=1223092760290&pagename=BCC%2FCommon%2FWrapper%2FWrap
per
The Sturge family are well known in Birmingham, UK and some of their archival material is held in the
Birmingham Central Archive. The Sturge family have put some of their information onto the internet, as
shown by the links A and B above. A large part of the original archival material of the Sturge’s association
with Montserrat is now held by the Montserrat National Trust
Commonwealth War Graves Commission Site
http://www.cwgc.org/
This site is specifically used to locate the war graves of men killed during the First and Second World War.
The best way to search the site is by entering ‘Montserrat’ in the search engine under the ‘additional
Information’ box . http://www.cwgc.org/find-war-dead.aspx?cpage=1
The search can also be carried out by entering the name of a man known to have been killed, but as a word
of caution the names listed on the war memorial in Montserrat are often not the same as those listed in
the catalogue due to spellings being different, or different first names being used.
Shipwreck data base
http://www.wrecksite.eu/
This is a secondary site that can be linked to the Commonwealth War Graves Commission site, and also be
extended to any ship that is known to have sunk in the waters of Montserrat or with a Montserratian
citizen on board. The data base is dependent on people supplying information to the website hosts.
This site requires membership (user name and password) but is free.
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Ancestry.co.uk
This is a general website that holds a vast amount of data on individuals. Unfortunately for proper ancestral
research paid membership is required. However, one important element of their website is that back in
2007 they digitised the Slave Registers held at the National Archives in the UK.
http://search.ancestry.co.uk/search/db.aspx?dbid=1129
Unfortunately they don’t provide all the information that appears in the registers but with some clever
searches a lot of information can be uncovered. A quick search suggests the Montserrat Records haven’t
been copied, however this doesn’t mean that there are no records related to Montserrat as the records do
include the movement of enslaved workers from one island to another, but this might require a lot of prior
knowledge before using the website.
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iv)
Archival Resources in the UK
National Archives, UK
The National Archives hold the largest collection in the UK of material related to the Leeward Islands and
Montserrat
http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/results/r?_q=montserrat&_ps=60
As Ancestry.co.uk does not claim to include the Montserrat Slave registers then the most obvioys place to
see the original items is the National archives.
British library
i)
The acts and ordinances of the colony of the Leeward Islands and of the several presidencies
included in the colony : viz., Antigua, Dominica, Montserrat, Saint Christopher and Nevis, and
the Virgin Islands : passed in the year ...
The editions for the years 1914-1916 and 1918-1923 inclusive have no overall title pages. It is
wanting the edition for 1917, and 1924-27 inclusive. After the transference of Dominica to the
Windward Islands Group in 1940 the Ordinances and Statutory Rules and Orders of this
Presidency are omitted from the collection. The Ordinances, etc., of Dominica and Saint
Christopher and Nevis are printed at Roseau and Basseterre respectively; the remainder at St.
John.
The description based on 1928. Wanting the issues for 1927-1929 inclusive.
General Reference Collection CSF.200/3(2)
ii)

West Indies. Montserrat. Surveyed by Staff Commr. J. Parsons ... 1867. (Plymouth Anchorage.)
[Admiralty Chart], London, 1869.
Cartographic Items Maps SEC.8.(254.)

iii)

Montserrat with Redonda. West Indies. 1: 25,000. D.O.S. 359. (Series E803). Tolworth:
Directorate of Overseas Surveys, 1963.
Cartographic Items Maps 81310. (7.)

iv)

Montserrat with Redonda. West Indies. 1: 25,000. D.O.S. 359. (Series E803.) 2nd edition.
Tolworth: Directorate of Overseas Survey, 1967.
Cartographic Items Maps 81310.(10.)

v)

Tourist map of Montserrat: emerald isle of the Caribbean, series E803 (D.O.S. 359). Great
Britain. Directorate of Overseas Surveys. Tolworth: Ministry of Overseas Development,
Directorate of Overseas Surveys, 1978.
Cartographic Items Maps 81950.(1.)

vi)

Montserratian mothers' and English teachers' perceptions of teaching and learning, Windrass,
G.; Nunes, T. This appears in Cognitive development. VOL 18; NUMBER 4, ; 2003, 555-577 -Elsevier Science B.V., Amsterdam. – 2003. Journal ISSN: 0885-2014
Shelf mark. 3292.876600

They also hold a range of recordings by Arrow
British Library Newspaper Holdings (formerly British Library at Colindale)
The British Library used to house its newspaper depository in its building in Colindale. It closed in 2014 and
the archives are being moved to a purpose built newspaper storage building at Boston Spa, West Yorkshire.
Using the search engine it is not clear if there are any newspapers that relate to Montserrat or the Leeward
Islands and will need further investigation
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University of Bristol Library Special Collections
Level Collection
Ref No DM41
Title West Indies Papers
Date 1653-1998
Extent 22 archive boxes, plus 23 more in related collections.
Description
The University of Bristol holds a large and comprehensive collection of papers pertaining to various aspects
of the West Indies. The British Records Association pronounced the University of Bristol a worthy repository
of knowledge regarding the West Indies in 1937, and has sent many documents to Bristol. The majority of
these records are placed in Bristol on permanent loan, though some have been given to or purchased by
the University. They are under the reference DM 41 but there are many other reference numbers. Ask staff
for relevant paper catalogue.
For the most part, these papers originate from the 17th to 19th Centuries, though some academic studies
are as recent as 1998. For the most part, these collections consist of legal papers such as leases, sales,
mortgages and marriage settlements, although other papers are also represented, such as Privateers'
Reports, papers of the Moravian Church and the West Indies Customs Ledger, 1715 - 1716. We also hold on
deposit a large collection of papers relating to the Pinney family and their activities in Nevis and Britain.
This collection is catalogued separately.
The collection contains materials on a number of islands in the West Indies as well as areas of mainland
North and South America: Bahama Islands, Barbados, Barbuda, Bermuda, British Guiana, Colombia,
Demerara, Panama, Berbice, Dominica, Grenada, Guadeloupe, Honduras, Jamaica, Leeward Islands, Lundy
Island, Mauritius, Montserrat, Nevis, San Geronimo, St. Christopher or St. Kitts, St. Croix, St. Lucia, St.
Vincent, Tobago, Tortola, and Trinidad
These materials are kept in the order in which they are accessioned over 65 years in their separate caches.
The majority of these records were acquired via the British Records Association, though some have been
purchased or deposited by other sources. The materials described in this entry originate from many more
accessions than DM 41 - for full details, see handlist. Typescript catalogue available in Special Collections.
The link is:
http://oac.lib.bris.ac.uk/dserve/dserve.exe?dsqServer=ITS-CALMDBP.cse.bris.ac.uk&dsqIni=Dserve.ini&dsqApp=Archive&dsqCmd=Show.tcl&&dsqSearch=RefNo==%27DM41%
27&dsqDb=Catalog
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The West India Committee
The West India Committee comprised merchants, traders and absentee planters engaged in West Indian
trade in the eighteenth century. It functioned as a pressure group for West Indian interests during the era
of the abolition of slavery. The Library of the West India Committee is held on deposit at the Institute of
Commonwealth Studies, London.
However, the minute books were purchased by the Trinidad and Tobago Government and deposited at
UWI Library. Microfilm copies of these are held at the Institute of Commonwealth Studies. Additional West
India Committee papers were acquired from the University of Warwick in March 1988.There is a full
register of the items at West India Committee records, UWI, Trinidad, to 1953:
http://uwispace.sta.uwi.edu/dspace/bitstream/handle/2139/13004/WestIndiaCommittee.html?sequence=
3
The list does not make it clear if any of the records discuss Montserrat but due to their scope they will
almost certainly do so, but this will need a lot of research time

British History Online
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/search
British History Online is a not-for-profit digital library based at the Institute of Historical Research. It brings
together material for British history from the collections of libraries, archives, museums and academics.
These primary and secondary sources, which range from medieval to twentieth century, are easily
searchable and browsable online.
By typing Montserrat into the search engine on 30th January 2015 there were 1377
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